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Abstract

The increased use of digital media to store legal, as well as illegal data, has created the need

for specialized tools that can monitor, control and even recover this data. An important task

in computer forensics and security is to identify the true file type to which a computer file

or computer file fragment belongs. File type identification is traditionally done by means

of metadata, such as file extensions and file header and footer signatures. As a result,

traditional metadata-based file object type identification techniques work well in cases where

the required metadata is available and unaltered. However, traditional approaches are not

reliable when the integrity of metadata is not guaranteed or metadata is unavailable. As

an alternative, any pattern in the content of a file object can be used to determine the

associated file type. This is called content-based file object type identification.

Supervised learning techniques can be used to infer a file object type classifier by exploit-

ing some unique pattern that underlies a file type’s common file structure. This study builds

on existing literature regarding the use of supervised learning techniques for content-based

file object type identification, and explores the combined use of multilayer perceptron neural

network classifiers and linear programming-based discriminant classifiers as a solution to the

multiple class file fragment type identification problem.

The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the use of a single multilayer

perceptron neural network classifier, a single linear programming-based discriminant classi-

fier and a combined ensemble of these classifiers in the field of file type identification. The

ability of each individual classifier and the ensemble of these classifiers to accurately predict

the file type to which a file fragment belongs were tested empirically.

The study found that both a multilayer perceptron neural network and a linear program-

ming-based discriminant classifier (used in a round robin) seemed to perform well in solv-

ing the multiple class file fragment type identification problem. The results of combining

multilayer perceptron neural network classifiers and linear programming-based discriminant

classifiers in an ensemble were not better than those of the single optimized classifiers.

Keywords: file type identification, file fragment type identification, multilayer perceptron

neural network, linear programming-based discriminant analysis, ensembles, classification



Uittreksel

Die toenemende gebruik van digitale media om wettige data, sowel as onwettige data

te berg skep die behoefte aan gespesialiseerde tegnieke om die data te monitor, te be-

heer en selfs te herwin. ‘n Belangrike taak in rekenaar forensiese ondersoeke en reke-

naarsekuriteit is die identifisering van ‘n rekenaarlêer of lêerfragment se lêerformaat. Reke-

naarlêerformaat-identifikasie word tradisioneel gedoen deur gebruik te maak van metadata

soos lêernaamuitbreidings en die lêer se kop- en voetsegmenthandtekeninge. Hierdie tradi-

sionele metadatagebaseerde lêerformaat-identifikasietegnieke werk goed in gevalle waar die

vereiste metadata beskikbaar en onveranderd is. Wanneer die integriteit van die metadata

nie gewaarborg is nie of die nodige metadata nie beskikbaar is nie, kan die tradisionele

benaderings nie vertrou word nie. As ‘n alternatief kan enige patroon in die inhoud van ‘n

lêervoorwerp gebruik word om die gepaardgaande lêerformaat vas te stel. Hierdie benadering

staan bekend as inhoudgebaseerde lêervoorwerpformaat-identifikasie.

Gekontroleerde-leertegnieke kan gebruik word om ‘n lêervoorwerpformaatklassifiseerder

af te lei deur die unieke patroon wat ‘n rekenaarlêerformaat onderlê te ontgin. Hierdie

studie bou voort op bestaande literatuur met betrekking tot die gebruik van gekontroleerde-

lêertegnieke vir inhoudgebaseerde lêervoorwerpformaat-identifikasie, en verken die gesa-

mentlike gebruik van multilaag-perseptron neurale netwerkklassifiseerders en lineêre pro-

grammeringgebaseerde diskriminant-klassifiseerders as ‘n oplossing vir die meervoudige lêer-

fragmentformaat-identifikasieprobleem.

Die doel van hierdie studie was om die gebruik van ‘n enkele multilaag-perseptron neurale

netwerk, ‘n enkele lineêre programmeringgebaseerde diskriminantklassifiseerder, sowel as

‘n gekombineerde ensemble van hierdie klassifiseerders in die gebied van die lêerformaat-

identifikasie te bestudeer en te vergelyk. Die vermoë van die individuele klassifiseerders en

die ensemble van klassifiseerders om die lêerformaat van ‘n rekenaarlêerfragment akkuraat

te voorspel, is empiries getoets.

Hierdie studie het bevind dat beide ‘n multilaag-perseptron neurale netwerk en ‘n lineêre

programmeringgebaseerde diskriminantklassifiseerder (gebruik in ‘n rondomtalie) goed pre-

steer met betrekking tot die meervoudige klas lêerfragmentformaat-identifikasieprobleem.

Die akkuraatheid waargeneem vir ‘n kombinasie van multilaag-perseptron neurale netwerke

en ‘n lineêre programmeringgebaseerde diskriminantklassifiseerders in ‘n ensemble was nie

beter as dié van die individuele geoptimaliseerde klassifiseerders nie.



Sleutelwoorde: rekenaarlêerformaatidentifisering, rekenaarlêerfragmentformaatidentifisering,

lêerfragmentformaatidentifisering, multilaag-perseptron neurale netwerk, lineêre program-

meringgebaseerde diskriminantklassifiseerder, ensembles, klassifikasie
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I
Background, introduction

and problem statement

Today computer technology plays an increasingly important role in the processing, storage

and transmission of data. As such, digital media has become the preferred data and infor-

mation storage medium. Data is stored on digital media as a sequence of bytes in logical

units called files (Tanenbaum, 2008). The data contained in a file is organized within some

data structure. Applications that know the details with regard to the data structure used

within a file, are able to read data from the file as well as write data to the file. The file type

associated with a file is the name that describes such a common data structure. Examples

of file types include html, jpeg, xls and doc file formats.

The increased use of digital media to store legal, as well as illegal data, has created the

need for specialized tools that can monitor, control and even recover this data (Fetherston

and Gollins, 2012; Pal and Memon, 2009). File object type identification is a recurrent task

performed by security, network and digital forensic specialists that can benefit from such

specialized tools. File object type identification, comprising of file type identification and

file fragment type identification, involves identifying the file type to which a computer file

object belongs. This is an important task because the file type associated with a file object

draws a connection between the file object and the application that can effectively use such

a file object. Furthermore, it is important to know the file type a file object belongs to in

order to decide how to use, or not to use, this file object.

File type identification is traditionally done by means of metadata such as file extensions

and file header and footer signatures (McDaniel, 2001). The file type to which a computer file

belongs is identified by comparing the available metadata in the file to an operating system

managed metadata dictionary. The metadata used for traditional file type identification

can, however, be altered by malicious software or end users in an attempt to circumvent

security and control measures. Traditional file type identification is impeded further as file

header and footer metadata is not available in a growing number of file types.

File fragment type identification is done by assigning a file fragment to the file type

associated with its parent file. The operating system keeps track of the file fragments that

make up a specific file in a file system table (Tanenbaum, 2008). This file system table is

queried to link a specific file fragment to its parent file. When the file system table is no

longer available it is not possible to infer the file type a file fragment belongs to from the

parent file. As a file fragment can originate from any location in the file, header and footer

metadata are most likely not available to support file fragment type identification either.

As a result, traditional metadata-based file object type identification techniques work

well in cases where the required metadata is available and unaltered. However, traditional

approaches are not reliable when the integrity of metadata is not guaranteed or metadata
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is unavailable. Security, network and digital forensic specialists need tools with which to

determine a file object’s true file type that do not rely on the availability and integrity of

metadata. As an alternative, any patterns in the content of a file object can be used to

determine the associated file type (McDaniel, 2001). This is called content-based file object

type identification.

Content-based identification tools can be used to verify the integrity of available meta-

data, as well as assign a file type to a file object for which no metadata is available. Further-

more, content-based identification tools can help identify important data within memory or

disk images (Conti et al., 2010); help identify misrepresented data (Roussev and Garfinkel,

2009), as well as help guide the reconstruction of files (Pal and Memon, 2009; Garfinkel,

2007). Furthermore, content-based file fragment identification tools have applications in

network services, such as routing, firewalls and intrusion detection (Moore and Zuev, 2005).

Existing research with regard to content-based file object type identification applies

supervised machine learning techniques to find the unique patterns that underlie a file type’s

common file structure (Harris, 2007). It is the use of supervised machine learning techniques,

more specifically the combined use of neural network classifiers and linear programming-

based discriminant classifiers, applied to the domain of file object type identification that is

of interest in this dissertation.

The purpose of this chapter is to guide the reader through the dissertation. A back-

ground to the research problem has already been given. Machine learning is defined in

Section 1.1 before supervised learning is distinguished from unsupervised learning. The

neural network classifier and linear programming-based discriminant classifier are briefly

introduced as part of the discussion with regards to supervised learning. A problem state-

ment and research objectives for this dissertation is formulated in Section 1.2 and Section

1.3 respectively. The research methodology employed is outlined in Section 1.4. The layout

of the study, explaining the purpose of each chapter, is presented in Section 1.5.

1.1 Machine learning: supervised vs. unsupervised

Machine learning is the scientific discipline concerned with the design and development

of algorithms that allow computers to infer knowledge from input data. The knowledge

inferred is the novel and potentially useful relationships between data elements (Fayyad

et al., 1996). Within the scope of machine learning, supervised and unsupervised techniques

can be distinguished (Maimon and Rakach, 2010; Kotsiantis et al., 2006).

Unsupervised learning refers to the problem of trying to find hidden structures in a set

of unlabelled data instances (Maimon and Rakach, 2010). That is, previously unlabelled

data instances are labelled by finding groups of homogeneous instances within the data

(Russel and Novig, 2010). Homogeneity is usually measured by some distance measure.

For example, the k-means algorithm iteratively assigns instances to k clusters within the
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feature space. The objective of the algorithm is to find a clustering in which the total

distance between a cluster centroid and all the instances assigned to a cluster is minimized.

Conversely, supervised learning is the task of fitting a function to a set of labelled data

instances (Kotsiantis et al., 2006). The class labels can be continuous or discrete values.

If the class label is continuous, then the supervised learning problem is called a regression

problem. A function that maps a data instance into a continuous real valued class variable

is called a regression function. If the class label is discrete, then the supervised learning

problem is called a classification problem or pattern recognition problem (Fayyad et al.,

1996; Michie et al., 1994). The objective of a classification problem is to find a function

that can be used to assign a class label, from a predefined set of class labels, to an instances

for which the class label is not known. Such a function is called a classification function or

a classifier. For example, suppose a set of labelled instances that belong to two groups, say

group A and group B, is given; then supervised learning can be used to derive a classifier

that will classify some previously unlabelled instance as belonging to either group A or

group B.

The file fragment identification problem is an example of this more general classification

problem. Supervised learning techniques can therefore be used to infer a file object type

classifier by exploiting some unique pattern that underlie a file type’s common file structure.

The derived classifier can then be used to classify file objects into one of the predetermined

file types. Neural network classifiers and linear discriminant classifiers are two supervised

learning techniques that can be used in this regard.

A neural network constitutes a non-linear classification function (Zhang, 2010). The

multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a neural network with a specific topology. Such a neural

network is structured as three or more distinct layers: an input layer, one or more hidden

layers, and an output layer. Each layer constitutes a set of nodes, with nodes from different

layers being highly interconnected in a feed-forward manner. All nodes from the input layer

are connected to all nodes in the first hidden layer, all nodes in the first hidden layer are

connected to all nodes in the second hidden layer, and so forth, until all nodes in the last

hidden layer is connected to all nodes in the output layer. The neural network maintains

a set of connection weights used to adjust the input signal as it propagates through the

network towards the output layer. During network training, the weights are adjusted to

minimizes the extent of the misclassification in a exemplar data set.

Linear discriminant classifiers are defined by the discriminant boundary that optimally

separates two groups of objects in a feature space. Linear programming models can be be

used to derive such a discriminant boundary (Lame and Moy, 1997). Linear programming

is a technique that identifies a combination of variable values in a linear system of equations

which optimize some linear objective function. In this case, linear programming is used to

find the set of weights that defines the linear discriminant boundary which minimizes the

extent of the misclassification in an exemplar data set (Olson and Shi, 2006).

Existing research with regards to content-based file object type identification focuses
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on using a single classifier to assign file types to file objects. Alternatively, various indi-

vidual classifiers can be combined in an ensemble with the hope that the collective deci-

sion made would be more accurate than the decisions made by the individual classifiers

(Kuncheva, 2004). The usefulness of an ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers and lin-

ear programming-based discriminant classifiers in the domain of file fragment identification

is investigated in this dissertation.

1.2 Problem statement

The file fragment type identification problem involves identifying the true file type to which

a computer file fragment belongs. This study builds on existing literature regarding the

use of supervised learning techniques for content-based file object type identification, and

explores the combined use of MLP neural network classifiers and linear programming-based

discriminant classifiers as a solution to the file fragment type identification problem. The

ability of an ensemble of these classifiers to accurately predict the file type to which a file

fragment belongs is tested empirically.

The research hypothesis of this dissertation is as follows: more accurate file fragment

type identification can be achieved by using MLP neural network classifiers and linear

programming-based discriminant classifiers in an ensemble instead of using these classifiers

individually.

1.3 Research objectives

Though the capacity of supervised learning algorithms to solve the file type classification

problem has been shown in other literature, using an ensemble of classifiers to solve the file

fragment classification problem is somewhat unique. As such, the primary research objective

of this project is to describe how MLP neural network classifiers and linear programming-

based discriminant classifiers can be used in an ensemble to solve the file fragment type

classification problem.

The secondary objectives, which will contribute towards achieving the primary objective,

are as follows:

1. Give a brief overview of supervised learning as relevant to classification

problems.

2. Describe the MLP neural network classifier and linear programming-based

discriminant classifier.

3. Give an overview of literature relating to file type and file fragment type

identification.
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4. Outline how MLP neural network classifiers and linear programming-

based discriminant classifiers can be used individually and in an ensemble

to solve the file fragment type identification problem.

5. Empirically test the effectiveness of individual classifiers and ensembles

in the domain of file fragment type identification.

6. Compare the classification accuracy of classifiers used in the existing lit-

erature to the classification accuracy of the proposed ensembles.

1.4 Research methodology

The activity in which machine learning techniques are applied to find patterns in the rela-

tionship between data elements is called data mining (Fayyad et al., 1996). The data mining

activity is one step in the knowledge discovery process (Kurgan and Musilek, 2006). This

process seeks to gain insight into the relationship between data elements. In this dissertation

the relationship between file fragments and their associated file types is of interest.

To provide a better understanding of a knowledge discovery endeavour a general process

model is useful. Such a process model consists of a set of processing steps needed to complete

a knowledge discovery and data mining (KDDM) project (Kurgan and Musilek, 2006).

Various process models have been proposed. Kurgan and Musilek (2006) surveyed some

popular KDDM process models and proposed the synthesized model depicted in Figure 1.1.

The process model consists of six steps and several feedback loops.

Figure 1.1: The KDDM process model as proposed by Kurgan and
Musilek (2006).
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In the first step of the KDDM process, a general understanding of the application domain

and the relevant prior knowledge is developed. During this step the data mining problem

and the objectives of the knowledge discovery and data mining endeavour are defined. The

second step involves the identification and acquisition of appropriate data sources, data

exploration, data sampling, as well as the selection of appropriate, relevant and interesting

attributes. Data preparation, the third step, involves the preprocessing of the data set

into the correct structure and form for use with the selected machine learning technique.

During this step the appropriate machine learning technique or combination of machine

learning techniques are identified in line with the data mining objectives set out during

step one. Step four, the data mining step, involves the application of the selected machine

learning techniques to the prepared data. In the context of the data mining objectives, the

usefulness of the discovered patterns is evaluated and any alternative actions needed are

identified during the fifth step. Useful knowledge learned is deployed for practical use in the

final step.

The work presented in this dissertation represents many iterations through this KDDM

process aimed at discovering useful patterns in the relationship between a file fragment’s

content and the file fragment’s associated file type. This chapter already contributes to this

process by providing a background of the application domain, by defining the data mining

problem and objectives, and by briefly introducing the machine learning techniques used.

The remainder of the dissertation is organized into three phases: a literature study phase,

an experimental design phase and an empirical study phase.

An overview of supervised learning techniques as applied to the file object type identi-

fication problem, as well as an overview of the MLP neural network classifier and the linear

programming discriminant classifier comprise the literature study. The literature study con-

tributes to the KDDM process by not only providing an understanding of the application

domain but also of the machine learning techniques applied. The literature study phase

contributes towards steps one, two and three of the data mining process.

The approach followed to test the research hypothesis is outlined in the second phase of

the dissertation. Experimental design includes a discussion with regard to the data set used,

feature selection techniques applied, model selection techniques applied, as well as model

evaluation and comparison methods chosen. The experimental design phase contributes

towards steps two, three and four of the data mining process. The data mining activity is

described in terms of four experiments.

In the last phase, the empirical results of the data mining endeavour are given, evaluated

and interpreted. This phase contributes towards steps five and six of the data mining process.

1.5 Dissertation outline

This section outlines the structure of the dissertation and explains the purpose and content

of each chapter.
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A brief general overview of supervised learning as relevant to classification problems is

given in Chapter 2. This chapter includes a review of the MLP neural network classifier and

the linear programming-based discriminant classifier as these techniques are applied in later

chapters. Ensemble techniques are also outlined in Chapter 2. Many principles referred to

in Chapter 3 are described in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3 prior work with regard to file type and file fragment type identification is

presented. Whereas previous authors have outlined selective literature chronologically, this

chapter organizes literature systematically under the various components of a supervised

learning problem as identified in Chapter 2. By doing so, the diversity in literature is

not only highlighted, but the various similarities and differences in the literature become

apparent.

In Chapter 4 the research methodology used is outlined. This chapter includes a dis-

cussion regarding the data set used, feature selection techniques applied, model selection

techniques applied, as well as model evaluation and comparison methods chosen. In Chapter

4 various models are formulated as experiments.

The empirical results of the experiments defined in Chapter 4 are presented in Chapter

5. The empirical study is evaluated and discussed.

Finally, in Chapter 6 the research findings are summarized, important findings are high-

lighted and research limitations are listed. A recommended path for future work is given,

after research contributions are evaluated against the objectives set forth in Chapter 1.

1.6 Chapter summary

Chapter 1 served to provide background to this dissertation. A computer file and a com-

puter file type were defined, whereafter content-based file object type identification was

distinguished from traditional file object type identification. It was noted that the lack of

integrity and the unavailability of traditionally used metadata created the need for content-

based file object type identification tools.

The problem statement for the file fragment type identification problem was provided.

Furthermore, the file fragment type identification problem has been identified as belonging

to the group of data mining problems known as classification problems. These classification

problems can be solved by using supervised learning techniques. Two specific supervised

learning techniques have been introduced: an MLP neural network classifier and a linear

programming-based discriminant classifier.

The KDDM process model, used to guide the knowledge discovery endeavour in this

dissertation, has been outlined as part of the research methodology. This chapter already

contributes towards the process by providing some insight into the data mining problem

and objective, as well as the application domain. The required prior knowledge is further

developed in Chapter 2.
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II
Supervised learning for file

object type identification

In Chapter 1 it was noted that the file fragment identification problem is an example of

the more general data mining problem known as classification. Classification involves deter-

mining a function that maps an object into one of several predefined classes (Fayyad et al.,

1996). As such, a supervised learning algorithm can be used to infer a classification func-

tion from a set of example file objects for which the file type is known. This classification

function can then be used to assign file types to a file object for which a file type is not

known.

Supervised learning and the classification problem are formally defined in Section 2.1.

The chapter continues to explore two specific supervised learning techniques: the multilayer

perceptron (MLP) neural network classifier in Section 2.2 and the linear programming-

based discriminant classifier in Section 2.3. In the discussion of both these techniques the

underlying model is outlined, the associated induction algorithm is discussed and some

advantages, as well as disadvantages associated with the classifier are listed. The k-nearest

neighbour supervised learning technique is also briefly introduced in Section 2.4. This

technique is outlined here because of its popularity in existing literature with regard to file

object type identification as will be shown in Chapter 3, and because this technique is later

proposed for use as a benchmark classifier in Chapter 4. Ensemble techniques are described

in Section 2.5 for the reason that this dissertation focuses on combining a set of classifiers

in an attempt to improve classification accuracy.

2.1 Supervised learning

The goal of supervised learning is to derive a mapping from a set of input variables to an

output variable using a set of example input-output variable pairs. The resulting mapping

can then be used to infer an output variable value for instances where the input variables

are known, but the value of the output variable is not known (Kotsiantis et al., 2007).

Formally, given a set of N exemplar tuples (x(t), y(t)), where each example t = 1, . . . , N

constitutes a predictor variable vector x(t) = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xr) and an associated predicted

variable y(t). In more complex problems there may be several predicted variables denoted

by y
(t)
l with l = 1, . . . , L. The predicted variable is related to the predictor variables by

some unknown function y = f(x). Let the function h(x) be a hypothesis of the true

function f(x) and let the loss function L(y, h(x)) be some measure of the error between

the actual dependent variable value y = f(x) and the predicted dependent variable value

ŷ = h(x).
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The objective of supervised learning is to find a function h(x) that minimizes the gen-

eralization loss R(h) over all possible tuples (x, y) in population ε,

R(h) =
∑

(x,y)∈ε
L(y, h(x))p(x, y). (2.1)

The probability distribution p(x, y) for the population ε is , however, not known. Therefore

an estimate of the generalization loss, the empirical loss Remp(h), is calculated as the average

loss over the exemplar tuple set,

Remp(h) =
1

N

N∑

t=1

L(y(t), h(x(t))) (2.2)

An optimization algorithm searches through the space of all possible hypotheses H for

the function h∗ that minimizes this empirical loss,

h∗ = arg min
h∈H

Remp(h) (2.3)

An exhaustive search of the hypothesis space quickly becomes computationally exhaus-

tive, therefore, supervised learning involves heuristic approaches to search for a good enough

function h in H. These approaches are called induction or learning algorithms (Maimon and

Rakach, 2010; Kotsiantis et al., 2007).

Three primary components of a supervised learning technique can be identified: model

representation, model evaluation and search method (Fayyad et al., 1996). Model represen-

tation involves choosing a family of models to be considered. The chosen model represen-

tation defines the hypothesis space H. Model evaluation involves choosing a loss function

with which to evaluate a candidate hypothesis h. Model search involves searching for the

optimal hypothesis in the chosen hypothesis space H.

The task of finding the best hypothesis h ∈ H can be further divided into two sep-

arate subtasks: model selection and parameter search (Russel and Novig, 2010; Fayyad

et al., 1996). In model selection, also known as hyper-parameter search, different model

specifications in the chosen family of model representations are considered. Given a fixed

model specification, a parameter search is performed by some induction algorithm to find

those parameters, which optimize the evaluation criteria over the example data set. Hyper-

parameter search is implemented as an outer loop to the parameter search problem, within

each loop the parameter search is focussed on a different region of the hypothesis space H.

For example, consider fitting a function to a data set. First, select the type of function

one wants to fit to the data, say a polynomial function. Secondly, select a loss function

with which to measure all candidate polynomials considered, say the mean-squared-error

loss function. Thirdly, find the polynomial function that minimizes the average mean-

squared-error over the example data set. In looking for the optimal polynomial, consider

polynomials of different degrees (hyper-parameter search), and consider polynomials with
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the same degree but different term coefficients (parameter search). Various polynomial re-

gression techniques (induction algorithms) can be used to find the optimal term coefficients,

once the optimal degree has been chosen.

As stated, the objective of supervised learning is to find a hypothesis function h ∈ H that

closely approximates the true function f . Two types of problems can be addressed using

supervised learning techniques (Fayyad et al., 1996): regression problems and classification

problems. If the image of the true function f is an infinite set of real values then the

supervised learning problem is called a regression problem and the hypothesis function h is

called the regression function. Alternatively, if the image of the true function f is a finite

set of integers (or class labels) then the supervised learning problem is called a classification

problem and the hypothesis function h is called a classifier.

Several supervised learning techniques exist with which to derive a classification func-

tion from an exemplar data set, including decision trees, naive Bayes classifiers and Bayesian

networks, neural networks, discriminant functions, k-nearest neighbour classifiers and sup-

port vector machines (Maimon and Rakach, 2010; Holmstrom et al., 1997; Lippmann, 1991).

After learning, each of these classifiers has the ability to return a class label ŷ, from a pre-

defined set of class labels, when presented with an input pattern x. There is, however, no

golden rule with regard to the best supervised learning technique to use for a particular

problem, as the performance of the various techniques is much influenced by the particular

application domain (Michie et al., 1994).

Results from the StatLog project1 show that the k-nearest neighbour classifier, the MLP

neural network classifier and the linear discriminant classifier consistently perform relatively

well in most application domains (Michie et al., 1994). A considerable amount of research

has already gone into file object type identification using the k-nearest neighbour classifier

as will be outlined in Chapter 3. For this reason, this dissertation focuses on using neural

network classifiers and linear discriminant classifiers, specifically linear programming-based

discriminant classifiers, to solve the file fragment type identification problem. These two

classifiers are outlined in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The classification problem is addressed

further in the next subsection.

2.1.1 The classification problem

Many examples of classification problems can be listed in the field of marketing, telecom-

munication, healthcare, human resource management, finance and so forth (Olson and Shi,

2006). Examples include face detection, as well as facial recognition (Bhele and Mankar,

2012); speech recognition (Anusuya and Katti, 2009); bankruptcy and credit scoring (Lin

et al., 2012; Twala, 2010); spam detection (Caruana and Li, 2012); document classification

1Project for comparative testing and evaluation of statistical and logical learning algorithms on large-
scale applications to classification, prediction and control.
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(Baharudin et al., 2010); financial crime detection (Bhattacharyya et al., 2011; Sudjianto

et al., 2010), as well as churn detection (Rashid, 2008).

In each of these problem domains a function h has to be found that accurately maps an

observed object into a finite set of predefined class labels. In a n class classification problem

the function h has to map an observed object into one of n possible class labels. In a binary

classification problem the function h has to map an observed object into one of two possible

class labels.

Multiple class classification is essentially more challenging than a binary class classifi-

cation problem, since the induced classifier must learn how to distinguish between a larger

number of classes simultaneously (Woods et al., 1997). Therefore, it is often required to

transform a multiple class classification problem into a set of binary classification problems

because many supervised learning techniques have a disadvantage in efficiently separating

multiple classes (Olson and Shi, 2006). A multiple class problem can be decomposed into

a set of binary subproblems by either comparing one class against all other classes or by

comparing one class against another class. In a one-against-all decomposition each class is

opposed to all the others classes, thus giving n subproblems. In a one-against-one decom-

position each class is opposed to each other class, thus giving n(n− 1)/2 subproblems.

For example, in a 6-class classification problem a multiple class classifier h will classify an

instance into any one of the possible classes, with h→ {G0, ..., G5} (Figure 2.1(a)). A one-

against-all binary classifier h will confirm or refute that an instance belongs to the modelled

target class, for example h → {G1(positive), notG1(negative)}(Figure 2.1(b)). A set of 6

classifiers can be constructed by using each class in turn as the target. A one-against-one

binary classifier h will assign instances into one of two classes, for example h → {G0, G1}
(Figure 2.1(c)). A set of 15 classifiers can be constructed, one classifier for each possible

combination of classes.

(a) Multiple class. (b) One-against-all binary. (c) One-against-one binary.

Figure 2.1: Possible formulations of the classification problem.

When transforming a multiple class problem into a set of binary subproblems a method

is needed with which to combine the solutions of the binary subproblems into a solution
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for the multiple class problem (Kuncheva, 2004). When using the one-against-all method

the class with the highest output probability is usually chosen. In the one against-all

strategy, the majority vote over the individual classifier outputs are taken (Furnkranz (2001)

calls this technique round robin binarization). The best scheme to use varies according to

the application domain and the supervised learning technique used (Milgram et al., 2006;

Klautau et al., 2002).

This dissertation is interested in the classification problems known as file object type

identification. As will be discussed in Chapter 3, the problem has been formulated as a one-

against-all, one-against-one and multiple class classification problem within the existing

literature. In the empirical phase of this dissertation different problem formulations are also

used.

2.2 The neural network classification model

Neural networks imitate the cognitive function of the brain to approximate intelligent ma-

chines (Ramlall, 2010). The neuron, shown in Figure 2.2, is the fundamental building block

of the human brain. The neuron is a special type of cell that processes and transmits infor-

mation electrochemically. Individually each neuron receives nerve impulses from preceding

connected neurons through connections called dendrites. Each input received is amplified

or reduced according to the receiving neuron’s learned sensitivity to inputs originating from

each connected sender neuron. Within the cell body, the adjusted input signals are aggre-

gated and an output signal is calculated. The output signal is transmitted on the axon.

The axon in turn is the connection point for multiple successive neurons.

Figure 2.2: A biological neuron.
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The ability of the human brain to encode knowledge is realized by signals sent within

a complex network of roughly 100 billion neurons, each neuron connected to several thou-

sand other neurons (Olson and Shi, 2006). Each neuron’s ability to alter its sensitivity to

the various inputs it receives contributes a tiny bit to the overall network’s computational

capacity.

Artificial neural networks originated from attempts to mimic the learning ability of the

human brain (Zhang, 2010). In this section artificial neural networks are introduced. The

first subsection outlines the perceptron and the multilayer perceptron neural network model.

The second subsection introduces the back propagation algorithm, a parameter optimization

method used to induce neural network classifiers. The third subsection introduces the

concept of over fitting, as well as techniques that can be used to prevent over fitting. The

last subsection lists advantages and disadvantages of MLP neural network classifiers.

2.2.1 Perceptrons and multilayer perceptrons

In the same manner as the human brain, an artificial neural network is composed of nodes

connected by directed network links (Russel and Novig, 2010). The net-input uj to some

node j is computed by combining the input signals x1 to xr in a weighted sum and adding

a node bias −θj. This is,

uj =
r∑

i=1

wijxi − θj (2.4)

where the connection weight from input node i to node j is wij and the bias is θj. By

introducing an extra dummy input signal x0j equal to one, the combination function can be

written as (Bishop, 1995)

uj =
r∑

i=0

wijxi (2.5)

with w0j = −θj.
The node output aj is 1 if the net-input uj is greater than or equal to 0, else the node

output is 0. This hard limit function, or step function, can be written as

aj =

{
0 if uj < 0⇒∑r

i=1wijxi < θj

1 if uj ≥ 0⇒∑r
i=1wijxi ≥ θj

}
. (2.6)

Such a node, called a perceptron, is depicted in Figure 2.3.

A feed-forward neural network is composed of multiple perceptrons interconnected in

such a way as to allow the output of one perceptron to be the input to another perceptron

(Bishop, 1995). The connections in a feed-forward network only allow signals to pass in

one direction. Specifically, the multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network is the most

widely studied and used feed-forward neural network model (Zhang, 2010). Such a neural

network is structured as three or more distinct layers: an input layer, one or more hidden

layers, and an output layer. Each layer constitutes a set of nodes, with nodes from different

layers being highly interconnected in a feed-forward manner: All nodes from the input layer
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Figure 2.3: The perceptron.

are connected to all nodes in the first hidden layer, all nodes in the first hidden layer are

connected to all nodes in the second hidden layer, and so forth, until all nodes in the last

hidden layer are connected to all nodes in the output layer. The neural network maintains

a vector of connection weights used to adjust the input signal as it propagates through the

network towards the output layer. The structure of a three-layer MLP neural network is

shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The multilayer perceptron neural network.
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This MLP neural network receives r + 1 input signals at the input layer nodes. The

input vector x ∈ Rr+1 represents the r input features x1 to xr and the bias signal x0 set

equal to one. The input signal is propagated forward to J hidden layer nodes. Each hidden

layer node functions like a perceptron. The node input is computed as the weighted sum of

inputs received from all preceding nodes. That is uj =
∑r

i=0wijxi where wij is the weight

of the connection between input node xi and hidden node zj.

The hidden layer’s output is computed by passing the weighted sum of inputs uj through

an activation function fh(uj). This activation function can be any monotonically increasing

function, such as the symmetric sigmoid function (Steeb, 2005),

zj = fh(uj) = tanh(uj) =
1 + e−2uj

1− e−2uj
. (2.7)

The output of the hidden layer is a vector z ∈ RJ+1 with the bias signal z0 set to one. The

vector z supplies inputs to the output layer with L nodes.

Similar to the nodes in the hidden layer, each output layer node functions like a

perceptron. Input signals from the hidden layer nodes are combined in a weighted sum

ul =
∑J

j=0 wjlzj where wjl is the weight of the connection from hidden node zj to output

layer node ŷl. The output layer produces a vector ŷ ∈ RL. Each output node produces

output ŷl by passing the weighted sum of inputs ul through a monotonically increasing

activation function f o(ul). For example, a logistic activation function can be used,

ŷl = f o(ul) =
1

1 + e−ul
. (2.8)

The entire MLP model can be represented as the following non-linear function,

ŷl = hl(w,x) = f o(
J∑

j=0

wjlf
h(

r∑

i=0

wijxi)) (2.9)

for output l = 1 . . . L, where fh and f 0 are the activation functions in the output layer and

hidden layer respectively, and w ∈ RJ(r+1)+L(J+1) is the vector of connection weights (Russel

and Novig, 2010).

Each connection weight w ∈ w is used to adjust the input signal as it propagates

through the network towards the output layer. By maintaining a weight for each connection

in the network, a signal originating from a node can be very important in generating the

output of one node and unimportant in generating the output of another node. It is through

this process of connection specific signal weighting that a neural network has its predictive

power. It has been shown that a three-layer MLP neural network with enough hidden layer

nodes can approximate any continuous function with any desired degree of accuracy (Hornik

et al., 1989).

The process in which the optimal weights vector w∗ is determined, hence the way the

network “learns”, is commonly referred to as network training. The back propagation

algorithm is a popular technique used for network training. Gaining a general understanding
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of this algorithm is important due to its significance in neural network literature and because

it is used in the empirical study of this dissertation. The back propagation algorithm is

outlined in the next subsection.

2.2.2 The back propagation algorithm

The MLP neural network (2.9) has been described in the previous subsection. An infinite

number of such unique models can be derived by adjusting the value of each connection

weight w ∈ w and the value of each hyper-parameter r, J and L. Given a specific value

for hyper-parameter r, J and L the supervised learning problem becomes a parameter op-

timization problem to find the weights vector w∗ that minimizes a loss function across all

outputs and all training instances (Russel and Novig, 2010),

w∗ = arg min
w∈RJ(r+1)+L(J+1)

N∑

t=1

L∑

l=1

L(y
(t)
l , ŷ

(t)
l = hl(w,x

(t))). (2.10)

The process in which optimal network weights w∗ are determined is referred to as neural

network training. A popular technique used to train a feed-forward neural network is known

as the back propagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1995). The back propagation algorithm

is essentially a form of gradient descent optimization, now applied to feed-forward neural

network weight estimation (Russel and Novig, 2010; Bishop, 1995).

The back propagation algorithm starts by initializing each weight w ∈ w to a small

random value. Using the current weights, the predicted network output ŷl with l = 1, . . . , L

for a given input pattern x is calculated. This is done by propagating the input pattern

forward through the hidden layer nodes and subsequently the output layer nodes. The

predicted network output ŷl and actual output yl at each output node are compared using

some loss function Ll(yl, ŷl). The loss function measures the error in the predicted network

output.

After computing the error in the predicted network output for a given input pattern,

gradient decent is applied to adjust weights in the direction that minimizes this error. That

is, every weight w ∈ w is adjusted in proportion to the marginal rate of change in Ll with

regard to this weight w over all the output nodes. The update rule can be written as,

wnew = wold − η
L∑

l=1

∂Ll
∂w

(2.11)

where the scalar η is called the learning rate. The learning rate scales the effect of the

marginal rate of change in correcting the old weight.

If the activation functions used in the hidden layer nodes and output layer nodes are

differentiable then the chain rule can be applied to calculate ∂Ll

∂w
. The symmetric sigmoid

activation function (2.7) and the logistic activation function (2.8) are both differentiable as,

∂fh(uj)

∂uj
= (1− fh(uj))2 (2.12)
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and
∂f o(ul)

∂ul
= f(u)(1− f o(ul)) (2.13)

respectively.

Therefore, if for example the squared-error loss function is used to measure the error in

the predicted output

Ll(ŷl, yl) = (yl − ŷl)2, (2.14)

then the marginal rate of change in Ll with regard to the weight from hidden layer node j

to output node l can be calculated as (Steeb, 2005),

∂Ll
∂wjl

=
∂(yl − ŷl)2

∂wjl

= −2(yl − ŷl)
∂ŷl
∂wjl

= −2(yl − ŷl)
∂f o(ul)

∂wjl

= −2(yl − ŷl)f o(ul)(1− f o(ul))
∂ul
∂wjl

= −2zj(yl − ŷl)f o(ul)(1− f o(ul)). (2.15)

Similarly, it can also be shown that the marginal rate of change in L with regard to the

weight from input node i to hidden layer node j is

∂Ll
∂wij

= −2wji(yl − ŷl)f o(ul)(1− f o(ul))
∂zj
∂wij

, (2.16)

which can be expanded to

∂Ll
∂wij

= −2wji(yl − ŷl)f o(ul)(1− f o(ul))
∂fh(uj)

∂wij

= −2wji(yl − ŷl)f o(ul)(1− f o(ul))(1− fh(uj))2 ∂uj
∂wij

= −2wjixi(yl − ŷl)f o(ul)(1− f o(ul))(1− fh(uj))2. (2.17)

The network weights are updated per training pattern presented to the learning algo-

rithm using the update rule in Equation 2.11 once ∂Ll

∂w
has been calculated for each network

weight w ∈ w and each output node l = 1, . . . , L. This is called online learning (Ripley,

2008). Online learning is typically a continuous process, where training examples are given

to the network as they become available.

Alternatively, in batch learning, all the training patterns are presented to the network

first before the actual network weights are updated (Ripley, 2008). The change in the

network weights after one cycle through all training patterns, called an epoch, is the sum

of all the individual changes in network weights. The update rule for each weight w ∈ w in

batch learning is,

wnew = wold − η
N∑

t=1

L∑

l=1

∂Ll(ŷ
(t), y(t))

∂w
(2.18)
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where the scalar η is the learning rate. Once an epoch has been completed the empirical loss

Remp(h) for the current network h is calculated. The empirical loss is tested for convergence

against some predefined criterion with threshold τ . If the change in empirical loss from one

epoch to the next is less than τ the training algorithm stops. If not, then the neural network

algorithm continues for another epoch. Furthermore, the training algorithm also terminates

once a predefined number of epochs ε has been completed. The back propagation algorithm

for batch learning is summarized in Algorithm 2.1.

Algorithm 2.1 Back propagation algorithm for batch learning (Adapted from Steeb, 2005).

input: Set of N exemplar tuples (x(t), y(t)), learning rate η > 0, convergence criterion τ > 0,
and stop criterion ε > 0

output: Optimal weight vector w∗

begin algorithm
Initialize each weight w ∈ w to small random value
Initialize epoch counter e to 0
repeat

Increment epoch counter e.
For each w ∈ w initialise ẇ to 0 **Temporary weight update variable
for t = 1 to N do

for l = 1 to L do
Calculate y

(t)
l = hl(w,x

(t)).

Calculate Ll(ŷ
(t)
l , y

(t)
l ) using predicted output ŷ

(t)
l and actual output y

(t)
l

for eachw ∈ w do
Calculate ∂Ll(ŷ

(t),y(t))
∂w

using Equation 2.17 for a connection weight between an
input layer node and a hidden layer node and Equation 2.15 for a connection
weight between a hidden layer node and an output layer node

Update ẇ ← ẇ + ∂Ll(ŷ
(t),y(t))
∂w

end for
end for

end for
For each weight w ∈ w update w ← w − ηẇ
Calculate Remp

until e ≥ ε or ∆Remp ≤ τ **Stop criterion and convergence criterion
end algorithm

Even though the back propagation algorithm is a very slow optimization technique, it

is still widely used. Several alternative algorithms have been proposed as improvements on

the back propagation algorithm, such as the quickprop algorithm (Fahlman and Lebiere,

1990) and the RPROP algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993). Though these “improved”

optimization algorithms have been shown to perform better than the back propagation

algorithm on artificial data sets, this finding does not hold for real-world data sets (Schiff-

mann et al., 1994). Furthermore, Lawrence et al. (1997) argue that the inefficiency in the

back propagation algorithm might improve its ability to generalize patterns by inherently

guarding against learning the idiosyncrasies present in the data. For these reasons the back

propagation algorithm is used for neural network training in the empirical study of this
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dissertation.

In conclusion, the back propagation algorithm is a parameter optimization technique

that can be used to estimate the weight set w∗ that defines the MLP neural network that

best fits the exemplar data set. The hypothesis space RJ(r+1)+L(J+1) in which the parameter

optimization is performed is defined by selecting values for hyper-parameters r, L and J .

2.2.3 Learning and generalization

As stated in Section 2.1 the task of finding the best hypothesis h ∈ H can be divided into two

separate subtasks: parameter search and hyper-parameter search. During hyper-parameter

search the complexity of the hypothesis space H considered in parameter search is chosen. In

the case of MLP neural networks, parameter search involves applying the back propagation

algorithm to find an optimal weight vector w∗ in the hypothesis space RJ(r+1)+L(J+1) with

J(r + 1) + L(J + 1) dimensions (adjustable parameters). Hyper-parameter search involves

choosing the values for r, J and L and therefore the number of adjustable parameters in

the hypothesis space considered. As will be outlined in this subsection, hyper-parameter

search is an important part of building a good MLP neural network classifier, because the

complexity of the hypothesis space H influences the ability to which some function h ∈ H
can learn and generalize the true function f .

Learning is the ability of a function h to approximate the training data, while gener-

alization is the ability of function h to approximate the true function f that underlies the

training data (Zhang, 2000). The number of adjustable parameters in the hypothesis space

from which function h is induced determines how well such a function can learn and gener-

alize the true function f . A hypothesis space with too few adjustable parameters might not

be flexible enough to express the true function f while a hypothesis space with too many

adjustable parameters will be flexible enough to fit the idiosyncrasies in the data.

Consider the example of fitting a polynomial function to a set of data points in the

Cartesian plane depicted in Figure 2.5. Assume the true relationship between x and y is

described by the fourth degree polynomial f . However, like in any real-world data set, every

data point deviates from the true function with random noise ξ. A poor approximation of

the true function is achieved by fitting a second degree polynomial h1 because the hypothesis

space of all second degree polynomials lacks the flexibility to express the true function. That

is, a second degree polynomial is unable to learn the true function f . Poor approximation

of the true function is also achieved by fitting a polynomial function h2 with seven degrees.

The hypothesis space defined by all polynomials with a degree of seven is too flexible, and

as such, a seven degree polynomial is able to fit all the data points exactly by learning

the random noise in the data. Though all example points are approximated perfectly, the

hypothesised function h2 and the true function f still differ to a large extent — this is known

as over fitting. A polynomial with some degree between two and seven would have been

better suited to learn the true function f .

A model that has been over fitted is characterized by good predictive power within the
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Figure 2.5: Fitting a polynomial function.

training examples and bad predictive power on new examples. Consider a model’s empirical

loss estimated on a training set and a validation set (see Figure 2.6). As the complexity of

the hypothesis space is increased, an induced model is better able to generalize and learn

the true underlying function from the training data. Consequently both the empirical loss in

the training set and the empirical loss in the validation set are reduced. As the complexity

of the hypothesis space is increased further, an induced model starts to fit the idiosyncrasies

in the training data. After some point A, the induced models will continue learning the

training data by memorizing the noise in the data, but because this noise is in actual fact

random, the function learned will not generalize to the validation data. As soon as the

model starts fitting the noise in the training data, the empirical loss on the validation set

increases. The ideal complexity of the hypothesis space will be at point A, the point were

the induced model has low empirical loss within the training set and a low empirical loss on

a validation set (Bishop, 1995).

All predictive models suffer from the general phenomenon of over fitting. However, over

fitting becomes much more likely as the complexity of the hypothesis space grows (Russel

and Novig, 2010). As a result, care has to be taken when choosing the complexity of the

hypothesised MLP neural network fitted to data. A network with too many adjustable

parameters is not only computationally expensive to train but it is also subject to over

fitting. The complexity of the hypothesis space from which an MLP neural network is

induced is selected by setting the number of input nodes r, number of output layer nodes

L and the number of hidden layer nodes J .
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Figure 2.6: The empirical loss estimated on a training set and a validation
set for models induced from increasingly complex hypothesis
spaces.

The number of input nodes r used with a neural network is implied in the number of

input attributes selected to form the input vector x. The performance of a neural network

can often be improved by excluding attributes that are irrelevant or redundant (Kwak and

Choi, 2002). Feature selection is outlined in Section 4.1.

The number of output nodes L is implied by the formulation of the classification problem

as outlined in Section 2.1.1. In the case of an MLP neural network, only one output node

is needed to solve a binary classification problem (Bishop, 1995). The network output is

coded y = −1 for instances belonging to the first class and y = 1 for instances belonging

to the second class. An MLP neural network with n output nodes is usually employed to

solve a n class classification problem. The network outputs are coded such that yl = 1 for

instances belonging to class l and yl = 0 for instances not belonging to class l (l = 1, . . . , n).

One reason to transform a multiple class classification problem into a set of binary

subproblems is that a binary classifier is usually simpler and therefore better suited to fit

small data sets (i.e. less prone to over fitting). Furthermore, Furnkranz (2001) argues that

a set of binary classifiers can provide better performance than one complex multiple class

classifier because it is easier to learn how to distinguish between two classes than it is to

learn how to distinguish between multiple classes.

The number of hidden layer nodes J is, however, not so simple to infer from the problem

at hand. Choosing the appropriate number of hidden layer nodes is important because

this hyper-parameter has a large influence on the number of adjustable parameters in the

hypothesis space. As such, a neural network with too few hidden layer nodes will not be

expressive enough to learn the underlining patterns in the data while a neural network
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with too many hidden layer nodes will over fit the data (Ramlall, 2010). The appropriate

number of hidden layer nodes depends on the inherent noise within the training data and

the availability of training data; the number of input features used and the interdependence

of these input features; the number of output nodes used; the network architecture selected;

as well as the complexity of the true function f being approximated (Zhang, 2010).

One technique for selecting the appropriate number of hidden nodes is to compare a

range of models each having a different number of hidden layer nodes. The empirical loss

for each model is then estimated on a validation set, and the simplest model with the lowest

empirical loss is accepted (Bishop, 1995). This technique is, however, computational and

time intensive (Reed, 1993). Furthermore, the estimated empirical loss might not be as well

behaved and smooth across models with different complexities as depicted in Figure 2.6.

Identifying the optimal complexity of hypothesis space (point A) is difficult.

Alternatively, a complex neural network can be trained, and the insignificant hidden

layer nodes removed from the network as part of network training (Reed, 1993). The general

idea behind network pruning is to alternate between training the network and removing

nodes from the network. After training the network for several epochs, nodes that do

not contribute to the network’s overall success are removed. A node’s contribution in the

network is approximated as the difference between the empirical loss of the network that

includes the node and the empirical loss of the network that excludes the node, all else held

constant.

Regularization is another approach with which to control model complexity (Bishop,

1995). Regularization is a class of methods that encourages the induction of smoother

models during model training, because models that have a lot of curvature and structure

tend to over fit the data. A measure of smoothness is introduced into estimated empirical

loss by adding a penalty term Ω ,

Ṙemp(h) =
1

N

∑

(x,y)∈E
L(y, h(x)) + λΩ. (2.19)

The penalty term Ω is some measure of the hypothesised function’s complexity, and λ is

the extent with which Ω is to influence the solution. Regularization combines loss and

complexity into one metric, allowing the training algorithm to find the best hypothesis in

terms of learning and generalization. A function h that gives a good fit to the training data

will have a small L value while one that is very smooth will have a small Ω value.

One of the simplest regularizers, called weight decay, is defined as the sum of the squares

of the adjustable parameters (Krogh and Hertz, 1995),

Ω =
1

2

∑

w∈w
w2. (2.20)

Weight decay encourages the training algorithm to find the hypothesis h defined by the

sparsest weight vector w that solves the learning problem. Weight decay supports gener-

alization by keeping network weights small and therefore effectively removing insignificant
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connections by slowly decaying connection weights towards zero (Bartlett, 1998). Experi-

mental results show that the back propagation algorithm can be improved significantly by

including a weight decay term in the loss function used (Gupta and Lam, 1998).

The concept of learning and generalization has been outlined in this subsection. It has

been stated that the complexity of the hypothesis space determines, to a large extent, the

ability of an induced classifier to learn and generalize the true function f . The complexity

of a neural network model is determined by the number of input nodes r, number of hidden

layer nodes J , and the number of output layer nodes L employed. Various techniques to

reduce model complexity have been listed, some of which are employed in the empirical

phase of this dissertation. Specific hyper-parameter optimization algorithms are outlined in

Section 4.2.

2.2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of neural networks

Neural networks have been used for classification in various problem domains, including

accounting and finance; healthcare and medicine; engineering and manufacturing, as well

as marketing. A literature survey conducted by Paliwal and Kumar (2009) reveals that

neural networks outperformed other methods in most application domains. However, there

are several advantages and disadvantages to using a neural network. Advantages of neural

networks include (Zhang, 2010; Ramlall, 2010):

• Neural networks are non-linear functions of their inputs, therefore more

complex relationships between variables are modelled.

• MLP neural networks are universal approximators. Given a finite set of

hidden layer nodes it can be used to approximate any continuous function

to any desired degree of accuracy.

• There is no need to specify a functional form for the hypothesis function

f . Any needed variable transformation and combination are done within

the network.

• Once a network function has been induced, it can be used for prediction

very quickly.

• Neural networks are free from statistical assumptions on the underlining

data.

Disadvantages of neural networks include:

• The optimal value of several hyper-parameters have to be chosen, in-

cluding the number of hidden layer nodes, which is directly related to

a neural network’s ability to generalize patterns. As with most param-

eters in machine learning, limited theory exists to guide the choice of

hyper-parameters.
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• Training neural networks is time consuming, and often involves the sub-

jective art of trial and error.

• An MLP neural network is prone to over fitting. Building complex MLP

neural networks therefore requires large samples of data. However, it

has been shown that large neural networks do generalize well as long as

weights are kept small.

• Neural networks are black boxes because it is difficult to trace the exact

relationship between inputs and outputs.

• Neural networks have nonlinear loss functions, which means that they can

converge to local optimal solutions rather than global optimal solutions.

2.3 Linear discriminant classification model

The use of neural networks for classification has its origins in artificial intelligence. Another

popular methodology for deriving classification rules from a sample of labelled objects,

based on observed attributes of those objects, is called discriminant analysis. Discriminant

analysis has its origin in classical statistics, but is naturally defined as a supervised learning

technique because it also uses a set of exemplar input-output pairs to derive a so-called

discriminant function (Kuncheva, 2004).

Discriminant analysis produces a linear classifier with a hard threshold, such as

h(x) =

{
0 if

∑r
i=1wijxi < b

1 if
∑r

i=1wijxi ≥ b

}
, (2.21)

where 0 is the class label corresponding to group A, 1 is the class label corresponding

to group B,
∑r

i=1 wijxi is the discrimination function and b is the group boundary value.

The decision boundary
∑r

i=1 wijxi = b can be viewed as the hyperplane that separates

two classes in the r-dimensional space (Russel and Novig, 2010). Figure 2.7 shows two

hypothetical decision boundaries that can be used to separate instances belonging to one of

two groups. Using the linear discriminant classifier h1 a new instance x̃1 will be classified as

belonging to group A because h1(x̃1) < b. A new instance x̃2 will be classified as belonging

to group B because h1(x̃2) ≥ b. A new instance x̃3 will be classified differently when linear

discriminant classifier h2 is used instead of linear discriminant classifier h1.

The objective of discriminant analysis is to find w∗ and b∗ that defines the decision

boundary that optimally separates example instances belonging to two classes. By extension,

such hyperplane can then be used to assign class membership to instances for which the

class labels are not known. Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis is a popular multivariate

technique used to derive discriminant functions (Fisher, 1936). The ability of this technique

to derive an optimal discriminant function relies on a multivariate normality assumption.

A sub-optimal discriminant function is estimated when this assumption does not hold, as is

the case in most real-world problems.
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Figure 2.7: Discriminant analysis.

A linear programming-based discriminant analysis approach allows for efficient compu-

tation of an optimal discriminant function over large sets of sample data without relying on

any assumptions about the data. Empirical studies have shown that linear programming-

based discriminant classifiers (LPDCs) outperform Fisher’s linear discriminant classifiers in

situations where the normality assumption does not hold or where there are outliers present

in the data (Youssef and Rebai, 2007; Lame and Moy, 1997).

In this section a method for deriving a linear discriminant classifier using linear pro-

gramming is described. Linear programming is introduced in the first subsection. In the

second subsection the simplex algorithm, an optimization technique used to solve linear

programming problems, is outlined. In the third subsection a simple linear programming-

based discriminant analysis model and its derivations are formulated. Some advantages and

disadvantages of linear programming based discriminant classifiers are outlined in the last

subsection.

2.3.1 Linear programming

Linear programming (LP) is concerned with the problem of minimizing or maximizing a

linear function in the presence of linear inequalities (Gale, 2007). An LP problem is said to

be in standard form if all constraints are equalities and all variables are non-negative, such

as

maximize
x

z(x) = cTx

subject to Ax = b

with b,x ≥ 0

(2.22)

where c is the vector of objective function coefficients, A is the (m × n) matrix of
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constraint coefficients and the vector b contains the non-negative right-hand side of each

constraint. The collection of vectors x that satisfies the set of constraints is called the

feasible region. Any vector x in the feasible region is called a feasible solution, and any

feasible solution that optimizes the objective function is called an optimal feasible solution.

An LP problem that is not in standard form can be converted to standard form by

(Bazaraa et al., 1990):

• multiplying any constraint with bi < 0 by −1;

• converting constraints given as
∑n

i=1 aitxi ≥ bi to equalities by subtracting

a slack variable xn+1, to get
∑n+1

i=1 aitxi = bi with an+1 = −1;

• converting constraints given as
∑n

i=1 aitxi ≤ bi to equalities by adding a

slack variable xn+1, to get
∑n+1

i=1 aitxi = bi with an+1 = 1;

• replacing any variables xi with unrestricted sign by two non-negative

variables x′i and x′′i such that xi = x′i − x′′i; and by

• converting a minimization problem to a maximization problem by mul-

tiplying the cost vector by −1. That is, minimize
∑n

i=1 cixi becomes

maximize −∑n
i=1 cixi.

The simplex algorithm is an optimization technique that finds the optimal feasible so-

lution for an LP problem in standard form if such a solution exists (Bronshtein et al.,

2007). This algorithm can be used to find the optimal discriminant boundary in the lin-

ear programming-based discriminant analysis model (LPDA) proposed in Section 2.3. The

simplex algorithm is outlined in the next subsection.

2.3.2 Simplex algorithm

The simplex algorithm is an optimization technique that will solve any well-structured LP

problem exactly in a finite number of steps. A well-structured LP problem is one that

has a bounded feasible region and does not have any redundant constraints2. The simplex

algorithm observes that the optimal solution to an LP problem will be at an extreme point

of the feasible region (Bazaraa et al., 1990). Instead of inefficiently enumerating all extreme

points, the simplex algorithm implements a guided search along the edge of the feasible

region from one extreme point to the next extreme point towards the optimal extreme

point. At each extreme point the effect that moving to any adjacent extreme point will

have on the objective function value is evaluated. The simplex algorithm moves to the next

extreme point only if such a move will improve the objective function value. The iterative

procedure of moving step by step from one extreme point to an adjacent extreme point is

continued until no further improvement in the objective function can be realized.

2If this assumption does not hold, special consideration has to be given to degenerate and unbounded
LP problems (Bazaraa et al., 1990).
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To understand the simplex algorithm, first consider the following system of linear equa-

tions,

Ax = b (2.23)

where A is a matrix with n columns and m independent rows, x is a column vector with n

entries, b is a column vector with m entries and m ≤ n.

The matrix A can be decomposed into a submatrix B (a basis for the column space of

A) and a submatrix N (the columns vectors in A not in B)

A = [B,N ]. (2.24)

In the same way, the column vector x can be decomposed to correspond to the columns in

B and N ,

x =

[
xB

xN

]
. (2.25)

There have to be m linearly independent columns in A because there are m linearly

independent rows in A (Johnson et al., 2002). If B is the submatrix consisting of the m

independent columns in A, it will be invertible such that,

Ax = b

[B,N ]

[
xB

xN

]
= b

BxB + NxN = b

BB−1xB + B−1NxN = B−1b

xB = B−1b−B−1NxN (2.26)

It follows that an arbitrary solution for xB can be obtained for any xN ∈ R(m−n). If xN

is set equal to zero then the resulting solution for x is called a basic solution to Ax = b.

The non-zero variables in the basic solution correspond to the column vectors in basis B.

As such, the variables in xB are called basic variables and the variables in xN are called

non-basic variables (Gale, 2007).

Now consider the set of all vectors x that satisfies the constraints in 2.22,

X =
{

x | Ax = b, x ≥ 0, ∀ b ∈ Rn, A ∈ Rm×n with m ≤ n
}

(2.27)

The set X is called the feasible region of the LP problem. A feasible point x∗ ∈ X where

z(x∗) ≥ z(x) ∀ x ∈ X (2.28)

is called the optimal feasible solution.

According to Bazaraa et al. (1990) if X is non-empty, then there is an optimal solution

to the LP problem in 2.22; this optimal solution is an extreme point of X; each extreme

point of X is a basic solution to Ax = b with x ≥ 0; therefore the optimal extreme point
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also corresponds to a basic solution to Ax = b with x ≥ 0. The simplex algorithm finds

the optimal feasible solution to the LP problem in 2.22 by iteratively evaluating the basic

solutions to Ax = b where x ≥ 0. Different basic solutions are found by considering

different combinations of variables as basic variables.

The simplex algorithm can be explained algebraically as follows (Griffon, 2012; Bazaraa

et al., 1990): Choose an initial basic feasible solution x = [xB,xN ]. A basic feasible solution

can be identified by setting B equal to any identity submatrix3Im in A, and solving for

xB = B−1b. The submatrix N consists of all column vectors in A not included in B.

For the current basic feasible solution, the cost vector c can be divided into its basic

and non-basic components c = [cB, cN ] to correspond with the columns in B and N . The

objective function then becomes,

z(x) = cTx

= [cTB, c
T
N ]

[
xB

xN

]

= cTBxB + cTNxN (2.29)

and by substituting 2.26 into 2.29,

z(x) = cTB(B−1b−B−1NxN) + cTNxN

= cTBB
−1b− cTBB

−1NxN + cTNxN

= cTBB
−1b+ (cTN − cTBB

−1N )xN . (2.30)

If J is the set of column indices, which corresponds to the non-basic variables in A then

A·j is the column vector in A that corresponds to non-basic variable xj, then 2.30 can be

written as,

z(x) = cTBB
−1b+

∑

j∈J
(cj − cTBB

−1A·jxj). (2.31)

The marginal rate of change in z with respect to variable xj can then be derived by differ-

entiation,

∂z(x)

∂xj
= cj − cTBB

−1A·j

= −(cTBB
−1A·j − cj)

= −(zj − cj)

−∂z(x)

∂xj
= zj − cj.

(2.32)

The value −∂z(x)
∂xj

is called the reduced cost value for variable xj, or the rate with which z

will decrease per unit increase in xj. If the reduced cost value is negative for any non-basic

variable xj then z can be increased by increasing the value of xj.

3If no such submatrix exists, artificial variables can be added to create an identity matrix. By assigning
these artificial variables a very large negative cost coefficient the simplex algorithm will be forced not to
include them in any basic feasible solution (Bazaraa et al., 1990).
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Select to increase the value of non-basic variable xj with the most negative reduced cost

value4 This is called Dantzig’s pivot rule (Gale, 2007). From 2.26 it is clear that the value

of xB will change if the value of xj ∈ xN is changed,

xB = B−1b−B−1A·jxj. (2.33)

Setting b = B−1b and aj = B−1A·j the new value of each variable xBi ∈ xB is,

xB = b− ajxj



xB1

xB2

...

xBm




=




b1

b2

...

bm



−




aj1

aj2
...

ajm



xj

=




b1 − aj1xj
b2 − aj2xj

...

bm − ajmxj




(2.34)

It is given that b ≥ 0, therefore if aji ≤ 0 then bi − ajixj ≥ 0 regardless of how large

xj becomes. If this is the case then the feasible region of the LP problem is unbounded. If

aji ≥ 0 then bi−aixj will approach zero as xj is increased. In order to ensure x remains non-

negative, xj cannot increase beyond the point that will decrease the value of any variable

xBi below zero. The maximum increase in xj allowed on each xBi is given by,

xBi ≥ 0

bi − ajixj ≥ 0

−ajixj ≥ −bi
ajixj ≤ bi

xj ≤
bi
ajj

(2.35)

for all xBi where aji ≥ 0. Thus, the largest possible value allowed on xj, while ensuring all

variables remain positive, is

xj = min
{

bi
aji
, i = 1, . . . ,m and aji ≥ 0

}
. (2.36)

This is called the minimum ratio test (Gale, 2007). If 2.36 solves to xj = bi
aji

for i = k then

variable xj will be included in the basis B at the expense of variable xBk
. The variable

xBk
will become a non-basic variable and xj will become a basic variable. This moves the

system to a new extreme point with a higher objective function value. The new basis B is

4Some authors, such as Render et al. (2011), select to increase the value of non-basic variable xj with

the greatest positive value for cj − zj . However, the term reduced cost refers to −∂z(x)
∂xj

= zj − cj
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constructed by replacing the columns vector k in the previous basis with column vector j

in A. The new matrix N is all the column vectors in A not included in the new basis B.

At the new extreme point, the basic feasible solution is,

xB = B−1b (2.37)

and the new object function value is,

z(x) = cTBB
−1b. (2.38)

If there exists a non-basic variable xj in the new N with a negative reduced cost value,

pivot this variable into the basis B and pivot the variable xBi
, with the smallest positive

ratio bi
aji

, out of the basis B. The simplex algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 2.2, continues

until no non-basic variable has a negative reduced cost value. In Appendix B an example

LP problem is solved using the simplex algorithm in algebraic form.

Algorithm 2.2 The simplex algorithm (Adapted from Griffon, 2012).

input: An LP problem in standard form with cost vector c, coefficient matrix A and right-
hand side vector b

output: Optimal basic feasible solution and optimal objective function value
begin algorithm

Obtain an initial basic feasible solution by any means
if Initial basic feasible solution exists then

Let J be the set of indices of non-basic variables in A
else

exit
end if
Compute the reduced cost zj − cj of each variable xj with j ∈ J
while zj − cj ≤ 0 for any j ∈ J do

Select a non-basic variable xj with most negative reduced cost value zj − cj to become
a basic variable **Datzig’s pivot rule

For the selected variable xj select the corresponding column vector aj from B−1N
Compute b = B−1b

Find the index i that solves min{ bi
aji
, i = 1, . . . ,m and aji ≥ 0} **Minimum ratio test

xj in A becomes basic and xi in current B becomes non-basic. Update J,B and N
Compute the reduced cost zj − cj of each variable xj with j ∈ J

end while
Compute the optimal basic feasible solution and the optimal objective function value

end algorithm

2.3.3 Linear programming-based discriminant classifiers

LP can be used to address the discriminant analysis problem. Within an LP based discrim-

inant analysis (LPDA) model the decision variables are the vector of weights w, as well as

the class boundary b. Optimal values for these decision variables define the linear classifier
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h (Equation 2.21) that best fits the exemplar data set. This linear classifier is called a linear

programming-based discriminant classifier (LPDC) in this dissertation.

The instances in the exemplar set might, however, not be linearly separable, therefore

the objective of the LPDA model is to find the decision boundary that minimizes the extent

of misclassification over the training data set. A solution to the LPDA model is found by

applying the simplex algorithm outlined in the previous subsection.

Freed and Glover (1986) proposed the “minimize the sum of deviations” (MSD) model

as a solution to the binary classification problem. Within this model the extent of mis-

classification of an instance (x(t), y(t)) belonging to group A is measured as the deviation dt

in the discriminant score
∑r

i=1wix
(t)
i above the group boundary b. Similarly, the extent of

misclassification of an instance belonging to group B is measured as the deviation in the

discriminant score below the group boundary. The objective of the MSD model is to find

w∗ and b∗ such that the sum of deviations is minimized over all the input-output patterns

(x(t), y(t)) in the training set with N patterns. Denote the set of all instances in group A as

G0, denote the set of all instances belonging to group B as G1, and let r be the number off

attributes in the input pattern x, then the MSD model is formulated as,

minimize
w,b

N∑

t=1

dt (2.39)

subject to
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i − dt ≤ b ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G0, (2.40)

r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i + dt ≥ b ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G1, (2.41)

with d ≥ 0, w ∈ Rr b ∈ R, and t = 1, . . . , N. (2.42)

The MSD model can also be generalized for an n-class classification problem (Freed and

Glover, 1981). Let blj and buj be the lower and upper bounds on discriminant scores for

instances in set Gj; and let dj be the maximum deviation of all instances in group j where

the deviation is the extent with which the discrimination score calculated for an observation

in group j is greater than buj or lower than blj.

minimize
w,b

N∑

t=1

dt (2.43)

subject to
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i − dj ≤ buj ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ Gj (2.44)

r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i + dj ≥ blj ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ Gj (2.45)

buj ≤ blj+1 (2.46)

with d ≥ 0, w ∈ Rr, b ∈ Rn, j = 1, · · · , (n− 1), t = 1, . . . , N (2.47)

A parameter optimization algorithm, such as the simplex algorithm, finds the optimal

weight vector w∗ and optimal boundary vector b∗. The parallel discriminant boundaries
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defined by the optimal feasible solution is used to classify unlabelled instances. The multiple

class MSD model has two inherent shortcomings. Firstly, the order of the discriminant

values for each group, as specified by constraint 2.46, has to be determined as an outer

loop to parameter optimization. Secondly, one discriminant function with multiple group

boundaries might not be flexible enough to solve a complex classification task (Freed and

Glover, 1981). Transforming the multiple class problem into a set of binary subproblems is

therefore recommended.

The MSD model has problems related to unbounded solutions, trivial solutions (the

zero solution), improper solutions (the discriminant score of all instances is equal to the

group boundary value) and the instability of solutions when using different input pattern

transformations (Kwak et al., 2002). More recent models have successfully overcome these

problems.

One recent LPDA model, that has been shown to outperform Fisher’s linear discriminant

analysis and other LPDA models, especially in the presence of outliers, is the PHASER

model (Lame and Moy, 1997; Stam and Ragsdale, 1992). The PHASER model implements

a two-phase classification approach. In the first phase, a classification gap is allowed in the

range of discriminant scores. Those instances with discriminant scores in this classification

gap are not yet deemed classifiable, and are therefore not considered when calculating the

extent of misclassification associated with any given discriminant function. During the

second phase, the discriminant function is refined by focusing only on separating patterns

with discriminant values within the classification gap, while ignoring those outlier instances

that have been misclassified in the first phase.

The first phase is modelled as follows,

minimize
w

N∑

t=1

dt, (2.48)

subject to w0 +
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i − dt ≤ 0 ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G0, (2.49)

w0 +
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i + dt ≥ 1 ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G1, (2.50)

with dt ≥ 0, w ∈ Rr+1, t = 1, . . . N. (2.51)

By including a bias term w0, the model allows for a flexible classification gap in the discrim-

inants scores between 0− w0 and 1− w0. Solving the model produces optimal weights w∗.

The discriminant function defined by these weights is used to calculate a discriminant score

for each of the training samples. Denote the set of instances that is classified as belonging

to group A by having a discriminant score of less than zero with the label G′0, denote the set

of instances classified as belonging to group B by having a discriminant score of more than

one with the label G′1; and denote the set of all patterns with a discriminant score between

zero and one as G′f . The set of correctly classified instances in group A and group B can be

then denoted as G0 ∩G′0 and G1 ∩G′1 respectively.
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Using the results from the first phase, the discriminant function is refined to minimize

the extent of misclassification of those instances in the classification gap, without sacrificing

any correct classifications made in phase 1. Any instances incorrectly classified in phase 1

are ignored in phase 2, as these instances are deemed outliers. By excluding these instances

in phase 2, they are precluded from distorting the objective function value. The second

phase can be formulated as follows,

minimize
w,b

∑

(x(t),y(t))∈G0∩Gf

dt +
∑

(x(t),y(t))∈G1∩Gf

dt, (2.52)

subject to w0 +
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i ≤ 0 ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G0 ∩G′0 (2.53)

w0 +
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i ≥ 1 ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G1 ∩G′1 (2.54)

w0 +
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i − dt ≤ b ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G0 ∩Gf (2.55)

w0 +
r∑

i=1

wix
(t)
i + dt ≥ b ∀ (x(t), y(t)) ∈ G1 ∩Gf (2.56)

0 ≤ b ≤ 1 (2.57)

with d ≥ 0, w ∈ Rr+1 t = 1, . . . N. (2.58)

The optimal weights w∗ and optimal group boundary b∗ found by solving the second phase

model define the LPDC used to classify new unlabelled instances.

Except for the empirical comparison of LPDA models by Youssef and Rebai (2007) and

Lame and Moy (1997), these models are yet to be used widely on real-world applications.

Kwak et al. (2002) compare the performance of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm, Fisher’s

linear discriminant analysis and the PHASER model in the classification of the symptomatic

status of HIV-AIDS patients. In this application domain, the PHASER model outperformed

the other classification methods on a holdout sample. Falangis (2007) compares the perfor-

mance of the MSD model with that of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm, Fisher’s linear

discriminant analysis and neural network models on three credit scoring datasets. Results

show that the MSD model perform similar to or better than the neural network models and

better than the k-nearest neighbour algorithm. The PHASER model is used to derive the

LPDCs used to solve the file fragment classification problem in this dissertation.

2.3.4 Advantages and disadvantage of LPDA

Advantages of LPDA include (Ramlall, 2010; Olson and Shi, 2006; Glover et al., 1988):

• Compared with other machine learning tools for classification, such as

decisions trees, k-nearest neighbour classifiers and neural networks, the

LPDA approach is simple, direct, and free of statistical assumptions
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• Various objective functions can be considered, including assigning differ-

ent cost coefficients to each deviation variable.

• LPDA models are less prone to over fitting because there are fewer ad-

justable parameters in the hypothesised decision boundary.

• Optimal solutions to the linear programming problems are found effi-

ciently and exactly for any given data set.

• LPDA models are inherently less sensitive to outliers because they use an

L1 metric (absolute deviation) rather than an L2 metric (squared devia-

tion) .

The obvious disadvantage of LPDA is that only linear relationships between the variables

and the predicted class value are considered. Furthermore, the LPDA models do not extend

graciously to multiple class classification problems.

2.4 k-nearest neighbour algorithm

The MLP neural network classifier and LPDC have been outlined in the previous two sec-

tions. In this section the k-nearest neighbour algorithm is briefly introduced because of its

popularity in existing literature with regard to file object type identification will be shown

in Chapter 3, and because this technique is later proposed for use as a benchmark classifier

in Chapter 4.

The principle of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm is that instances belonging to the

same class will generally exist in close proximity to one another within the r dimensional

space, where each dimension corresponds to one of the r attributes in the feature vector x.

The multidimensional space is populated by the reference set of labelled training instances

(x(t), y(t)). A distance measure D(x(t), x̃) is used to measure the proximity between each

instance in the reference set and an unlabelled instance x̃. The unlabelled instance is

classified by observing the class labels of its closest k neighbours within the reference set,

and assigning a class label by popularity vote or distance weighted popularity vote over the

set of observed class labels.

Figure 2.8 shows how the k-nearest neighbour algorithm performs classification. Within

the two-dimensional feature space a 3-nearest neighbour algorithm will classify instance x̃1

as belonging to group A. This classification is done by observing that all three closest

training set instances have the class label A. The instance x̃2 is classified as belonging to

group B because two out of three neighbouring training instances have the class label B.

The k-nearest neighbour algorithm is called a lazy supervised learning technique because

classification is based directly on the reference set, and not on an induced function h.

Therefore, classification using this technique can be computationally and memory intensive,

especially when the reference set is large. Considering that the computational and memory

requirements of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm grow with the number of instances in
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Figure 2.8: The k-nearest neighbour algorithm.

the reference set, several instance selection methods can be applied to reduce the size of

the reference set (Reinartz, 2002). Instance selection methods, also known as prototyping

methods, try to reduce the number of instances used in the reference set below that of

the original training set. Reducing the size of the reference set not only decreases the

computational and memory requirements of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm but also

filters out the noise in the original training set (Aha et al., 1991).

Prototyping assumes that a small number of instances can be found to represent the

entire set of training instances. In general, one prototype per class can be constructed by

averaging over all the example instances belonging to the same class. Alternatively, multiple

prototypes can be constructed by looking for subsets of homogeneous instances within the

set of instances belonging to the same class. Averaging over each identified subset produces

a prototype. Clustering, an unsupervised learning technique, can be applied here to find

homogeneous groups of instances. An introduction to clustering techniques can be found in

Nisbet et al. (2009).

The k-nearest neighbour algorithm has the advantage of only having one hyper-parameter,

the number of nearest neighbours k, that needs to be optimized. However, it has been shown

that this supervised learning technique is intolerant to noisy data, intolerant to redundant

features and sensitive to the choice of similarity measure used (Aha et al., 1991). Therefore,

though the k-nearest neighbour algorithm is very simple to understand and implement, its

performance varies considerably across implementations.

2.5 Ensemble techniques

So far supervised learning methods in which a single hypothesis function h is used to make

a prediction have been considered. Ensemble techniques, on the other hand, use a collection
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of hypothesis functions to make a collective decision. Ensemble techniques are described in

this section for the reason that this dissertation focuses on combining a set of classifiers in

an attempt to improve classification accuracy.

Consider a voting system where each voter has the probability p of being correct and

a majority vote of all the individual voters’ opinions is correct with probability P . The

Condorcet jury theorem (Lam, 2000), assuming only two voting outcomes, states that if

each voter is at least weakly correct such that p > 0.5 and the set of voters is diverse

then P approaches 1 as the number of voters in the system increases towards infinity. This

principle is exploited by ensemble learning methods: If a diverse collection of weakly correct

classifiers, i.e. each classifier can make mistakes, however, not all at the same time, can be

constructed, it is possible to achieve highly accurate classification decisions by combining

the predictions of the individual classifiers (Woods et al., 1997).

Dietterich (2000a) argues that an ensemble is able to improve classification accuracy

beyond that of a single classifier by addressing three problems inherent to single classifiers:

the statistical problem, the computational problem and the representational problem. The

statistical problem (Figure 2.9(a)) arises when a number of different hypotheses hi can be

fitted to the training data, each with a reasonable empirical loss. It is difficult to choose the

single best hypothesis because the empirical loss estimated for each hypothesis may vary

over different data sets. Combining the outputs of the individual hypotheses can provide a

better generalization of the true function f .

(a) Statistical. (b) Computational. (c) Representational.

Figure 2.9: Three fundamental reasons why an ensemble of classifiers may
work better than a single classifier (Adapted from Dietterich,
2000a).

The computational problem (Figure 2.9(b)) arises from the fact that many parameter

search algorithms produce local optimal solutions instead of the global optimal solutions.

Again, various different hypotheses hi can be fitted to the training data, each hypothesis

representing a different local optimal solution. Combining the outputs of various “local opti-

mal” hypotheses might provide a better approximation of the “global optimal” hypotheses.

The representational problem (Figure 2.9(c)) arises when the hypothesis space H, in

which parameter search is performed, does not contain the true function f . The true

function f can then be approximated by combining various hypotheses taken from the

hypothesis space.
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In agreement, Kuncheva (2004) uses a simulation experiment to show that an ensemble

of classifiers can improve classification accuracy considerably beyond that of the best single

base classifier in the ensemble. In one simulation for example, an ensemble of five negatively

correlated classifiers achieved a classification accuracy 20 percent higher than the single best

individual classifier included in the ensemble. Kuncheva (2004) concludes that an ensemble

of negatively correlated classifiers provides greater improvements in classification accuracy

than an ensemble of independent classifiers or an ensemble of positively correlated classifiers.

Two important components of any ensemble can be identified. Firstly, the technique

used to generate diverse classifiers and secondly, the technique used to combine the outputs

of the various individual classifiers into one output (Xu et al., 1992).

2.5.1 Techniques for generating diverse classifiers

An ensemble has to be constructed from classifiers that are as marginally correct; however,

if they make classification errors these errors should be made on different objects. Several

mechanisms to construct a set of diverse classifiers have been proposed, including (Kuncheva,

2004; Woods et al., 1997)

• manipulating the training data;

• manipulating the induction algorithm;

• partitioning the search space;

• using multiple model representations; or

• transforming the target variable.

Bagging and boosting are two popular techniques used to construct diverse classifiers.

Both these techniques create a temporary training set for each induced classifier by sampling

the original training set. In bagging, a temporary training set is constructed by drawing

N instances, randomly with replacement, from the original training set with N instances

(Breiman, 1996). Each temporary training set is unique because some instances from the

original training set are included more than once, while other instances from the original

training set are not included at all. A unique classifier is induced from each temporary

training set sampled.

Similarly, in boosting, a temporary training set is also sampled for every classifier in-

cluded in the ensemble (Freund and Schapire, 1996). However, in this method the temporary

data sets are not constructed independently from one another as in bagging. In boosting,

each induced classifier is used to adapt the weighting of each instance in the training data

set before drawing the temporary data set over which the next classifier will be induced.

Instances for which the target variable was accurately predicted by the previously induced

classifier are weighted less while instances for which the target variable was incorrectly pre-

dicted are weighted more. In this way, each newly induced classifier focusses more on those

instances that are harder to learn.
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As an alternative to re-sampling the training set, the available data can simply be

partitioned into various disjoint subsets. Each subset is then used to induce one classifier to

be included in the ensemble. Chawla et al. (2004) propose dividing a large training set into

a large number of disjoint and small partitions. Hundreds of classifiers are then constructed

by training one classifier over each partition. This technique has been shown to be fast,

accurate and very scalable.

Various techniques exist with which to manipulate the induction algorithm in an attempt

to produce diverse classifiers. For example, a committee of neural networks is formed by

training neural networks with different hyper-parameter specifications (Maclin et al., 1995;

Partridge and Yates, 1995). Different neural networks can also be obtained by altering

the initial connection weights used in the back propagation algorithm (Pollack, 1990). In

this way, the hypothesis space is transversed from different starting points and is therefore

likely to converge to different local optimal solutions. Breiman (2001) and Dietterich (2000b)

propose randomizing the internal decisions process in the induction algorithm used to induce

classifiers.

The search space can be partitioned into several subspaces by simply making a different

subset of the available features available to each classifier. The induction algorithm produces

the hypothesis that best fits the training data described by the features provided to it. The

features given to each classifier are selected randomly or the feature set can be decomposed

into disjoint subsets. For example, Ho (1998) built an ensemble of decision trees by inducing

multiple decision trees, each using only a randomly selected subset of the available features.

This technique has been shown to be appropriate in classification tasks where a large number

of features is available (Rokach, 2008). Tsymbal et al. (2003) showed that an ensemble of

neural networks, each using different subsets of features, is able to achieve expert levels of

accuracy when tested on a scientific image analysis task.

Classifiers with different model representations can also be combined. For example,

Saha and Ekbal (2013) show how an ensemble of multiple base classifiers with heteroge-

neous model representations can improve significantly over a single base classifier when

applied to named entity recognition (a subproblem in natural language processing). Woods

et al. (1997) show that a marginal improvement in accuracy can be achieved when using

different supervised learning techniques as base classifiers in an ensemble. Similarly, Lee

and Elder (1997) compare the accuracy of four base classifiers, each with a different model

representation, against an ensemble of these classifiers on five application domains. They

conclude that the classification accuracy of the ensemble improved over the single best clas-

sifier in some application domains while not in others. A comparative study by Duin and

Tax (2000) found that combining the outputs of one type of classifier constructed over many

feature sets is more effective than combining the results of various types of classifiers on the

same feature set.

Related to ensembles that combine base classifiers with different model representations

are the so-called hybrid supervised learning techniques. Such a technique integrates several
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model representations into one. For example, Lazkano and Sierra (2003) propose a hybrid

classifier that combines a Bayesian network algorithm with the nearest neighbour algorithm;

Zhou and Chen (2002) show how decision trees and neural networks can be combined and

Lee et al. (2012) combine naive Bayesian classifiers and support vector machines.

Lastly, diverse models can be constructed by transforming the target variable in the

training data set. In a technique called error correction output coding, the classification

task is decomposed into a set of binary classifiers that is trained to discriminate between

two pseudo classes (Dietterich and Bakiri, 1995). Each pseudo class can represent an actual

class or a combination of actual classes. A n class classification problem can be decomposed

into 2(n−1) − 1 unique dichotomies. An appropriate number of these dichotomies is chosen

to form a matrix of codewords. For each of the chosen dichotomies, a classifier is induced

after the class label variable is recoded. The output pattern produced by the ensemble of

classifiers is compared to each codeword with distance measure. An unlabelled instance is

assigned the class label associated with the closest codeword.

For example, the complete set of dichotomies for a 4-class problem is given in Table 2.1.

Assume a classifier hi → {1, 0} is constructed for each dichotomy Di with i = 1, . . . , 7. Each

classifier is used to assign a label to an unlabelled instance x̃. Say the output pattern of the

ensemble is (h1(x̃), h2(x̃), . . . , h7(x̃)) = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1). The instance x̃ will be assigned

class label 3 because the ensemble’s output pattern is closest to the codeword of class 3

when measured by the Hamming distance5.

Table 2.1: The code matrix for a 4-class problem with all possible di-
chotomies used.

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7

Codeword for class 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
Codeword for class 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Codeword for class 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
Codeword for class 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

As part of the empirical investigation of this dissertation, several techniques are used to

introduce model diversity. Firstly, by inducing various MLP neural network classifiers, each

having a different hyper-parameter configuration, secondly, by training LPDCs on different

feature sets and thirdly, by combining MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs.

2.5.2 Techniques to combine the output of multiple classifiers

After constructing a diverse set of classifiers the outputs of the individual classifiers are com-

bined into a single output. Output selection and output fusion are two general approaches

to combine the output of multiple classifiers.

5The Hamming distance between the output pattern of the ensemble and a codeword is the number of
positions at which the corresponding bits are different (Hamming, 1950)
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In output selection, a higher level classifier is used to decide which base classifiers in

the ensemble should be used for the classification of a given input pattern. For example,

Jacobs et al. (1991) induce a set of neural network classifiers, each with a different hyper-

parameter specification. Due to the different hyper-parameter specification, each neural

network is better suited to predict values in different regions of the input space. Another

neural network, called a gating network, uses the same input vector as the base classifiers,

to determine which one of the individual network’s predictions to use as a final prediction.

Gutta et al. (2000) built an ensemble of radial basis functions and use inductive decision

trees and support vector machines as a gating classifier for deciding which of the classifiers

should be used to determine the final classification output.

In output fusion, the outputs provided by the individual classifiers are combined into an

ensemble output. A set of discrete class labels can be fused using majority vote (Kuncheva,

2004). In this combination scheme an unlabelled instance is given the class label most

frequently assigned to it in the set of base classifiers. If each base classifier produces a prob-

ability estimate for each class, then the set probability estimates can be fused by summing

across all base classifiers. The unlabelled instance is given the class label with the highest

aggregated probability estimate. Kittler et al. (1998) compared various such techniques

theoretically and concluded that the sum rule is theoretically optimal while Duin and Tax

(2000) showed empirically that there is no overall best combination rule.

As an alternative to using a static combination rule, a meta-level classifier can be used

to combine the class probability estimates of each individual classifier into a final prediction

(Lee and Elder, 1997; Ting and Witten, 1999). Such a meta-level classifier uses the outputs

of all the individual classifiers in the ensemble as a training set, and induces a high level

classification function that can be used to assign a class label. Alternatively, Langdon

et al. (2002) showed how genetic programming can be applied to find the most optimal

combination rule for the given training data set.

In this dissertation model fusion is used to combine the output of the individual classifiers

into a single output.

2.5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of ensembles

It might be difficult to find a single classifier that performs as well as an ensemble of clas-

sifiers, however, the cost for improved performance is a loss in model transparency and

comprehensibility (Kotsiantis et al., 2006). Furthermore, all the classifiers in the ensem-

ble have to be included in the implemented classification system. In order to classify a

new instance, all the individual classifiers in the ensemble need to be processed, and some

combination scheme needs to be applied. This requires greater memory and computational

resources. From a modelling perspective, building a good ensemble can be time intensive

and requires a greater effort (Nisbet et al., 2009).

Most notably, ensemble techniques have been criticized for solving the problem of finding
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the best feature set and best classifier, by introducing the problem of finding the best set of

classifiers and the best combination technique (Ho, 2002). However, ensembles have been

shown to be very successful in solving complex problems, and are therefore applied in this

dissertation.

2.6 Chapter summary

As part of the knowledge discovery and data mining process, this chapter developed a

general understanding of supervised learning as relevant to classification problems. Not

only were supervised learning and the classification problem defined but three supervised

learning techniques were also outlined. The MLP neural network classifier and LPDC will be

proposed as a solution to the file fragment classification problem in Chapter 4 and Chapter

5. The k-nearest neighbour algorithm will be implemented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 as

a benchmark.

The concept of using an ensemble of supervised learning classifiers for improved clas-

sification accuracy was outlined. It was noted that ensembles of marginally accurate but

diverse classifiers are usually better at classification compared to individual classifiers. One

method to build a diverse ensemble is to combine classifiers with different model represen-

tations. The rationale behind this dissertation’s research hypothesis is that the MLP neural

network classifier and the LPDC have different model representations and should therefore

be good candidates to participate in an ensemble.

The terminology introduced in this chapter is the foundation for the literature review

regarding the use of supervised learning techniques in the domain of file object type identi-

fication that follows in Chapter 3.
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III
Literature review of file

object type identification

In the previous chapter supervised learning has been defined and three supervised learning

techniques have been outlined. In this chapter, the focus moves from developing a general

understanding of supervised learning towards developing an understanding of supervised

learning techniques as applied to file object type identification. Chapter 3 constitutes a

major contribution towards the literature review phase of this dissertation.

Five broad topics relating to any supervised learning endeavour can be identified from

the discussion in the previous chapter: the object being observed; the input pattern used to

characterize the object under observation; the size of the classification problem; the exemplar

set being used; as well as the model representation chosen. A systematic summary of the

existing literature relating to file type identification and file fragment type identification

(collectively referred to as file object type identification) is provided in tabular form under

these five headings. A tabular form is used in an attempt to highlight the similarities

and differences as well as in an attempt to avoid repetition. This systematic presentation

of the literature also outlines the variety in the literature with regard to file object type

identification.

3.1 Instance under observation

The file object type identification problem revolves around assigning one of various predeter-

mined file types to some observed file object. In the literature, the object under observation

has either been a complete file, a file fragment, or specifically a file header fragment. The

chosen size of a file fragment also differs across studies.

Though this distinction might seem subtle, the file object under observation has an

implication when interpreting the research results. In general, supervised learning techniques

have been more successfully used for file type identification than for file fragment type

identification. The latter problem is more difficult because the pattern that underlies a file

type’s common data structure varies depending on the position of a file fragment in a file

(Hall and Davis, 2006). Furthermore, identification of file fragments belonging to container

file formats , such as pdf files and zip files, are particularly problematic. Such container

files allow different base files to coexist in one logical computer file. Identification of these

file types on a fragment level is troublesome because a file fragment might, for all practical

reasons, contain data consistent with another file type.

The various file objects for which classification functions have been induced in the exist-

ing literature is summarized in Table 3.1. For example, this table shows that Li et al. (2010)
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focused on the classification of a 4096-byte file fragment into one of the predetermined file

types.

Table 3.1: Summary of various file objects under observation.

File object Literature

4096-Byte file fragments Li et al. (2010); Veenman (2007); Karresand and Shahmehri

(2006a,b)

1024-Byte file fragments Conti et al. (2010); Calhoun and Coles (2008)

512-Byte file fragments Sportiello and Zanero (2011); Mayer (2011); Axelsson

(2010); Harris (2007)

File header fragments Li et al. (2006, 2005); Calhoun and Coles (2008)

Complete files Ahmed et al. (2010); Cao et al. (2010); Kattan et al. (2010);

Amirani et al. (2008); Hall and Davis (2006); Li et al. (2005);

McDaniel and Heydari (2003); McDaniel (2001)

3.2 The input pattern

Within the supervised learning endeavour, the objects under observation are characterized

by some set of attributes. The chosen collection of attributes forms the input pattern

x associated with each instance in the exemplar set. The attributes included in the input

pattern are chosen in a way that is relevant to the task at hand. Various attributes have been

proposed with which to describe a file object as summarized in Table 3.2. From this table,

it can be inferred that the byte frequency histogram is the most frequently used attribute

with which to characterize a file object. Note that various authors, such as McDaniel and

Heydari (2003) use more than one attribute in their attempt to solve the file object type

identification problem.

Table 3.2: Summary of attributes used to describe a file object.

Attribute Description Literature

Byte frequency

histogram

(1-gram model)

A file object is a stream of byte values, where each byte value

is a numerical token in the range of 0 to 255. A file object’s

byte frequency histogram (BFH) is computed by counting the

number of occurrences of each possible byte value within the

byte stream. The result is an array of 256 frequency values. The

BFH, also known as a 1-gram model, is part of the broader family

of characteristics called n-gram models. Examples of BFHs can

be found in Appendix D.

Cao et al. (2010); Ahmed

et al. (2010); Li et al.

(2010); Amirani et al.

(2008); Veenman (2007);

Karresand and Shahmehri

(2006a,b); Li et al. (2005);

McDaniel and Heydari

(2003); McDaniel (2001)

Table continues on next page.
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Table 3.2: Summary of attributes used to describe a file object (continued).

Attribute Description Literature

Gram frequency

histogram

(n-gram model)

A n-gram model is the frequency histogram of each possible n-

gram in a stream of tokens (Russel and Novig, 2010). To compute

the n-gram model for a file object, count the number of occur-

rences of each unique sequence of n consecutive bytes within the

byte stream. The result is an array of 256n frequency values.

Mayer (2011); Cao et al.

(2010); Calhoun and Coles

(2008); Li et al. (2006)

Cross-correlation

histogram

The cross-correlation histogram tracks the pairwise correlation in

the number of occurrences of byte values within a byte stream.

The result is an array of 256× 256 correlation values.

McDaniel and Heydari

(2003); McDaniel (2001)

File header-trailer

byte frequency

histogram

The file header-trailer byte frequency histogram tracks the fre-

quency with which each possible byte value occurs at a specific

position within a file. This method only looks at the first nh

byte position and the last nt bytes in a file. The result is a

256× nh + 256× nt array.

McDaniel and Heydari

(2003); McDaniel (2001)

Rate of change

histogram

The rate of change histogram is the set of frequency values for all

possible absolute differences between two consecutive byte pairs.

The absolute difference between byte values can range from 0 if

two consecutive bytes have the same byte value, to 255 if the

one byte has value 255 and the other has value 0. Counting the

number of occurrences of each absolute difference between byte

values produces an array with 255 frequency values.

Karresand and Shahmehri

(2006a,b); Li et al. (2005)

All byte values The complete file object can be used as input pattern. A n byte

file object will constitute a feature vector x with n attributes,

each attribute corresponding to the value of each byte in the file

object.

Axelsson (2010); Kattan

et al. (2010); Calhoun and

Coles (2008); Harris (2007);

Karresand and Shahmehri

(2006a)

Statistical

moments

Statistical moments of all byte values within the file object, in-

cluding the average of byte values, the kurtosis of byte values,

the standard deviation of byte values, the distribution of averages

and the distribution of standard deviations.

Conti et al. (2010); Calhoun

and Coles (2008); Veenman

(2007); Li et al. (2005)

Byte stream

entropy

Shannon’s entropy measures the randomness or uncertainty in a

stream of tokens (Shannon, 2001). A byte stream with a pre-

dictable structure would have low entropy, while a byte stream

in which one byte is relatively independent of another will have

a high entropy value. The entropy over all possible byte values

v in a file object V is defined as,

HV = −
255∑

v=0

p(v)log2p(v)

where the frequency of each byte value v in the file object V is

used to estimate the probability p(v).

Conti et al. (2010); Veen-

man (2007)

Table continues on next page.
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Table 3.2: Summary of attributes used to describe a file object (continued).

Attribute Description Literature

Compressibility Compressibility is related to entropy, however, here the Lem-

pel–Ziv–Welch compression algorithm is used to estimate the

randomness in data (Welch, 1984). Information sparse files will

have a high compression ratio, because a compression algorithm

will find many repeated sequences in the file to compress. A file

with high information content will compress badly as a compres-

sion algorithm will find few repeated sequences to compress.

Veenman (2007); Hall and

Davis (2006)

Hamming weight

of bits

Here, the file object is seen as a bit stream. The hamming weight

of bits is calculated as the number of one-bits in the file object

divided by the total number of bits in the file object.

Conti et al. (2010)

Chi-square fit

statistic

The chi-square statistic can be used to summarize how closely

the observed distribution of byte values in a file object matches

a uniform distribution of byte values. The chi-square value is

defined as

χ2 =

r∑

i=0

(observed− expected)2

expected

Using the chi-square value the chi-square fit statistic is calculated

as the upper probability of the chi-square distribution. For a

description of the Chi-square fit statistic see Rice (2007).

Conti et al. (2010)

Sliding window

plots of various

statistics

A sliding window plot is constructed by computing various statis-

tics for a fixed number of consecutive bytes at various intervals

across the file object. Measurements are taken at approximately

equal intervals across the file object, and the set of measurements

produce a sliding window plot used to characterize a file. Various

statistics, such as those defined above, can be calculated for each

block of bytes.

Moody (2008); Erbacher

and Mulholland (2007);

Hall and Davis (2006)

3.3 The size of the classification problem

The size of the classification problem is determined by the formulation of the classification

problem and by the number of file types n included in the study. The multiple class clas-

sification problem was distinguished from the binary class classification problem in Section

2.1.1. It was noted that a multiple class classification problem is essentially more challeng-

ing than a binary class classification problem, since the induced classifier must learn how to

distinguish between a larger number of classes. The probability of making a classification

error grows as the number of classes in the classification problem increase.

The file object type identification problem has been approached as a multiple class,

one-against-all binary and one-against-one binary classification problem. A summary of the

problem formulations in the literature is provided in Table 3.3. It should be noted that of

the six authors that attempted a binary decomposition of the file fragment identification
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problem, only Li et al. (2010) attempted to combine the binary classification subproblems

into a solution for the multiple class problem.

Table 3.3: Summary of the classification problem formulations.

Decomposition Description Literature

Multiple class (No

decomposition)

To distinguish n file types from one another, a

classification function h is induced to approx-

imate a function f → {G0, ..., Gn−1}, where

Gi is the class label associated with file type

i, for i = 1, . . . , n. The induced classifier can

assign a file object of unknown type to any of

the n file types included.

Mayer (2011); Ahmed et al. (2010);

Axelsson (2010); Cao et al. (2010);

Kattan et al. (2010); Li et al. (2010);

Amirani et al. (2008); Harris (2007);

Veenman (2007); Hall and Davis

(2006); Li et al. (2005); McDaniel

and Heydari (2003); McDaniel (2001)

One-against-all To distinguish file type Gi from all other

file types, a classification function h is in-

duced to approximate a function f →
{positive,negative}, where positive corre-

sponds to a file object belonging to the file

type with label Gi and negative corresponds

to a file object not belonging to the file type

with label Gi. The induced classifier can as-

sign a file object of unknown type either as

belonging to file type Gi or not belonging to

file type Gi.

Sportiello and Zanero (2011); Veen-

man (2007); Karresand and Shah-

mehri (2006a,b); Li et al. (2006)

One-against-one To distinguish file type Gi from file type

Gj where i 6= j, classification function h

is induced to approximate a function f →
{Gi, Gj} where Gi and Gj are the class labels

associated with file type i and j respectively.

The induced classifier can assign a file object of

unknown type as either belonging to file type

Gi or file type Gj .

Li et al. (2010); Calhoun and Coles

(2008)

.

Apart from using different problem formulations, each study reviewed considered differ-

ent file types, as well as a different number of file types. Together with the formulation of

the classification problem (multiple class or binary class), the number of file types used in

each study should be considered when trying to interpret and compare research results. For

example, the prior probability of identifying a file object correctly as belonging to one of five

different file types is 20 percent, which is double that of identifying a file object correctly as

belonging to one of ten different file types. The set of file types considered also influences

the results as some file types are more difficult to distinguish from one another. The effect

of container files has already been outlined in Section 3.1.
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Table 3.4 summarizes the total number of file types and what file types were included

in each study surveyed. For brevity, only the popular file types are listed. For example, Li

et al. (2010) considered the jpeg, pdf, mp3 and dll file types in their study. The jpeg file

type has been most frequently included in the various studies surveyed.

Table 3.4: Summary of popular file types considered.
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Mayer (2011) 28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Sportiello and Zanero (2011) 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Li et al. (2010) 4 1 1 1 1

Ahmed et al. (2010) 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Axelsson (2010) 28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Cao et al. (2010) 4 1 1 1 1

Conti et al. (2010) 14 primitive data types

Kattan et al. (2010) 5 1 1 1 1 1

Amirani et al. (2008) 6 1 1 1 1 1

Moody (2008) 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Calhoun and Coles (2008) 4 1 1 1 1

Veenman (2007) 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Harris (2007) 5 1 1 1 1

Li et al. (2006) 5 1 1 1 1

Karresand and Shahmehri (2006a) 52 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Karresand and Shahmehri (2006b) 49 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Hall and Davis (2006) Two datasets with 454 and 108 file types respectively. File types not listed.

Li et al. (2005) 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

McDaniel and Heydari (2003) 30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total 17 15 13 12 10 10 8 7 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 3

3.4 Exemplar set and file types

In the existing research, the set of exemplar file objects used in the data mining endeavour

was either sourced from the author’s personal computer, by querying public search engines,

or by using the publicly available file corpus provided by Garfinkel et al. (2009). Fetherston

and Gollins (2012) argue that using a publicly available corpus of file objects allows new

file object type identification tools to be evaluated in an objective and repeatable manner.

Furthermore, the confidence in any results reported is increased if a publicly available file

object corpus is used because other researchers are able to conduct their own validation and
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testing on the same file objects. The sources of exemplar files in the literature surveyed is

summarized in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Summary of the various sources of exemplar file objects.

Source of exemplar file objects Literature

Not given Li et al. (2010); McDaniel and Heydari (2003); Mc-

Daniel (2001); Calhoun and Coles (2008); Cao et al.

(2010); Kattan et al. (2010)

Personal files Karresand and Shahmehri (2006b,a)

Public (search engines) Li et al. (2006); Veenman (2007); Amirani et al.

(2008); Harris (2007); Li et al. (2005); Sportiello and

Zanero (2011)

Govdoc dataset (Garfinkel et al., 2009) Mayer (2011); Axelsson (2010)

Various sources Ahmed et al. (2010); Conti et al. (2010); Hall and

Davis (2006)

3.5 Model representation

Model representation involves choosing a family of models to be considered. The chosen

model representation defines the hypothesis space H from which a classification function

can be induced. In dealing with the file object identification problem, many different model

representations have been used to map the file object input pattern to a file type, and each

model has been tested with varying success. The choice of the model representation not

only defines the hypothesis space but also which learning algorithms can be used to find a

good hypothesis in the hypothesis space. A summary of the classification models used in

the existing literature is provided in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Summary of classification models used.

Model representation Literature

K-nearest neighbour algorithm Axelsson (2010); Cao et al. (2010); Ahmed

et al. (2010); Conti et al. (2010); Kattan et al.

(2010); Hall and Davis (2006); Karresand and

Shahmehri (2006a,b); Li et al. (2005); Mc-

Daniel and Heydari (2003); McDaniel (2001)

Linear discriminant analysis Calhoun and Coles (2008); Veenman (2007)

Support vector machines Sportiello and Zanero (2011); Li et al. (2010,

2006)

Artificial neural network Ahmed et al. (2010); Harris (2007); Amirani

et al. (2008)
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Each method in Table 3.6 is described in more detail in the remainder of this section.

It should be clear that due to the complexity of the problem domain a direct comparison

of results is of limited value because no two studies use similar data sets, include the same

file types or number of file types, nor report the results for the same classification problem

formulation. Only general results are therefore provided in each subsection.

3.5.1 k-nearest neighbour algorithm

The k-nearest neighbour algorithm has been introduced in Section 2.4. From Table 3.6 it

follows that this supervised learning technique has been the most popular approach used

with regard to the file object type identification. Within the k-nearest neighbour algorithm

a file object with unknown file type is compared to a file object in a reference set by means

of some distance measure. The reference set contains exemplar instances of every file type

under observation.

As stated in Section 2.4 the k-nearest neighbour algorithm is very sensitive to the

reference set used, the value chosen for hyper-parameter k, as well as the distance measure

used. It is therefore not unexpected that each study surveyed differs in terms of the instance

reduction methods used, the various distance measures applied as well as the various values

chosen for the hyper-parameter k.

There have been three approaches with regard to selecting instances to form the reference

set. Firstly, a single prototype per file type is constructed by averaging over the input

pattern of all exemplar instances with a common file type. The set of prototypes forms

the reference set. Secondly, multiple prototypes per file type are constructed by applying

k-means clustering over all exemplar instances with the same file type. A prototype is

constructed as the average over the input patterns of all instances in a given cluster. Again,

the set of prototypes forms the reference set used for classification. Thirdly, no prototypes

are constructed, and therefore all available exemplar instances are included in the reference

set. In each case, a file object with unknown type is assigned the file type of the closest

prototype in the reference set.

A summary of the different reference sets used is given in Table 3.7. For example, in

this table it shows that Li et al. (2005) applied a nearest neighbour algorithm using multiple

prototypes per file type as reference set. Ahmed et al. (2010) also use multiple prototypes

per file type as reference set, but apply the k-nearest neighbour algorithm for various values

of k. When looking at the results in Table 3.9 that follows later in this subsection, it would

seem that classification using prototypes as reference set is less accurate than classification

using all available exemplar instances as reference set.
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Table 3.7: Summary of reference set used within the k-nearest neighbour model.

Reference set Decision rule Literature

Single prototypes per file type 1-nn Cao et al. (2010); Ahmed

et al. (2010); Conti et al.

(2010); Kattan et al.

(2010); Karresand and

Shahmehri (2006b,a); Li

et al. (2005); McDaniel and

Heydari (2003); McDaniel

(2001)

Multiple prototypes per file type 1-nn Li et al. (2005)

Multiple prototypes per file type k-nn Ahmed et al. (2010)

No prototypes. All exemplar file objects used as reference set 1-nn Li et al. (2005)

No prototypes. All exemplar file objects used as reference set k-nn Kattan et al. (2010); Axels-

son (2010)

Various distance measures have been employed within the k-nearest neighbour algorithm

to measure the similarity between an input pattern with unknown file type and each pattern

in the reference set. The various distance measures used are summarized in Table 3.8. Each

distance measure is defined for a given input pattern vector x̃ and a prototype pattern

vector x each with r attributes, where σi is the standard deviation in the ith attribute of

the prototype pattern x calculated from all the instances used to construct this prototype.

Table 3.8: Distance measures used with the k-nearest neighbour algorithm.

Distance measure Description Literature

Manhattan (point-to-point

delta) D(x, x̃) =

r∑

i=0

|xi − x̃i|
Conti et al. (2010); Hall

and Davis (2006); Li et al.

(2005)

Euclidean
D(x, x̃) =

r∑

i=0

√
(xi − x̃i)2

Conti et al. (2010)

Cosine

D(x, x̃) =
x · x̃
|x||x̃|

Ahmed et al. (2010); Cao

et al. (2010); Karresand and

Shahmehri (2006b)

Weighted quadratic
D(x, x̃) =

r∑

i=0

(xi − x̃i)2
σi

Karresand and Shahmehri

(2006a,b)

Simplified Mahalanobis

(also known as normalized

Euclidean)

D(x, x̃) =

√√√√
r∑

i=0

(xi − x̃i)2
σ2
i

)

Ahmed et al. (2010); Li

et al. (2005)

Table continues on next page.
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Distance measures used with the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (continued).

Distance measure Formula/Description Literature

Normalized compression If C(x) and C(x̃) are the compressed length of

data vector x and x̃ by some compression algo-

rithm, and C(x, x̃) is the compressed length of

the concatenation of data vector x and x̃, then

the normalized compression distance between

data vector x and x̃ is defined as,

D(x, x̃) =
C(x, x̃)−min(C(x), C(x̃))

max(C(x), C(x̃))

Axelsson (2010)

Pearson’s rank order

correlation

This method calculates how well points in two

vectors correlate, therefore tracking how well

the values of the data points in two vectors rise

and fall together. A higher correlation implies

the two vectors have similar form. A small or

negative correlation value indicates that the

two vectors do not have similar form. For a

description of Pearson’s rank order correlation

see Rice (2007).

Hall and Davis (2006)

Empirical results reported for the k-nearest neighbour algorithm vary. A brief summary

of results is given in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9: Summary of results when applying the k-nearest neighbour algorithm.

Literature Results

Ahmed et al. (2010) Ranked the attributes in the byte frequency histogram according to frequency values. Ap-

proximately the top 10 percent of the ranked attributes was used to calculate the distance

measure. General accuracies of approximately 70 percent and 65 percent were reported re-

spectively when using multiple prototypes per file type and a single prototype per file type

as reference set.

Axelsson (2010) Solved the 28-class problem with a classification accuracy varying between 36 to 32 percent

as k values were varied from 1 to 10.

Cao et al. (2010) Proposed using a feature selection evaluation function to rank the attributes in the 1-gram

and 2-gram frequency histogram. The evaluation function measures both how frequent

a gram is encountered within files of the same file type, as well as how distributed this

frequency is across files of the same file type. Through experimentation 100 1-grams and

256 2-grams were found to be optimal predictors of file types. Classification accuracies of

67.44 percent and 90.34 percent were reported using the 1-gram model and the 2-gram model

respectively for the 4-class problem.

Conti et al. (2010) Attempted to classify file fragments into 14 primitive data types. The data types in-

cluded random, encrypted, compressed (6-subtypes), encoded (2-subtypes), machine code

(2-subtypes), bitmap and text data. A classification accuracy of 63 percent was reported.

Table continues on next page.
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Summary of results when applying the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (continued).

Literature Results

Kattan et al. (2010) Used genetic programming to extract two features from a file’s byte stream. The objective

of the genetic program was to find the two features that optimize the performance of the k-

nearest neighbour algorithm in the two dimensional feature space. A classification accuracy

of 85, 88, 85 and 70 percent was reported for the 2-class, 3-class, 4-class and 5-class file type

identification problem respectively.

Karresand and

Shahmehri (2006b)

Average detection rate of jpeg file fragments was 97.90 percent. It should be noted that

the high jpeg detection rate reported for this method is achieved by including a wrapper

that identifies file fragments with high frequency jpeg specific markers (Karresand and

Shahmehri, 2006b).

Karresand and

Shahmehri (2006a)

In the various experiments performed, the detection rate of jpeg file fragments was at least

86 percent. For exe file fragments the detection rates were between 45 and 85 percent

and for zip file fragments the detection rates were at most 13 percent. Interestingly, in

one experiment the output of two proposed methods was combined using an exclusive or

operator. The improvement in the classification accuracy achieved by combining the two

approaches was negligible.

Hall and Davis (2006) A file fragment was reported as correctly detected if the correct file type was encountered

in any of the 10 closest neighbouring reference set file fragments. No average detection rate

was offered. However, the detection rate for each file type given varies considerably across

the two data sets used.

Li et al. (2005) Reported a classification accuracy of 82 percent for the 5-class problem using a single proto-

type per file type. Using ten prototypes per file type an accuracy of 89 percent was reported.

When using the complete set of exemplar files as reference set an accuracy of 93.8 percent

was achieved.

McDaniel and Heydari

(2003); McDaniel

(2001)

Reported results for the 30-class file type identification problem using three input patterns.

When using the byte frequency histogram the file type of 23 percent of the test files was

correctly predicted. When using the byte frequency cross-correlation and the file header-

footer histogram 37 percent and 96 percent of test files were assigned the correct file type

respectively. It should be noted that the header-footer histogram approach is identical to

traditional file type identification using header and footer metadata signatures.

3.5.2 Discriminant analysis

Discriminant analysis has been introduced in Section 2.3. No literature could be found that

uses LP-based discriminant analysis for file object type identification. However, Calhoun

and Coles (2008) and Veenman (2007) proposed using Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis

to derive a dissension boundary that separates instances of two file types.

Table 3.10: Summary of results when using discriminant analysis.

Literature Results

Calhoun and Coles

(2008)

The classification accuracies for the various one-against-one discriminant models varied be-

tween 60 to 88 percent depending on the input pattern used.

Table continues on next page.
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Summary of results when using discriminant analysis (continued).

Literature Results

Veenman (2007) An average classification accuracy of 45 percent was reported for all one-against-one discrim-

inant models. The ROC measure reported for the one-against-all binary classifiers1. This

ROC measure is 0.72, 0.72, 0.77, 0.86 and 0.85 respectively when using entropy, complexity,

entropy and complexity, the byte frequency histogram and all characteristics as input pat-

tern. Veenman (2007) also showed that the detection rate of some file types can be improved

by considering the file type of adjacent file fragments. In their experiments, the ROC mea-

sure improved from 0.76 to 0.85 when taking the file types of 16 adjacent file fragments into

consideration.

3.5.3 Neural networks

The MLP neural network model was introduced in Section 2.2. MLP’s have been used to

solve the multiple class file object type identification problem. In general neural networks

have performed well in file type identification. However, the results found by Harris (2007)

for file fragment type identification have been modest. A summary is provided in Table

3.11.

Table 3.11: Summary of results when using neural networks.

Literature Results

Ahmed et al. (2010) Proposed reducing the complexity of the multiple class problem by segmenting the training

set into multiple smaller sets by means of clustering over the exemplar set. After clustering,

a neural network is used to predict the correct file type within each cluster. For each cluster

an MLP neural network is trained with 256 input nodes, 6 hidden nodes, and the same

number of output nodes than the number of file types remaining in the cluster. A file is first

assigned to a cluster and then the neural network, trained for the selected cluster, is used

for predicting a file type. A reported 90.1 percent of test files was typed correctly using this

divide-and-conquer approach.

Kattan et al. (2010) Compared a genetic programming approach for file type classification to a neural network

approach. No information with regards to the neural network used is given. However,

accuracies varied between 39.33 percent to 74.17 percent for a 2-class, 3-class, 4-class and

5-class classification problem. Kattan et al. (2010) found that the genetic programming

approach is superior to the neural network approach.

Amirani et al. (2008) Used an MLP neural network to solve the multiple class problem after reducing the di-

mensionality of the byte frequency histogram. Sixty features are extracted by the principle

component analysis, which is then reduced to fifteen features using non-linear principal com-

ponent analysis. The 15 features extracted are used as inputs for an MLP with 25 hidden

nodes and 6 output nodes. A classification accuracy of 98.33 percent was reported. A

description of non-linear principal component analysis can be found in Kramer (1991).

Table continues on next page.

1The ROC measure has a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1, and higher values are preferred
over lower values (Fawcett, 2006).
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Summary of results when using neural networks (continued).

Literature Results

Harris (2007) Showed how an MLP neural network can be used to classify 512-byte file fragments. All

512 bytes were used as input pattern in one experiment and the BFH calculated for the 512

byte fragment was used as input pattern in another experiment. Hidden layer nodes were

varied between 10, 20 and 30. In neither experiment were any of the file types considered

were correctly identified more than 60 percent of the time. Harris (2007) only considered

five image file types, which may be more difficult to distinguish from one another.

3.5.4 Support vector machines

Support vector machines are not implemented in this dissertation, therefore a complete

description of this technique is out of scope. A support vector machine is a supervised

learning technique that has the ability to map a set of linear inseparable instances into a

higher dimensional space where these instances are linearly separable. Therefore, a non-

linear separation problem in the original feature space becomes a linear separation problem

in the new feature space. A decision plane is constructed to partition the new feature space

such that all elements of a class are grouped into the same partition and the margin between

partitions are maximized. An optimal hyperplane is found by quadratic programming. Such

a hyperplane is then used as a classification rule to predict the class label of unlabelled

instances. For a complete introduction to support vector machines see Fletcher (2009).

Sportiello and Zanero (2011), as well as Li et al. (2010) apply support vector machines

to solve the file fragment identification problem.

Table 3.12: Summary of results using support vector machines.

Literature Results

Sportiello and Zanero

(2011)

Reported an average detection rate of 90.4 percent for nine one-against-all binary classifica-

tion models developed.

Li et al. (2010) The SVM classifiers were able to detect 98 percent, 91 percent and 89 percent of jpeg file

fragments correctly when paired against ddl, pdf and mp3 file fragments respectively. Li

et al. (2010) also combined the various one-against-one binary problems into a solution for

the multiple class classification problem by majority vote. A classification accuracy was

reported as 87 percent for a 3-class problem and 81 percent for a 4-class problem.

Li et al. (2006) Detection rates of 92 percent, 97 percent, 87 percent, 98 percent and 88 percent were reported

respectively when using doc, jpg, xls, c++ and pdf as target file types in a one-against-all

SVM classifiers .
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3.5.5 Other approaches

Roussev and Garfinkel (2009) argued that a supervised learning approach towards solving

the file fragment classification problem has been generally unsuccessful because these meth-

ods fail to take into account the definitive characteristics of the internal structure found

in modern file types. They concluded that specialized approaches aimed at specific data

formats can be superior to generalized file type identification. Accordingly, Garfinkel et al.

(2010) recommended building file discriminators, to identify files based on some threshold of

an observed n-gram or specific file type characteristic. As an example, three discriminators

were constructed for pdf, mp3 and zip files. Each of these discriminators were defined by

looking at file specifications and examining a hexadecimal representation of exemplar files.

These discriminators were able to correctly identify 98 percent, 99 percent and 49 percent

of pdf, mp3 and zip test files respectively.

In support, Mayer (2011) showed how long n-grams can be extracted automatically from

a set of exemplar files. A list of the most common n-grams per file type was maintained, and

a file with unknown type assigned to the file type with the most mutual n-grams. Using long

n-grams, some file types can be detected with a precision of 66 percent or better. However,

not all file types are filled with distinctive long n grams, and when distinctive n-grams do

exist, they are sparsely located across a file. Mayer (2011) argued that in such cases, more

general approaches to file type detection are required. Mayer (2011) proposes that n-grams

be used as input to more robust classification algorithms, such as support vector machines,

k-nearest neighbour algorithms, linear discriminant classifiers and neural networks.

3.6 Chapter summary

A systematic summary of the existing literature with regard to the use of supervised learning

techniques for file object type identification has been given in this chapter. This chapter,

as well as the previous chapter, served to guide further experimentation in the use of an

ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs as a solution to the file fragment

type identification problem.

As part of the knowledge discovery and data mining process model followed, Chapter 2

and Chapter 3 contributed towards developing an understanding of the application domain

and a sense of the relevant data and prior research. In the next chapters the knowledge

discovery endeavour is continued by providing a description of the research methodology

and experimental design.
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IV
Research Methodology and

Experimental Design

The file object type identification problem has been identified as a classification task, which

can be solved using supervised learning techniques. Three supervised learning techniques

have been introduced in Chapter 2 and a literature summary with regard to the use of

supervised learning methods for file object type identification was provided in Chapter 3.

The remainder of this dissertation focuses on the use of MLP neural network classifiers and

LP-based discriminant classifiers (LPDCs) as applied to the file fragment type identification

problem. The abilities of these two classification models, used individually and as part of

an ensemble, to correctly predict the file type associated with a file fragment is tested

empirically.

This chapter gives an overview of various topics related to research methodology and

experimental design. Specifically, the feature selection technique applied is outlined in

Section 4.1; techniques for hyper-parameter optimization are outlined in Section 4.2; and a

statistical technique used to estimate a model’s performance is introduced in Section 4.3.

Furthermore, the model evaluation measures used are defined in Section 4.4 and a technique

used to compare the performance of different models is outlined in Section 4.5. In Section

4.6 the experimental design is outlined.

4.1 Feature selection by mutual information

Feature selection is a process whereby a subset of the available features is selected for use

with a classifier. The best subset contains features that contribute towards the induced

classifier’s accuracy and excludes features that are irrelevant or redundant (Yu and Liu,

2004). The objectives of feature selection are to improve the performance of an induced

classifier by avoiding the curse of dimensionality and the phenomenon of over fitting that is

associated with complex classifiers; to eliminate noisy features; to provide faster and more

cost-effective training and utilization of classifiers; and to facilitate data visualization and

comprehensibility (Nisbet et al., 2009; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Dash and Liu, 1997). As

noted in Section 2.2.3, feature selection is of particular importance when constructing MLP

neural networks because the number of input features used has an impact on the ability of

an induced neural network to learn and generalize the true function that underlies the data

(Battiti, 1994).

The feature selection technique used in this dissertation is known as “greedy” mutual

information-based feature ranking (Kwak and Choi, 2002; Battiti, 1994). This technique

ranks predictor variables based on each predictor variable’s mutual information with respect

to the predicted variable and with respect to the already-ranked predictor variables.
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The mutual information between two variables Xi and Xj is defined as the difference

between the uncertainty in Xi and the uncertainty in Xi remaining after knowing Xj (Guyon

and Elisseeff, 2003). The uncertainty in variable Xi and variable Xj, with realizations x and

ẋ respectively, are quantified in terms of Shannon’s entropy (Shannon, 2001) and is defined

as,

H(Xi) = −
∑

x∈Xi

p(x)log(p(x)) (4.1)

H(Xj) = −
∑

ẋ∈Xj

p(ẋ)log(p(ẋ)) (4.2)

H(Xi, Xj) = −
∑

x∈Xi

∑

ẋ∈Xj

p(x, ẋ)log(p(x, ẋ)) (4.3)

which is related as,

H(Xi, Xj) = H(Xj, Xi) = H(Xj|Xi) +H(Xj) (4.4)

to calculate H(Xi) and H(Xi, Xj) the probability distributions p(x) and p(ẋ), as well as the

joint probability distribution p(x, ẋ) are estimated by relative frequency count.

Using Shannon’s entropy as a measure of uncertainty, the mutual information I(Xj, Xi)

between variable Xi and variable Xj can be written as,

I(Xj, Xi) = H(Xj)−H(Xj|Xi)

= H(Xj) +H(Xj)−H(Xi, Xj)

= −
∑

x∈Xi

p(x)log(p(x))−
∑

ẋ∈Xj

p(ẋ)log(p(ẋ)) +
∑

x∈Xi

∑

ẋ∈Xj

p(x, ẋ)log(p(x, ẋ))

=
∑

x∈Xi

∑

ẋ∈Xj

p(x, ẋ)log(
p(x, ẋ)

p(x)p(ẋ)
) (4.5)

Equation 4.5 can be used to calculate the mutual information I(Xj, Xi) between every pair

of predictor variables Xj and Xi in the input pattern x, as well as the mutual information

I(Y,Xi) between predicted variable Y and every predictor variable Xi. For any two vari-

ables the estimated mutual information will approach zero if the two variables are more

independent of one another, while the estimated mutual information will become relatively

larger if the variables are more dependent on one another1.

The set R of c features that maximize I(Y,R) is used to construct a classifier. However,

computing I(Y,R) for all possible combinations of c features in the set of r available features

is computationally infeasible because the number of subsets that has to be considered is

very large2. Instead of enumerating all possible feature subsets, features can be selected

iteratively for inclusion in R. During each iteration, the feature Xi that maximizes the gain

1If two variables Xj and Xj are independent then p(Xi, Xj) = p(Xj)p(Xj) (Rice, 2007). The value of
Equation 4.5 will be zero because log(1) = 0.

2The number of subsets to consider is
(
r
c

)
. The number of attributes used in this dissertation is r = 259

as will be outlined in Section 4.6.2
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in mutual information is selected. The gain in mutual information achieved by adding feature

Xi to the set of already selected features R can be approximated by the information that

Xi provides with regard to the predicted class variable Y , adjusted for by the information

already available in R (the redundant information provided by Xi). That is,

I(Y, {R,Xi}) ≈ I(Y,Xi)− β
∑

Xj∈R
I(Xi, Xj) (4.6)

where the parameter β ∈ (0, 1) weighs the importance of excluding redundant features in

the feature selection process.

The “greedy” mutual information-based feature ranking algorithm is summarized in

Algorithm 4.1 and an example is given in Appendix C. Predictor variables are ranked

in the order in which they are included in the set R. The c top ranked features are the c

features that collectively maximize the mutual information about the class denoting variable

Y . An arbitrary number of c top ranked features can be used to construct a classifier or

the optimal number of top ranked features can be found as part of model selection. Battiti

(1994) proposes terminating the algorithm when the gain in mutual information by adding

another feature to R falls below some predefined stopping criterion, and using those features

already in R to construct a classifier. Determining the optimal stopping criterion for a given

classifier is, however, problematic.

Algorithm 4.1 Mutual information-based feature ranking (Adapted from Battiti, 1994).

input: Data set D
List of r features F = {X1, X2, . . . , Xr}
Value for parameter β

output: List of ranked features R
begin algorithm
R = {} **Initialize list of ranked features
Compute p(Xi = x),p(Y = y), p(Xi = x, Y = y) for each Xi ∈ F
Compute p(Xi = x,Xj = ẋ) for each Xi, Xj ∈ F where i 6= j
Use estimated probability distributions to compute I(Y,Xi) for each feature Xi ∈ F
Use estimated probability distributions to compute I(Xi, Xj) for each Xi, Xj ∈ F where
i 6= j

repeat
Compute I(Y, {R,Xi}, ) for each Xi ∈ F **Use Equation 4.6
Add feature with highest I(Y, {R,Xi}) to R
Remove feature added to R from F

until Feature list F is empty
end algorithm

“Greedy” mutual information feature ranking is implemented in this dissertation because

it is suitable for complex classification tasks where feature ranking methods based on linear

relations are prone to mistakes (Battiti, 1994). This technique has also been shown to

outperform traditional feature combination techniques, such as principle component analysis

and feature selection techniques, such as random dimension reduction (Kwak and Choi,

2002). Feature selection is applied to the data set used in Subsection 4.6.3.
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4.2 Hyper-parameter optimization

The objective of supervised learning is to find a hypothesis function h that closely ap-

proximates the true function f , which underlies the data. Three primary components of

a supervised learning problem have been identified in Section 2.1: model representation,

model evaluation and search method. Once the model representation and the model evalu-

ation criteria have been selected, then the knowledge discovery endeavour is reduced to an

optimization task of finding the parameters that define the hypothesis, which best fits the

data (Fayyad et al., 1996).

Both the model parameters and the hyper-parameters are considered (Hutter, 2009). An

induction algorithm typically selects the best-fitting hypothesis by selecting optimal model

parameter values from the hypothesis space using either closed-form solutions or some sort of

induction algorithm. Hyper-parameters on the other hand determine the hypothesis space in

which the induction algorithm operates (model complexity parameters), as well as fine-tunes

the induction algorithm used to search the hypothesis space (algorithmic parameters).

For example, consider inducing an MLP neural network classifier by applying the back

propagation algorithm. Hyper-parameter optimization will involve choosing the number of

input features and the number of hidden layer nodes. Furthermore, the learning rate and

strength of weight regularization used in the back propagation algorithm can also be selected.

Given a hyper-parameter configuration, model parameter search involves finding the optimal

hypothesis h in the hypothesis space defined by the hyper-parameter configuration selected.

The problem of identifying a good hyper-parameter configuration λ from the set of all

possible hyper-parameter configurations Λ is called hyper-parameter optimization or model

selection (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012). Hyper-parameter optimization can be summarized

as,

λ∗ = arg min
λ∈Λ

Remp(hλ) (4.7)

= arg min
λ∈{λ(1),...,λ(p)}

Remp(hλ), (4.8)

where λ(1), . . . , λ(p) are the p hyper-parameter configurations evaluated and Remp(hλ) is the

empirical loss3estimated for an induced model h with hyper-parameter configuration λ.

In most cases it is not computationally possible to evaluate each hyper-parameter config-

uration λ ∈ Λ, therefore the set of hyper-parameter configurations λ(1), . . . , λ(p) to evaluate

has to be chosen. Three basic approaches exist to select the hyper-parameter configurations

considered: manual search, grid search and random search (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012).

In a manual search each hyper-parameter configuration λ is chosen by the modeller.

Manual search is often used to provide insight into how learning algorithms respond to

changes in hyper-parameter values. For expert users this is a useful technique to identify

3Empirical loss was defined in Section 2.1 as the average prediction error over the set of exemplar
instances, where the prediction error is measured by some loss function L(y, ŷ).
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regions of interest in the hyper-parameter configuration space. However due to the subjective

nature of manual search it is not easily reproducible, automatable or justifiable (Bergstra

and Bengio, 2012).

A grid search requires the preselection of a set of possible values for each of the Q

hyper-parameters in the hyper-parameter vector λ(Q×1). The grid search is performed by

inducing hypotheses for each possible combination of hyper-parameter values. The number

of configurations tested in a grid search is
∏Q

q=1 Lq where Lq is the number of values selected

for hyper-parameter q. Though grid search is reliable in low dimensional spaces, it becomes

prohibitively computationally expensive in higher dimensional spaces (larger values of Q)

and at finer hyper-parameter value resolutions (large values of Lq). Furthermore, select-

ing a manageable and appropriate resolution for each hyper-parameter is problematic and

extending the grid requires commitment to a much larger experiment.

Within a random search, hypotheses are induced independently, each model using a

hyper-parameter configuration selected randomly from the predefined range of allowable

hyper-parameter values. Bergstra and Bengio (2012) argue that a random search can find

hyper-parameter configurations that are at least as good as those found in traditional grid

search approaches, within a small fraction of the computational time. This is because the

empirical loss estimated for a hypothesis may be highly sensitive to changes in some hyper-

parameters and only weakly sensitive to changes in other hyper-parameters. A random

search will explores more distinct values of the important hyper-parameter, and therefore

more distinct empirical loss estimates (points on the empirical loss surface).

For example, consider the two-dimensional hyper-parameter spaces shown in Figure 4.1.

Assume the empirical loss estimated for a model is highly sensitive to changes in hyper-

parameter one and only weakly sensitive to changes in hyper-parameter two. A grid search

will waste trials by searching across parameter two, poorly covering the empirical loss surface

while a random search will cover more points on the empirical loss surface by considering

more values for both the important parameter and the unimportant parameter.

(a) Grid search (b) Random search

Figure 4.1: Grid search vs. random search.

A random search also has the advantage that a search can be stopped and restarted at
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any time; searches can be carried out asynchronously; and because trials are independent

new trials can be added and failed trials can be restarted as needed.

Grid search and random search are used in this dissertation. The traditional grid search

is applied where it is computationally feasible to test every possible hyper-parameter com-

bination while a random search is applied when is it not feasible.

4.3 Cross-validation

Cross-validation is a statistical method of evaluating and comparing hypothesis functions by

dividing data into two segments. One segment is used to induce the hypothesis function and

the other segment used to test the hypothesis function (Refaeilzadeh et al., 2009). Various

cross-validation techniques exist, including hold-out cross-validation, k-fold cross-validation

and leave-one-out cross-validation. In this dissertation, k-fold cross-validation is used to

calculate a robust estimate of the the empirical loss associated with a given hypothesis

function as suggested by Bouckaert (2003).

The empirical loss is a measure of how well the hypothesis function h approximates the

true function f (Section 2.1), calculated as

Remp(h) =
1

N

N∑

t=1

L(y(t), h(x(t))) (4.9)

where the loss function L(y, h(x)) measures the extent with which the predicted class vari-

able value ŷ = h(x) differs from the actual class variable value y. Many different loss

functions exist (Bishop, 1995), such as the mean-squared-error loss function,

L(y, ŷ = h(x)) = (y − ŷ)2 (4.10)

or the cross-entropy loss function,

L(y, ŷ = h(x)) = y ln (
ŷ

y
) + (1− y) ln(

1− ŷ
1− y ). (4.11)

In this dissertation, the 0-1 loss function is used to calculate the empirical loss associated

with a hypothesis function presented,

L(y, ŷ = h(x)) =

{
0 if h(x) = y

1 if h(x) 6= y

}
. (4.12)

Using cross-validation provides valuable insight into the stability of the empirical loss asso-

ciated with a given hypothesis function. Empirical loss may vary due to the choice of the

testing set; the choice of the training set; the internal randomness of the induction algo-

rithm; as well as the random classification error due to having mislabelled objects in the

testing data (Kuncheva, 2004).
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In model selection, k-fold cross-validation is employed to estimate the empirical loss

associated with a given hypothesis function as summarized in Algorithm 4.2. Several clas-

sifiers are trained, each with a different hyper-parameter configuration λ. The best hyper-

parameter configuration λ∗ is selected in order to minimize the empirical loss Remp(hλ).

During cross-validation the dataset D is split into k subsets S1, S2, ..., Sk each with an ap-

proximately equal number of example instances. The set Ti = D−Si with i = 1..k is divided

equally into a training subset Ti1 and validation subset Ti2. The subset Ti1 is used for train-

ing the classier, the subset Ti2 is used to calculate empirical loss of the induced classifier

hλi , while subset Si is not used. The hypothesis hλ is trained and validated k times, each

time producing an empirical loss estimate. The k individual empirical loss estimates are

averaged to calculate the reported empirical loss for classifier hλ.

Algorithm 4.2 k-Fold cross validation for model selection.

input: Data set D
output: Best hyper-parameter configuration λ∗

begin algorithm
Randomly divide data set D into k partitions S1, . . . , Sk each having an approximately

equal number of instances
repeat

Select a hyper-parameter configuration λ **By manual, grid or random search
Initialize Remp(hλ) to 0
for i = 0 to k do

Use temporary data set Ti = D − Si.
Partition temporary data set Ti into a training set Ti1 and a validation set Ti2.
Induce hypothesis hλi over training set Ti1.
Estimate empirical loss Remp(hλi ) over validation set Ti2.
Remp(hλ) = Remp +Remp(hλi ).

end for
Remp(hλ) = Remp(hλ)/k
Tabulate Remp(hλ)

until Hyper-parameter optimization is complete
Select hyper-parameter configuration λ with lowest Remp(hλ) **This is λ∗

end algorithm

After finding the best hyper-parameter configuration λ∗ (the one with the lowest asso-

ciated empirical loss), the empirical loss for hypothesis hλ with λ = λ∗ is estimated using

the set Ti as training set, and the set Si as testing set as outlined in Algorithm 4.3. The

hypothesis hλ is trained and tested k times, each time producing an empirical loss estimate.

The k individual empirical loss estimates are averaged to calculate the reported empirical

loss for classifier hλ.

In this way, model selection is done independently from model evaluation, because Si is

not used during model selection but to estimate the performance of the classifier only after

a hyper-parameter configuration was selected. The phenomenon of peaking, where the same

data set is used for both selecting and evaluating a hypothesis, is therefore avoided (Russel

and Novig, 2010).
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Algorithm 4.3 k-Fold cross validation for model evaluation.

input: Data set D
Hyper-parameter configuration λ

output: Estimate empirical loss for hypothesis h with hyper-parameter configuration λ
begin algorithm

Randomly divide data set D into k partitions S1, . . . , Sk each having an approximately
equal number of instances

Initialize Remp(hλ) to 0
for i = 0 to k do

Use data set Ti = D − Si as training set and data set Si as testing set.
Induce hypothesis hλi over training set Ti.
Estimate empirical loss Remp(hλi ) over testing set Si.
Remp(hλ) = Remp +Remp(hλi ).

end for
Remp(hλ) = Remp(hλ)/k

end algorithm

4.4 Model evaluation measures

A model evaluation measure is a quantitative statement of how well a particular classi-

fier meets the goals of the supervised learning endeavour (Fayyad et al., 1996). In this

research project the performance of each hypothesised classifier is reported by means of sev-

eral evaluation measures: the confusion matrix, classification accuracy, precision and recall.

Each reported evaluation measure is estimated using 10-fold cross-validation (as outlined

in Algorithm 4.3). That is, an evaluation measure is calculated as the average of 10 indi-

vidual evaluation measures estimated on independently trained and tested classifiers. The

evaluation measures used in this dissertation are outlined in the next three subsections.

4.4.1 Confusion matrix

A confusion matrix is a matrix of size n × n, where n is the number of classes considered

in the classification problem, that shows the relation between the predicted class labels and

actual class labels (Kohavi and Provost, 1998). The confusion matrix is particularly useful

to determine the extent of individual class misclassification. It might be possible that a

classifier performs extremely well in correctly classifying instances belonging to one class,

and extremely poorly in correctly classifying instances belonging to another class. The value

of a classifier that performs well in the identification of classes and worse in the identification

of other classes depends on the application domain.

A confusion matrix for a three-class classification problem is shown in Table 4.1. The

number of instances actually belonging to class 1 that was also predicted as belonging to

class 1 is denoted a; the total number of instances in the testing set actually belonging to

class 1 is denoted tr1 = a + b + c; while the total number of instances in the testing set

predicted to belong to class 1 is denote tc1 = a+ d+ g.
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Table 4.1: Example of a confusion matrix

Actual\Predicted Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Total Precision
Class 1 a b c tr1 π1

Class 2 d e f tr2 π2

Class 3 g h i tr3 π3

Total tc1 tc1 tc1
Recall ρ1 ρ2 ρ3

4.4.2 Precision and recall

There are four possible classification outcomes for every instance in the data set (Fawcett,

2006). A classifier can assign an instance to class i if it does in actual fact belong to class

i, this is counted as a true positive (tpi). If the classifier assigns the instance to class i if

it does not actually belong to class i it is counted as a false positive (fpi). An instance not

assigned to class i that does not belong in class i is counted as a true negative (tni) whereas

an instance that is not assigned to class i that does belong to class i is counted as a false

positive (fni).

For every class i in the n class classification problem a precision rate can be calculated

as (Ozgur et al., 2005),

πi =
tpi

tpi + fpi
(4.13)

and a recall rate can be calculated as,

ρi =
tpi

tpi + fni
(4.14)

The precision rate summarizes a classifier’s ability to identify a pattern as belonging to

a class i if it does in fact belong to class i. The precision rate for class 1 in Table 4.1 can be

calculated as π1 = a/tr1. The recall rate measures the probability that an instance classified

as belonging to class i is in fact a class i instance. The recall rate for class 1 in Table 4.1

can be calculated as ρ1 = a/tc1. Similarly, precision and recall can be calculated for each

class. The average precision and recall rate for a classifier is calculated as the average over

all the individual class precision and recall rates.

4.4.3 Model accuracy

Accuracy, sometimes called the correct classification rate, can be calculated as the number

of correct classifications made by the model over the test set, divided by the total number

of instances in the test set (Olson and Shi, 2006). From the confusion matrix in Table 4.1,

the classification accuracy of the classifier can be calculated as (a+ e+ i)/(a+ b+ · · ·+ i).

The classification accuracy is related to the empirical loss (with a 0-1 loss function)

estimated in cross-validation as outlined in Section 4.3. The empirical loss measures the

rate of misclassification whereas the classification accuracy A measures the rate of correct
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classification, formulated as,

A = 1−Remp(h)

= 1− mean
S1,S2,...,S10

Remp(h))

= 1− mean
S1,S2,...,S10

1

|Si|
∑

(x,y)∈Si

{
0 if h(x) = y

1 if h(x) 6= y

}
. (4.15)

4.5 Model comparison

After evaluating each hypothesized classifier built as part of the knowledge discovery en-

deavour, the performance measures can be compared to select the best model. In comparing

the performance of two classifiers, the best classifier can be selected based on the perceived

difference in the observed evaluation measures. Alternatively, a more scientific approach can

be taken to statistically test the significance of the observed performance difference between

two classifiers (Kumar, 2005). A statistical hypothesis test tries to determine whether one

can expect the same results from a repeated study or whether the observed results can be

attributed to chance.

To compare the performance of two classifiers ha and hb a 10-fold cross-validation t-test

is used to test the research hypothesis that the two classifiers perform equally (Bouckaert,

2003; Salzberg, 1997). That is, the null hypothesis states that the results obtained are

purely random, whereas the alternative hypothesis states that the results are extraordinary.

If the two algorithms are statistically different then the null hypothesis will be rejected in

favour of the alternative hypothesis.

As stated in Section 4.4, the classification accuracy of an induced classifier is estimated

using the k-fold cross-validation. For each subset Si an accuracy measure Aai = 1−Remp(hai )

and Abi = 1−Remp(hbi) is estimated. The difference in the estimated accuracies of classifier

hA and hB on subset Si is di = Aai −Abi . The difference in the estimated classifier accuracies

is assumed to be normally distributed with mean,

d =
1

k

k∑

i=1

di (4.16)

and variance

σ̂d
2 =

∑k
i=1(di − d)2

k − 1
(4.17)

Under the null hypothesis H0 : d = 0 the test statistic,

td =
1√
k

d√
σ̂2

(4.18)

has a Student’s t-distribution with k−1 degrees of freedom. From the Student’s t-distribution

the probability p of obtaining a test statistic greater than or equal to the the observed statis-

tic, when assuming the null hypothesis is true, can be obtained. If the two-tailed p-value
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is less than the chosen level of significance α then the null hypothesis H0 can be rejected

in favour of the two-tailed alternative hypothesis HA : p 6= 0. That is, reject the null

hypothesis if p(|t| ≥ td|H0) ≤ α. The alternative hypothesis states that the accuracy of

classifier ha and accuracy of classifier hb are statistically different from one another. Instead

of explicitly specifying a level of significance, usually chosen as α = 0.05, the p-value can

also be interpreted as the smallest significance level at which the null hypothesis will be

rejected (Rice, 2007).

As an alternative to the 10-fold cross-validation t-test the McNemar’s test, the 5 × 2-

fold cross-validation test and the 10 × 10-fold cross-validation test were also considered.

The McNemar’s test is not suitable as it does not consider variability due to the choice of

training set or due to the internal randomness in the induction algorithm (Kuncheva, 2004).

Neither the 10 × 10-fold cross-validation test nor the 5 × 2 cross-validation test have been

widely adopted in the data mining field, with the 10-fold cross-validation test remaining the

most popular procedure (Refaeilzadeh et al., 2009). Therefore the 10-fold cross-validation

hypothesis test is used in this dissertation.

4.6 Experimental design

Not only is the ability of an MLP neural network classifier and LPDCs to solve the multiple

class file fragment type identification problem investigated in this dissertation, but also the

hypothesis that an ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs will be able to

solve the file fragment identification problem with improved accuracy over the individual

classifiers. The rationale behind this hypothesis is that the two classifiers with different

model representations are diverse, and would therefore perform better collectively than

individually (Lee and Elder, 1997; Woods et al., 1997).

The data set used in this empirical investigation is described in Subsection 4.6.1. The

input pattern used to characterize a file fragment is defined in Subsection 4.6.2. In Subsec-

tion 4.6.3 the “greedy” mutual information-based feature ranking algorithm is applied to

the data set to derive the feature ranking used in this dissertation. Four experiments used

to test the research hypothesis of this dissertation are briefly introduced in Subsection 4.6.4.

A more in-depth discussion of each experiment is given in Chapter 5.

4.6.1 Data preparation: The data set

The set of raw files used in the empirical study were taken from the govdoc file corpus

(Garfinkel et al., 2009). This publicly available file corpus consists of approximately one

million files of various file types provided to support forensic research involving the analysis

of files or file fragments. The complete corpus is made available in subsets consisting of 1

000 files each. The set of exemplar files used in this dissertation are sourced from 24 of

these subsets.
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Only fragments belonging to the html, gif, ps, xls, ppt, jpg, doc, txt, gz and

pdf file types were considered. These ten file types were selected partly because they are

user-centric files, which is of forensic importance (Garfinkel, 2007), partly because they are

popular file types considered in the literature (see Tabel 3.4) and partly because the number

of fragments that could be generated from files of these file types was numerous enough to

support the data mining activity.

The descriptive statistics for the set of exemplar files used are given in Table 4.2. A

total of 20 069 files were included in the file set, amounting to approximately 14 GBs of

data. The average size of files in the exemplar file set is 0.69 MB. Files smaller than 8192

bytes were discarded, therefore the smallest file in the data set has a file size of 0.0078 MB.

The largest file used in this research was a txt file with a file size of approximately 1.5 GB.

Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics of the file set used.

File type
Number
of files

File size (in Mbs)
Total Mean Min Max

html 4 890 437.7 0.0895 0.0078 39.31
gif 373 20.7 0.0556 0.0079 0.56
ps 374 601.7 1.6087 0.0090 41.59
xls 999 832.4 0.8332 0.0086 66.13
ppt 1 300 3 157.5 2.4289 0.0132 234.25
jpg 1 587 235.9 0.1486 0.0078 9.08
doc 1 800 1 401.1 0.7784 0.0107 158.51
txt 2 484 3 372.9 1.3579 0.0078 1 557.08
gz 223 125.8 0.5639 0.0080 6.02
pdf 6 039 3 593.5 0.5950 0.0078 30.37
All 20 069 13 779.2 0.6906 0.0078 1 557.08

Each file in the exemplar file set was broken down into 4096-byte file fragments using

a Java program developed for this purpose. The program loops across each file, storing

each 4096-byte fragment separately. This file fragment size was chosen to correspond with

the 4096-byte disk sector that has become the standard disk sector size within the storage

industry (Garfinkel et al., 2010). In line with related studies, the header and trailer file

fragments were excluded from the fragment set (Li et al., 2010; Veenman, 2007; Karresand

and Shahmehri, 2006a,b). It can be argued that header and footer fragments contain the

traditionally used metadata that this study does not want to exploit. Furthermore, any

underutilized footer fragments might distort the analysis as they are either padded with

null values or contain orphaned data. The exemplar fragment set consisted of more than

3.5 million file fragments. The number of fragments per file type is given in Table 4.3.

From the exemplar fragment set, 4 000 file fragments per file type were selected randomly

without replacement for inclusion in the final data set used. For example, 4 000 html file

fragments were sampled from the available 104 724 file fragments. An input pattern is

calculated for each exemplar fragment after which each feature in the input pattern is

standardized. Each input pattern is labelled to correspond to the file type as denoted by

the file extension of it’s parent file. The result is the final data set used in data mining.
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Table 4.3: Number of file fragments per file type

File type Number of
fragments

html 104 724
gif 4 744
ps 153 465
xls 211 545
ppt 806 300
jpg 58 036
doc 355 869
txt 859 794
gz 31 851
pdf 910 860

Total 3 497 188

This process is summarized in Figure 4.2. The input pattern is defined in Subsection 4.6.2.

The feature ranking for this data set is given in Subsection 4.6.3.

Figure 4.2: Process followed to construct the base data set used in data
mining.

4.6.2 Data preparation: The input pattern

The byte frequency histogram (BFH) is used as input pattern to describe a file fragment.

The BFHs are constructed using a Java program developed for this purpose. This program

sequentially reads each byte in a file fragment while counting the number of occurrences

of each possible byte value 0 to 255. The result is an array of 256 frequency values. An

example BFH is shown in Figure 4.3 and more examples are given in Appendix D.

The BFH was chosen due to its popularity in the literature (see Table 3.2). Assuming

that each file type has an underlining internal data structure, this data structure will at

least be somewhat represented in the aggregate BFH.

The input pattern is further augmented by including the mean of the byte values in the

file fragment, standard deviation of the byte values in the file fragment, and the entropy

of the byte values in the file fragment. The mean byte value in a file fragment is used to
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Figure 4.3: The BFH of a pdf file fragment.

measure the centre of the byte frequency histogram. The mean of all byte values bi in a

4096-byte file fragment is defined as,

µ =
1

4096

4096∑

i=1

bi. (4.19)

The standard deviation of byte values in a file fragment is used to measure the variance

of byte values from the mean byte value. The standard deviation of all byte values bi in a

4096-byte file fragment is defined as,

σ =

√√√√ 1

4096

4096∑

i=1

(bi − µb)2. (4.20)

Entropy measures the randomness of byte values within a file fragment. The entropy in

a file fragment is calculated as,

H = −
255∑

v=0

p(v)log(p(v)) (4.21)

where the probability distribution p(v) is the relative frequency of each possible byte value

v (v = 0, . . . , 255) in the the given 4096-byte file fragment.
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These measures summarize the BFH’s form, and would arguably be able to provide a

classifier with some information regarding the whole BFH even if only a subset of the BFH

is made available to the classifier. The mean byte value, standard deviation of byte values

and entropy of byte values are attractive attributes because they can be computed directly

from the BFH without having to reprocess the complete file fragment.

The BFH, as well as the calculated mean byte value, standard deviation of byte values

and entropy of byte values constitute the 259-feature input pattern calculated for each file

fragment included in the data set4.

4.6.3 Data preparation: Feature selection

As outlined in Section 4.1 a classifier’s accuracy can be improved by reducing the number

of input features made available to it. As such, only a subset of the 259 features are made

available to each classifier tested. The “greedy” mutual information-based feature ranking

algorithm outlined in Section 4.1 is used to rank the 259 features in the input pattern.

The data set used for feature ranking is sampled from the exemplar file set as shown in

Figure 4.4. A random sample of 1000 instances per file type is selected from the exemplar

fragment set. The input pattern outlined in Section 4.6.2 is calculated per file fragment.

Each feature in the input pattern is discretized into 10 bins with equal frequency (Ying

et al., 2010). That is, the top 10 percent of values in the feature is assigned to value 1, the

second 10 percent of values in the feature is assigned value 2, and so forth.

A β parameter of 0.7 was used to obtain the feature ranking given in Table 4.45. For

brevity, the complete feature ranking obtained is not presented here. The top c ranked

features are the set of c features that provide the most information with regard to the

predicted class variable. For example, the subset of 4 features, which provides the most

information in distinguishing between all ten file types is the frequency value for bytes 0,

32, 10 and 107.

The number of input features made available to a classifier is determined as part of

hyper-parameter optimization.

4.6.4 Data mining: The experiments

In preliminary work, Wilgenbus et al. (2012) showed that both the MLP neural network

classifier and the LPDC have the ability to solve the one-against-all file fragment type

classification problems with acceptable performance (see Appendix A). The experiments

presented here focus on solving the multiple class file fragment type classification problem.

The usefulness of MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs deployed independently and

4The 256-byte frequency counts in the BFH, the mean byte value, the standard deviation of byte values
and the entropy of byte values.

5Kwak and Choi (2002) suggest using a β parameter value between 0.5 and 1, where larger β values are
used to exclude redundant parameter more aggressively. Estimating the optimal parameter value is difficult
as no prior knowledge with regard to the true optimal feature ranking is available.
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Figure 4.4: Process followed to
construct the data
set used for feature
ranking.

Table 4.4: Feature ranking by
mutual information.

Ranking Feature
1 Byte 0
2 Byte 32
3 Byte 10
4 Byte 107
5 Byte 52
6 Byte 65
7 Byte 13
8 Byte 118
9 Byte 95

10 Byte 66
...

...
258 Byte 149
259 Byte 205

together in an ensemble is tested empirically. The results are compared statistically to test

the hypothesis that the ensemble performs better than the individual classifiers. With this

goal in mind, four experiments are defined.

Experiment 1 A benchmark model, using the k-nearest neighbour algorithm, is

proposed. This experiment is provided in an attempt to make the re-

search results of this dissertation more comparable to the research results

reported by other researchers.

Experiment 2 A single MLP neural network classifier, as outlined in Chapter 2,

is used to solve the 10-class file fragment type classification problem.

Experiment 3 The 10-class file fragment type classification problem is decom-

posed into 45 one-against-one binary classification subproblems. Each

binary classification subproblem is solved using an LPDC. The two phase

LPDA model, as outlined in Chapter 2, is used to derive each LPDC. The

solutions to the binary subproblems are combined into a solution for the

multiple class problem by majority vote. An instance is assigned to the

file type with the most votes.

Experiment 4a An ensemble of ten MLP neural network classifiers are con-

structed. Each individual MLP neural network classifier in the ensemble

has a different hyper-parameter configuration. The probability estimate
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for each file type provided by each individual MLP neural network classi-

fier is combined into an aggregate probability estimate for each file type.

An instance is assigned to the file type with the highest aggregate prob-

ability estimate.

Experiment 4b An ensemble of 450 binary LPDCs are constructed. That is, ten

classifiers are constructed for each pair of file types in the 10-class classifi-

cation problem. Drawing an analogy from Experiment 4a, ten composite

LPDCs are constructed, where each composite classifier consists of 45 bi-

nary one-against-one classifiers. Every composite LPDC uses a different

subset of the input pattern. The total number of votes towards each file

type over the set of 450 votes is determined. The probability of a file

fragment belonging to file type i is estimated as the percentage of total

votes in favour of file type i. An instance is assigned to the file type with

the highest probability estimate (i.e. an instance is assigned to the file

type with the most votes).

Experiment 4c An ensemble of ten MLP neural network classifiers and ten com-

posite LPDCs is constructed. That is, the aggregate probability estimates

of Experiment 4a and Experiment 4b are combined. An instance is as-

signed to the class with the highest aggregate probability estimate.

A more in-depth description of the experiments and the results of each experiment is

given and evaluated in the next chapter. The results of the experiments are compared to

test the research hypothesis.

4.7 Chapter summary

The dissertation hypothesizes that an ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers and

LPDCs can provide improved classification accuracy when applied to the file fragment

type identification. In this regard, the effectiveness of MLP neural network classifiers and

LPDCs deployed independently and in an ensemble are tested empirically. In this chapter

an overview of the methodology followed in the empirical investigation was given. Further-

more, four experiments with which to test the research hypothesis were defined. The next

chapter gives the results of these experiments.

In the framework of the knowledge discovery and data mining process model being

followed, this chapter introduces the data mining activity described in terms of four exper-

iments. Specific attention has also been given to data understanding and data preparation.

The data mining activity cumulates into the results given in the next section.
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VResults and Discussion

In the previous chapter four experiments were outlined. In each experiment, the 10-class file

fragment type identification problem was solved using a different approach. The 10-class

labels refer to the 10 file types considered in this dissertation, as outlined in Section 4.6.1.

The results of these experiments are presented in this chapter.

In Sections 5.2 to 5.5 each experiment that has been introduced in the previous chapter

are formulated in more detail. For each experiment, the result of hyper-parameter optimiza-

tion and the best model, as identified in hyper-parameter optimization, are reported. The

models are compared statistically and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6. Before getting

into the results of the first experiment, a general comment on the choice of hyper-parameter

values are made in Section 5.1.

5.1 A note on hyper-parameter optimization

As outlined in Section 4.2, the problem of identifying a good hyper-parameter configura-

tion from the set of all possible hyper-parameter configurations is called hyper-parameter

optimization. Testing all possible hyper-parameter configurations is computationally pro-

hibitive; therefore, only a subset of all configurations is considered.

In this dissertation, grid search and random search are used to select the subset of con-

figurations tested in each experiment. The use of these approaches makes hyper-parameter

optimization reproducible, automatable and justifiable (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012). How-

ever, the data mining practitioner still has to select the grid resolution and grid size that

bound the grid search as well as the range of values considered during a random search.

As stated by Nisbet et al. (2009), it is in the selection of these values where data mining

becomes an art rather than a science.

Hyper-parameter optimization performed in this dissertation has been set up after taking

the parameters used in similar experiments (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012; Axelsson, 2010;

Cao et al., 2010; Amirani et al., 2008; Harris, 2007), as well as the results of exploratory

experiments, performed as part of this dissertation, into careful consideration. In this way,

the results presented in this chapter are the result of a non-linear process where the output of

one cycle was used to refine the next cycle. In each cycle the hyper-parameter optimization

problem was refined by eliminating hyper-parameter values that did not seem promising,

giving more attention to those that do. As stated in Section 1.4, the knowledge discovery

and data mining process is exactly this activity of cycling through the process model using

the output of one cycle to provide feedback to the next cycle.
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Each hyper-parameter configuration was evaluated using a validation set, which is inde-

pendent from the testing set. The best hyper-parameter configuration, based on classifica-

tion accuracy, for each experiment is used in the final model for which results are reported.

All the results reported in this chapter were estimated with 10-fold cross-validation. This

procedure was outlined in Section 4.3.

5.2 Experiment 1: k-nearest neighbour

A major shortcoming in the file object type identification research domain is the compara-

bility of research results. As stated in Chapter 3, a comparison between the results reported

by two researchers is of limited value due to differences in the problem formulation used, the

size of the classification problem studied, the file types considered and the file object under

observation. As such, Experiment 1 is an attempt to make the results reported in this dis-

sertation somewhat comparable to other approaches found in the literature. A benchmark

model, deemed representative of the current “state of the art” in file object type identifica-

tion, is provided as reference point. A simple k-nearest neighbour classifier is proposed as a

benchmark due to its popularity in the literature (Table 3.6).

The k-nearest neighbour algorithm was used to solve the 10-class file fragment type

identification problem. As outlined in Section 2.4, the k-nearest neighbour algorithm assigns

a file fragment to a file type based on a majority vote of the file types observed over the

k-nearest file fragments in the reference set provided.

The SAS R©PROC DISCRIM procedure was used to implement the nearest neighbour algo-

rithm (SAS, 2009). The Mahalanobis distance measure was used to measure the similarity

between two file fragments. This distance measure is defined as,

d(x, x̃) =

√
(x− x̃)TS−1(x− x̃) (5.1)

where x is an input pattern in the reference set, x̃ is the unlabelled input pattern and S is

the covariance matrix calculated over all instances in the reference set.

All available file fragments in the training set were included in the set of file fragments

referenced by the k-nearest neighbour algorithm. Instance selection (as introduced in Sec-

tion 2.4) was not implemented because exploratory experiments showed that classification

using prototype file fragments as reference set was less accurate than classification using all

available exemplar file fragments as reference set. This finding is supported by the literature

represented in Subsection 3.5.1.

The k-nearest neighbour algorithm is sensitive to ties for any k values larger than one.

That is, the majority vote over the set of nearest neighbours observed for a given file

fragment can be indecisive. Such a tie needs to be resolved in order to assign an instance to

a particular file type. In the results reported here, tied instances were deemed incorrectly

classified. However, a weighted k-nearest neighbour classifier with a higher classification

accuracy may exist (Macleod et al., 1987). A weighted k-nearest neighbour classifier was
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not used as benchmark in this dissertation; firstly, in order to keep the proposed benchmark

model as simple as possible and secondly, because no weighted k-nearest neighbour algorithm

has been applied to file object type identification in the literature surveyed. Therefore, a

simple k-nearest neighbour algorithm is representative of the current “state of the art” in

file object type identification.

5.2.1 Hyper-parameter selection

In this implementation of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm, the number of top-ranked

input features c to use and the value of algorithmic parameter k had to be configured.

Optimal values were determined by a grid search (Section 4.2). The c features used to

describe a file fragment are the c top-ranked features in the ranking presented in Subsection

4.6.3. The value of c was alternated between 50, 100, 150, and 200 while the value of k was

varied from 1 to 31 by 1. The grid size and grid resolution was deemed reasonable after

taking into account the literature surveyed in Chapter 3, as well as the results of exploratory

experiments (Section 5.1). In total 124 different hyper-parameter configurations were tested,

for which the results are given in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Classification accuracy for different hyper-parameter configu-
rations.

The highest classification accuracy is observed at k = 1. A noticeable increase in

classification accuracy is observed when using 100, 150 or 200 input features as opposed

to 50 input features. The change in classification accuracy when using 100, 150 and 200

features respectively is negligible. Therefore, k = 1 and c = 100 was used in the final model

for which the results are reported in the next subsection.
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5.2.2 Model evaluation

The classification accuracy of the 1-nearest neighbour algorithm using 100 input features is

66.2 percent with an average precision of 66.8 and an average recall of 66.2. The classification

accuracy, precision and recall rate are calculated from the confusion matrix as outlined in

Section 4.4.

A confusion matrix for Experiment 1 is given in Table 5.1. To ease interpretation, the

values in this table are given as the percentage of the total number of instances in the

testing set instead of actual number of instances in the testing set traditionally reported in

confusion matrices. The confusion matrix can be interpreted as outlined in in Section 4.4.

For example, 9.5 percent of file fragments in the testing set is actual html file fragments

which was correctly classified. In total 10 percent of the testing set is html file fragments,

giving a correct html classification rate of 95.0 percent. A total 10.13 percent of all the

instances in the testing set was classified as belonging to the html file fragments. Similarly,

ten percent of the testing set is gif file fragments. In total 6.67 percent of the testing set

was actual gif file fragments correctly predicted to be gif file fragments. That is, 66.7

percent of gif file fragments was classified correctly.

Table 5.1: Cross-validated confusion matrix for the nearest neighbour al-
gorithm. Note: Zero cells represent some very small value
which rounds to zero, whereas empty cells represent actual zero
values.

Actual/
Predicted

html gif ps xls ppt jpg doc txt gz pdf Total Recall

html 9.50 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.18 0.24 0.01 10 94.96

gif 6.67 0.02 0.75 0.30 0.61 0.90 0.75 10 66.70

ps 0.04 0.01 9.67 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.14 10 96.73

xls 0.05 0.01 0.01 9.33 0.13 0.04 0.31 0.04 0.04 0.04 10 93.31

ppt 0.53 0.01 0.12 2.80 1.25 1.64 2.07 1.57 10 28.03

jpg 0.28 0.00 0.05 1.27 5.44 1.04 0.88 1.06 10 54.42

doc 0.16 0.30 0.01 0.32 1.48 0.94 4.21 0.06 1.37 1.17 10 42.09

txt 0.39 0.04 0.07 0.05 9.45 0.00 10 94.51

gz 0.44 0.00 0.03 1.81 0.51 1.47 4.01 1.73 10 40.11

pdf 0.01 0.35 0.10 0.05 1.26 0.79 1.03 0.01 1.34 5.07 10 50.74

Total 10.13 8.58 9.85 10.06 9.52 9.27 10.55 9.90 10.61 11.54 100

Precision 93.75 77.76 98.22 92.72 29.45 58.68 39.91 95.50 37.80 43.97

The nearest neighbour algorithm performed well in predicting some file types and con-

siderably worse in predicting other file types. Though approximately 95.0, 96.7, 93.3, and

94.5 percent of html, ps, xls and txt file fragments were correctly identified only 28.0,

42.1 and 40.1 percent of ppt, doc and gz file fragments were correctly identified. A large

percentage of ppt, doc and pdf file fragments was mistaken for gz files by the k-nearest

neighbour algorithm, resulting in low recall for these file types and a low precision for the

gz file type. A low precision for ppt file fragments was observed because a high frequency

of actual jpg, doc, gz and pdf file fragments was identified as ppt file fragments.
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5.3 Experiment 2: Single MLP neural network

classifier

In this experiment a single MLP neural network classifier was used to solve the 10-class file

fragment identification problem. The SAS R©PROC NEURAL procedure was used to implement

the neural network (SAS, 2009). The default three-layer MLP architecture was selected,

which includes linear combination functions in the hidden and output layer nodes, symmetric

sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layer nodes, and softmax activation functions in

the output layer nodes (Sarma, 2007). The softmax activation function is a generalizatio

e33dn of the logistic function to L output nodes, where the node output is calculated as,

ŷl =
eul∑L
i=1 e

ui
(5.2)

with ui and ul the node input of the ith and lth output node respectively. The softmax

activation function allows the network output to be interpreted as posterior probabilities

(Bishop, 1995). An instance was assigned to the class with the highest probability.

The cross-entropy loss function, the default loss function in PROC NEURAL for multiple

nominal output nodes, was used. This cross-entropy loss function for a neural network with

L output nodes is defined as,

L(y, ŷ = h(x)) =
L∑

l=1

yl ln (
ŷl
yl

) + (1− yl) ln(
1− ŷl
1− yl

) (5.3)

The back propagation algorithm, as outlined in Algorithm 2.1, was used to train the

neural network classifier with a default convergence criterion of ε = 10−8 and the maximum

number of iterations set to τ = 20000. The maximum number of iterations was set above

the default SAS R©PROC NEURAL value to allow the back propagation algorithm to converge

even when using small learning rate values. The back propagation algorithm was used for

the reasons outlined in Section 2.2.2.

5.3.1 Hyper-parameter selection

In the implementation of the multiple class MLP neural network classifier, four hyper-

parameters were considered: the optimal number of input features c, the appropriate number

of hidden layer nodes h, the optimal learning rate η and the appropriate strength of weight

regularization λ. The strength of weight regularization λ determines the extent to which

weight decay influences the estimated empirical loss for a given neural network (Section

2.2.3).

A grid search of this four-dimensional hyper-parameter space was computationally pro-

hibitive, therefore a random search was performed instead (Section 4.2). For each trial in

the random search the number of input features c, was set with equal probability, to either
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100 or 200; the number of hidden layer nodes h was drawn geometrically1 between 5 and

300; the learning rate was drawn exponentially2 as a value between 0.0001 and 0.1; and

the strength of the weight regularization λ was draw exponentially in the range of 0.0001

and 0.5. By drawing values geometrically and exponentially, simpler models are favoured

by oversampling the lower end of the hyper-parameter range. The performance of the MLP

neural network classifier was evaluated for 400 unique hyper-parameter configurations. The

predefined range of allowable values for each hyper-parameter, as well as the number of trials

used were deemed reasonable when taking into account the literature surveyed in Chapter

3, the results of exploratory experiments (Section 5.1) and the random search performed by

Bergstra and Bengio (2012).

The top five hyper-parameter configurations found, based on classification accuracy, are

given in Table 5.2. The difference in the estimated classification accuracy between these

models is negligible, therefore in line with Occam’s razor (Domingos, 1999) the least complex

neural network (based on the number of hidden layer nodes) was used to implement the

MLP neural network classifier. That is, (c, h, η, λ) = (200, 56, 0.098, 0.0002) was used in the

final model for which the results are reported in the next subsection.

Table 5.2: Classification accuracy, A, for the five best MLP neural net-
work classifiers found.

c h η λ A

200 106 0.097 0.0004 0.7242
200 56 0.098 0.0002 0.7184
200 166 0.07 0.0072 0.7166
200 110 0.07 0.0001 0.7153
200 70 0.07 0.0041 0.7145

5.3.2 Model evaluation

The optimal parameter found in the random hyper-parameter search was used to implement

the MLP neural network classifier. The classification accuracy of this neural network is 73.5

percent, with an average precision and recall of 74.0 percent and 73.6 percent respectively.

The confusion matrix is given in Table 5.3. Again, while the neural network classifier was

able to correctly predict the file type of many file fragments, a low classification accuracy is

observed for ppt, doc, gz and pdf file fragments. The neural network’s ability to correctly

detect doc, ppt and pdf file types is low with a recall of approximately 34, 33 and 47 percent

respectively. The precision in detecting gz and ppt file types is approximately 45 and 39

1To draw geometrically between A and B means to draw a value uniformly between log(A) and log(B),
exponentiating to get a number between A and B, and rounding to the nearest integer (Bergstra and Bengio,
2012).

2The same as drawing geometrically without rounding the result to the nearest integer.
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percent respectively. The single MLP neural network performed better than the 1-nearest

neighbour algorithm. A comparison is given in Section 5.6.

Table 5.3: Cross-validated confusion matrix for the MLP neural network
classifier.

Actual/
Predicted

html gif ps xls ppt jpg doc txt gz pdf Total Recall

html 9.50 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.44 0.01 10 94.95

gif 8.99 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.50 0.23 10 89.90

ps 0.07 0.00 9.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.01 0.03 10 97.87

xls 0.02 0.01 0.01 9.34 0.09 0.06 0.38 0.02 0.06 0.02 10 93.40

ppt 0.02 0.54 0.02 0.08 3.33 1.90 0.62 0.00 2.92 0.59 10 33.25

jpg 0.04 0.21 0.01 0.69 8.13 0.24 0.30 0.38 10 81.33

doc 0.05 0.34 0.01 0.28 1.58 1.68 3.42 0.04 2.17 0.45 10 34.15

txt 0.34 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.04 9.54 0.01 10 95.38

gz 0.73 0.01 1.32 0.27 0.26 6.78 0.64 10 67.80

pdf 0.02 0.33 0.22 0.02 1.17 1.12 0.28 0.02 2.06 4.77 10 47.73

Total 10.06 11.16 10.10 9.77 8.35 13.20 5.31 10.15 14.79 7.12 100

Precision 94.41 80.59 96.88 95.57 39.82 61.60 64.34 93.99 45.86 67.03

5.4 Experiment 3: LP-based discriminant classifiers

in round robin

In Experiment 3 the 10-class file fragment type identification problem was decomposed into

45 one-against-one binary classification subproblems — one subproblem for each unique pair

of file types in the set of file types considered. Each binary subproblem was then solved

using a LP-based discriminant classifier (LPDC). The majority vote was taken over all 45

discriminant classifiers to classify a file fragment into one of the 10 file types considered. The

set of 45 discriminant classifiers can therefore be seen as one composite classifier because

all 45 discriminant classifiers need to be evaluated to make a final prediction. Furnkranz

(2001) refers to this form of problem decomposition as round robin binarization.

The two-phase LP-based discriminant analysis (LPDA) model outlined in Section 2.3.3

was used to derive the discriminant classifier that best separates file fragments belonging to

file type i and file fragments belonging to file type j. Algorithm 5.1 describes the process

followed to derive the set of discriminant classifiers using a training set T and to test the set

of discriminant classifiers on testing set S. Each LPDA model was solved in the SAS R©PROC

OPTMODEL mathematical programming environment using the simplex algorithm outlined in

Algorithm 2.2.
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Algorithm 5.1 Linear programming-based discriminant classifiers in round robin.

input: Training set T , testing set S, and number of file types n
output: Testing set S with each instance classified as one of the n predefined file types
begin algorithm

r=0 **Initialize counter for the number of file type pairs
for i = 0 to n− 1 do

for j = i to n do
r++
Create temporary training set T ′ by selecting all instances in T belonging to file type
i (denoted Gi) and all instances belonging to file type j (denoted Gj)

Derive discriminant function weights w∗1 by solving phase 1 of the LPDA model
presented in Section 2.3.3 over temporary training set T ′

Use w∗1 to compute a discriminant score for each instance in the temporary training
set T ′

Label instances in temporary training set T ′ as either G′i (classified as file type i),
G′j (classified as file type j) or G′f (in classification gap) based on the discriminant
scores

Derive discriminant function weights w∗2 and boundary value b∗ by solving phase 2
of the LPDA model presented in Section 2.3.3 over temporary training set T ′

Use w∗2 to compute a discriminant score for each instance in testing set S
Use the calculated discriminant score and the boundary value b∗ to classify each

instance in testing set S as either file type i or file type j in a new class variable
voter **Testing set S now has new column voter

end for
end for
Calculate the total number of votes towards file type i (for i = 1, . . . n) over all the

individual class labels voter (for r = 1, . . . , n(n−1)
2

).
Classify each instance in testing set S as the file typeG1, . . . , Gn with the highest aggregate

vote.
end algorithm

5.4.1 Hyper-parameter selection

The only hyper-parameter that had to be configured was the number of top-ranked input

features c used to describe each file fragment. A one-dimensional grid search was performed

to test c values of 50, 100, 150, and 200. The grid size and grid resolution were deemed

reasonable when taking into account the literature surveyed in Chapter 3, as well as the

results of exploratory experiments (Section 5.1).

Figure 5.2 shows the classification accuracy for each value of c. A relatively large

increase in classification accuracy is observed when using 100 input features instead of 50

input features. A marginal change in classification accuracy is observed when using 150

input features as opposed to 100 input features. Therefore, in line with Occam’s razor, 150

input features were used.
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Figure 5.2: Classification accuracy for different hyper-parameter configu-
rations.

5.4.2 Model evaluation

The 10-class problem was solved using a set of LPDCs and 150 input features. The clas-

sification accuracy of the composite classifier is 71.8 percent, with an average precision of

71.3 percent and an average recall of 71.8 percent. The confusion matrix is given in Table

5.4. The composite LPDC failed to accurately predict the file types of ppt, doc, gz and

pdf file fragments, in much the same fashion as the k-nearest neighbour algorithm and the

MLP neural network classifier. The single composite LPDC performed better than the 1-

nearest neighbour algorithm and marginally worse than the MLP neural network classifier.

A comparison is given in Section 5.6.

Table 5.4: Cross-validated confusion matrix for the composite LPDC.

Actual/
Predicted

html gif ps xls ppt jpg doc txt gz pdf Total Recall

html 9.06 0.07 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.59 0.01 0.14 10 90.60

gif 8.20 0.52 0.04 0.30 0.53 0.42 10 82.00

ps 0.03 9.52 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.15 0.02 0.22 10 95.20

xls 0.01 0.01 0.01 9.01 0.13 0.12 0.52 0.10 0.05 0.06 10 90.10

ppt 0.48 0.01 0.05 2.67 1.87 1.40 2.63 0.90 10 26.70

jpg 0.11 0.86 7.75 0.56 0.10 0.62 10 77.50

doc 0.02 0.18 0.32 1.47 1.50 3.66 0.11 2.08 0.67 10 36.60

txt 0.20 0.05 0.01 0.02 9.70 0.03 10 97.00

gz 0.39 0.01 1.21 0.11 0.42 6.84 1.02 10 68.40

pdf 0.24 0.13 0.01 0.95 1.01 0.43 0.01 1.85 5.37 10 53.70

Total 9.32 9.61 9.80 9.48 7.83 12.45 7.38 10.66 14.11 9.45 100

Precision 97.21 85.33 97.14 95.04 34.10 62.25 49.59 90.99 48.48 56.83
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5.5 Experiment 4: Ensembles

The research hypothesis of this dissertation is that more accurate file fragment type identifi-

cation can be achieved by using MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs in an ensemble

instead of using these classifiers individually. Experiments 2 and 3 test the usefulness of a

single MLP neural network classifier and a single composite LPDC. The usefulness of several

of these models used together in an ensemble is tested in Experiment 4. Three different

ensembles are outlined in Subsections 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.5.3; after which the results are given

in Subsection 5.5.4.

5.5.1 Experiment 4a: Ensemble of multiple MLP neural

networks

In Experiment 2 a single MLP neural network classifier was constructed to solve the 10-

class file type identification problem. The best neural network classifier was found using

random hyper-parameter search. In this experiment ten such MLP neural networks, each

using a different hyper-parameter configuration, were combined. Different hyper-parameter

configurations were used in an attempt to introduce diversity into the ensemble (Maclin

et al., 1995). The hyper-parameter configuration of each model was selected randomly

from the set of fair hyper-parameter configurations found as part of the random search

implemented in Experiment 2. A hyper-parameter configuration was deemed fair if it had

an associated classification accuracy higher than 30 percent (i.e. a classification accuracy 3

times better than assigning a file fragment to a random file type). The reason for enforcing

a lower bound of 30 percent was to ensure that all classifiers included in the ensemble was at

least weakly accurate. The probability estimate for each file type provided by each individual

MLP neural network classifier was summed into an aggregate probability estimate for each

file type (Kuncheva, 2004). An instance was then assigned to the file type with the highest

aggregate probability estimate.

5.5.2 Experiment 4b: Ensemble of multiple LP-based

discriminant classifiers

In Experiment 3, a set of 45 binary LPDCs was used to solve the 10-class classification

problem. All 45 discriminant classifiers were evaluated to classify an instance into one of

the ten file types considered. The 45 discriminant classifiers can therefore be seen as one

composite classifier. In this experiment ten such composite classifiers, or 450 binary LPDCs,

were constructed and combined in an ensemble. The available feature set was partitioned

into 10 disjoint subsets, and every composite classifier was trained on a different subset of

features in an attempt to introduce diversity into the ensemble (Chawla et al., 2004). The
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reason for partitioning the available features into 10 disjoint subsets was to provide each

individual classifier included in the ensemble with enough features in order to be at least

weakly accurate.

The total number of votes towards each file type over the set of 450 votes was determined.

The probability of a file fragment belonging to file type i is estimated as the percentage of

total votes in favour of file type i. An instance was then assigned to the file type with the

highest probability estimate (i.e. an instance was assigned to the file type with the most

votes).

5.5.3 Experiment 4c: Combining multiple MLP neural network

and multiple LP-based discriminant classifiers

In Experiment 2 and 3, the 10-class file fragment classification problem was solved using

a single neural network and a single composite LPDC. In Experiment 4a multiple MLP

neural networks were combined in an ensemble. Diversity was introduced into this ensemble

by using a different hyper-parameter configuration in each network. In Experiment 4b

multiple composite LPDCs were combined in an ensemble. Diversity was introduced into

this ensemble by training each composite classifier on a disjoint subset of the available

features.

In this experiment, diversity was introduced into an ensemble by combining classifiers

with different model representations (Saha and Ekbal, 2013; Lee and Elder, 1997; Woods

et al., 1997). The aggregate probability estimates of the ensemble in Experiment 4a and

the aggregate probability estimates in the ensemble in Experiment 4b were summed and an

instance was then assigned to the file type with the highest aggregate probability estimate

(Kuncheva, 2004).

5.5.4 Model evaluation

The classification accuracy for each of the ensembles is given in Figure 5.3. The ensemble of

MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs (Experiment 4c), with a classification accuracy

of 67.3 percent, performed marginally better than the other ensembles.

Though the classification accuracies of the various ensembles are close, there seems to

be a difference in the distribution of misclassified instances over the file types considered.

Figure 5.4 shows the relative portion of the total misclassification rate attributed to each

file type in each ensemble. There is a large variance in the portion of misclassified file

fragments that belong to the ppt, jpeg, gz and pdf file types. For example, 23.9 percent

of misclassified instances is pdf fragments in Experiment 4a while only 17.1 percent of

misclassified instances is pdf fragments in Experiment 4b. In Experiment 4c 21.4 percent

of misclassified instances was pdf file fragments.
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Figure 5.3: Classification accuracy achieved by each of the ensembles
tested.

The classification accuracies of the ensembles tested are less than expected. This can be

attributed to a lack of diversity between the individual classifiers making up the ensembles.

Figure 5.5(a) shows the pairwise correlation in the file type predicted by each individual

classifier (labelled LPDA1 to MLP10) included in the ensembles. For example, the file types

predicted by MLP9 and MLP3 were very highly correlated. A correlation coefficient of nearly

0.8 was calculated for this pair of classifiers. The same conclusion is drawn when measuring

model diversity in terms of the probability that two classifiers will predict the same file

type for any given file fragment. Such pairwise probabilities are given in Figure 5.5(b). For

example, the probability that MLP7 and LPDC5 will be assigning a file fragment to the same

file type is lower than the probability that MLP5 and MLP1 will be assigning a file fragment

to the same file type.

No two classifiers are negatively correlated. The average pairwise correlation of all

composite LPDCs (LPDC1 to LPDC10) is 0.52 while the average pairwise correlation of all

MLP neural network classifiers (MLP1 to MLP10) is 0.65. The average pairwise correlation

of all classifiers (LPDC1 to MLP10) is 0.57. The ensemble of composite LPDCs (Experiment

4b) is therefore more diverse than the other two ensembles. Therefore, as shown in Table

5.5, the improvement over the single best individual classifier is more in the ensemble of

composite LPDCs (Experiment 4b) than in the other ensembles. The best single composite

LPDC in the ensemble of composite LPDCs has a classification accuracy of 61.4 percent.

The classification accuracy of the ensemble of composite LPDCs is 3.7 percent higher than

the classification accuracy of the best single discriminant classifier included the ensemble.

The ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers (Experiment 4a) improved over the best

individual classifier in the ensemble with -0.7 percent while the ensemble of MLP neural

network classifiers and LPDCs (Experiment 4c) improved over the best individual classifier
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(a) Ensemble of MLP neural network clas-
sifiers (Exp. 4a)

(b) Ensemble of LPDCs (Exp. 4b)

(c) Ensemble of MLP neural network classi-
fiers and LPDCs (Exp. 4c)

Figure 5.4: The profile of misclassified fragments per file type per ensemble.
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(a) Correlation in predictions

(b) Probability to make the same classification

Figure 5.5: Diversity of the ensembles
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in the ensemble with 0.5 percent.

Table 5.5: The improvement in classification accuracy over the best indi-
vidual classifier included in a ensemble.

Average
pairwise

correlation

Average
accuracy

of
individual
classifiers

in
ensemble

Accuracy
of best

individual
classifier in
ensemble

Ensemble
accuracy

Improve-
ment over
the best

individual
classifier in
ensemble

Exp. 4a (MLPs) 0.65 54.9 66.9 66.2 -0.7
Exp. 4b (LPDCs) 0.52 53.3 61.4 65.1 3.7

Exp. 4c (MLPs & LPDCs) 0.57 54.1 66.9 67.3 0.5

5.6 Model comparison and conclusion

The results reported in each experiment are summarized in Figure 5.6. The highest classi-

fication accuracy of approximately 74 percent was achieved by using a single MLP neural

network classifier (Experiment 2). Therefore, if a well-selected single MLP neural network

configuration can be found it would appear to be fairly well suited for file fragment type

identification.

Figure 5.6: Classification accuracy achieved in each experiment.

Though a single MLP neural network classifier (Experiment 2) seemed to outperform

the other approaches on average, this is not the case when evaluating the performance

of the proposed approaches over each file type individually. The classification accuracy

of each experiment per file type is summarized in Figure 5.7. The k-nearest neighbour

algorithm (Experiment 1), the single composite LPDC (Experiment 3) and the ensemble

of MLP neural network classifiers (Experiment 4a) seem to have performed better than a
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single MLP neural network classifier (Experiment 2) in the identification of some file types.

For example, the ensemble of composite LPDCs (Experiment 4a) outperformed the single

MLP neural network classifier (Experiment 2) in detecting gz file fragments with a margin

of approximately 10 percent. Furthermore, the single composite LPDC (Experiment 3)

outperformed the single MLP neural network (Experiment 2) in correctly classifying txt

and pdf file types, whereas the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (Experiment 1) outperformed

the other approaches in correctly identifying html and doc files. This finding gives credibility

to the idea that different classifiers are better suited to detect file fragments belonging to

different file types.

Figure 5.7: Classification accuracy achieved in each experiment per file
type considered. The experiment in which the highest clas-
sification accuracy was obtained for each file type is given in
the labels.

The expected classification accuracy achieved when randomly assigning a file fragment

to any one of the ten file types considered is 10 percent. The fact that the classification

accuracy of each file type is higher than 10 percent gives credibility to the idea that there is

an underlying data pattern in the content of a file fragment, which can be found by machine

learning algorithms.

When comparing the average recall and average precision in classifying file fragments

belonging to different file types, as summarized in Figure 5.8, three patterns emerge: Firstly,

html, gif, ps, xls and txt file patterns were classified with high precision and high

recall. A great deal of trust can be placed in a file fragment assigned to one of these

file types because the supervised learning techniques presented here were able to identify

file fragments belonging to these file types correctly and reliably. Secondly, ppt, doc and

pdf files were predicted with relatively high precision and low recall. That is, if a file

fragment was predicted as belonging to one of these file type, it most likely does belong

to the predicted file type. A large percentage of file fragments that does belong to these
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file types was, however, not correctly classified. Thirdly, jpg and gz files were predicted

with relatively high recall albeit low precision. That is, a large percentage of these files was

predicted correctly. However, only a few of the file fragments predicted as belonging to jpg

and the gz file type do in actual fact belong to these file types.

Figure 5.8: Average precision and recall per file type over all the experi-
ments (excluding Experiment 1).

The identification of container files is problematic. As noted in Section 3.1, container

files allow for different base files to coexist in one logical computer file. Identification of

these file types on a fragment level is troublesome because a file fragment might, for all

practical reasons, contain data consistent with another file type. For example, pdf file

fragments were often confused with jpg file fragments. However, pdf files may encapsulate

jpg files, therefore, it can be expected that some file fragments in the data set labelled as pdf

file fragments are for all practical reasons actually jpg file fragments. These “incorrectly”

labelled file fragments that exist in the data set influence the classification accuracy in two

ways. Firstly, any induced classifier will learn to incorrectly identify jpg file fragments as

pdf file fragments because some jpg file fragments are labelled as pdf file fragments in the

training data set. Secondly, some actual jpg file fragments will be counted as incorrectly

classified when assigned to the jpg file type, because they are labelled as pdf file fragments

in the testing data set. The same argument holds for container file types such as, ppt and

doc, which can also encapsulate image file fragments, and gz files that can encapsulate

fragments of any file type.

When comparing the performance of two classifiers, the best classifier can be selected

based on the perceived difference in the observed classification accuracy. Alternatively, a

more scientific approach can be taken to statistically test the significance of the observed

difference in the classification accuracy between two classifiers (Kumar, 2005). As such, the

results of each experiment performed in this dissertation was compared statistically using

a Student’s t-test as outlined in Section 4.5. For each pair of experiments, the p-values is
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given in Table 5.6. The p value can be interpreted as the minimum level of significance

at which the null hypothesis can be rejected. For example, the null hypothesis that the

classification accuracy of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (Experiment 1) is statistically

equal to the classification accuracy of the composite LPDC (Experiment 3) can be rejected

at a significance level of 0.02 in favour of the two-tailed hypothesis, which states that the

performance of the two classifiers is not equal3. The best individual MLP neural network

classifier in the ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers (Experiment 4a) and the best

base composite LPDC in the ensemble of LPDCs (Experiment 4b) is also included in Table

5.6 for comparison.

Table 5.6: Model comparison using the two-tailed t-test. The null hy-
pothesis is rejected in favour of the alternative hypothesis, at
a significance level of 0.05, for all classifier pairs in bold. The
classification accuracy, A, for each experiment is included as
reference from Figure 5.6

A Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Exp. 4a Exp. 4b Exp. 4c Best MLP Best LPDC

Exp. 1 (k-NN) ( 66.2 0.00 0.02 0.99 0.79 0.56 0.05 0.67
Exp. 2 (MLP) 73.6 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00

Exp. 3 (LPDC) 71.8 0.02 0.28 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.01
Exp. 4a (MLPs) 66.2 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.28 0.03 0.66

Exp. 4b (LPDCs) 65.1 0.79 0.04 0.02 0.75 0.52 0.28 0.56
Exp. 4c (MLPs & LPDCs) 67.3 0.56 0.02 0.03 0.28 0.52 0.02 0.74

Best LPDC 61.4 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.28 0.02 0.03
Best MLP 66.9 0.67 0.00 0.01 0.66 0.56 0.74 0.03

From Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6 the following conclusions may be drawn (assuming a

significance level of 0.05 (Kumar, 2005)):

• The benchmark k-nearest neighbour algorithm (Experiment 1) performed

statistically worse than the single MLP neural network classifier (Ex-

periment 2, p = 0.00) and the single composite LPDC (Experiment 3,

p = 0.02). This provides support for using more complex machine learn-

ing techniques in the attempt to solve the file fragment identification

problem. Using an MLP neural network classifier or a composite LPDC

instead of the k-nearest neighbour algorithm also has some other advan-

tages as listed in Chapter 2.

• The single MLP neural network classifier (Experiment 2) seems to have

outperformed the single composite LPDC (Experiment 3) by a margin

of 1.82 percent, though this difference is not statistically significant (p =

0.28). Therefore a composite LPDC may be a valid alternative to an

MLP neural network classifier, especially when considering that an LPDC

is simpler to implement and to optimize. Various other advantages of

LPDCs have been listed in Chapter 2.

3It follows that the null hypothesis can also be rejected in favour of the one-sided hypothesis that the
composite LPDC (Experiment 3) performs better than the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (Experiment 1)
at a significant level of 0.01 (0.02/2)
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• While the ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers and composite

LPDCs (Experiment 4c) performed marginally better than the other en-

sembles (Experiment 4a and Experiment 4b), these performance differ-

ences are not statistically significant (p = 0.75 and p = 0.28 respectively).

• The ensemble of MLP neural networks classifiers and composite LPDCs

(Experiment 4c) performed marginally better than the k-nearest neigh-

bour algorithm (Experiment 1) though these performance differences are

not statistically significant (p = 0.56).

• The single MLP neural network classifier (Experiment 2) statistically out-

performed all ensembles (Experiment 4).

• The single composite LPDC (Experiment 3) statistically outperformed

all ensembles (Experiment 4).

• Though the ensemble of composite LPDCs (Experiment 4b) did not out-

perform the single composite LPDC (Experiment 3). The ensemble did,

however, statistically outperform the best individual LPDC included in

the ensemble.

• The ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers (Experiment 4c) did not

statistically outperform the best individual MLP neural network classifier

included in the ensemble.

These findings lead to the conclusion that an ensemble of classifiers may be able to

improve over the best individual classifier included in the ensemble, however, in this prob-

lem domain an ensemble of classifiers may not be able to improve over a single optimized

classifier. It is important to notice, that the individual classifier included in the ensem-

bles presented here were, sometimes highly, positively correlated. Even though different

hyper-parameter specifications were used in the ensemble of MLP neural network classifiers,

different input features were used in the ensemble of composite LPDCs and different model

representations were combined the ensembles were not diverse. As stated by Kuncheva

(2004), an ensemble becomes more successful if the individual classifiers included in the

ensemble are negatively correlated. It would seem that, in order to outperform the single

optimized classifier, an ensemble of highly accurate and very diverse classifiers or a large

ensemble of marginally accurate and very diverse classifiers needs to be constructed. This

is, however, no feeble task (Woods et al., 1997). Most actual ensembles consist of marginally

accurate and positively correlated classifiers.

This study also found that a single MLP neural network classifier (Experiment 2) or

a set of LPDCs in a round robin (Experiment 3) can outperform the k-nearest neighbour

algorithm, which has been used extensively in the literature. Both MLP neural network

classifier and LPDCs should be considered in this problem domain. It was found that the

performance of LPDCs in a round robin may be comparably to the performance of an MLP

neural network classifier. LPDCs in a round robin may therefore be considered as a valid

and simple alternative to complex MLP neural networks.
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5.7 Chapter summary

The data mining and knowledge discovery process accumulated to the results given and eval-

uated in this chapter. The results of four experiments have been discussed. Each experiment

has been outlined, the selection of hyper-parameters described and the results evaluated us-

ing appropriate figures and tables. An overall comparison of the different experiments, from

which conclusions were drawn, was also provided. The next chapter furnishes some final

remarks.
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VISummary and Conclusion

An important task in digital forensics and security is to identify the true type of a file or

file fragment without relying on traditionally used metadata. This study builds on existing

literature regarding the use of supervised learning techniques for content-based file object

type identification, and explores the combined use of MLP neural network classifiers and

linear programming-based discriminant classifiers (LPDCs) as a solution to the multiple

class file fragment type identification problem.

The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the use of a single MLP neural

network classifier, a single LPDC and a combined ensemble of these classifiers in the field

of file type identification. The ability of each individual classifier and the ensemble of these

classifiers to accurately predict the file type to which a file fragment belongs were tested

empirically.

Chapter 6 presents the final comments and concluding remarks of the study. The ob-

jectives of the study and their achievement will be summarised. New problems and op-

portunities for further study that were presented during the research project will also be

outlined.

6.1 Research objectives

Though the capacity of supervised learning algorithms to solve the file type classification

problem has been shown in other literature, using an ensemble of classifiers to solve the

multiple class file fragment classification problem is unique. As such, the primary research

objective of this project was to describe how MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs can

be used in an ensemble to solve the multiple class file fragment type classification problem.

To accomplish the primary research objective, a list of secondary research objectives,

which contribute to achieving the primary research objective was defined in Section 1.3

(Chapter 1). A summary of these objectives and how each objective was addressed follows:

1. Give a brief overview of supervised learning as relevant to classification

problems.

The supervised learning problem was formally defined and a description

of the classification problem was given in Section 2.1 (Chapter 2).

2. Describe the MLP neural network classifier and LPDC.

The MLP neural network classifier and the LPDC were outlined in Sec-

tions 2.2 and 2.3 (Chapter 2). In the discussion of both these techniques

each model was outlined, the associated induction algorithm was dis-
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cussed and some advantages, as well as disadvantages associated with the

classifier were listed.

3. Give an overview of literature relating to file type and file fragment type

identification.

File object type identification, consisting of file type identification and file

fragment type identification, was introduced in Chapter 1. An overview

of literature relating to file type and file fragment type identification was

given in Chapter 3. Not only did Chapter 3 provide a context for this

dissertation but it also served to guide experimentation in the use of an

ensemble of MLP classifiers and LPDCs as a solution to the file fragment

type identification problem.

4. Outline how MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs can be used in-

dividually and in an ensemble to solve the file fragment type identification

problem.

Ensemble techniques were described in Section 2.5 (Chapter 2). It was

noted that a set of diverse classifiers might theoretically perform better

than an individual classifier. Various techniques for generating an ensem-

ble of diverse classifiers and techniques for combining these classifiers in

an ensemble were outlined.

One of the techniques listed was to combine classifiers of various model

representations. It was noted that the rationale behind this dissertation’s

research hypothesis is that the MLP neural network classifier and the

LPDC have different model representations and should therefore be good

candidates to participate in an ensemble.

In Experiments 2 and 3 (Chapter 5), the MLP neural network classifier

and the LPDC were applied individually as a solution to the 10-file type

identification problem. The purpose of these experiments was to establish

a baseline of how these classifiers perform when applied individually.

In Experiment 4 (Chapter 5), three possible ensembles consisting of

MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs were outlined. The purpose

of these experiments was to determine whether ensembles can be effective

tools in the domain of file fragment type identification.

5. Empirically test the effectiveness of individual classifiers and the ensemble

of classifiers in the domain of file fragment type identification

Chapter 4 gave an overview of the methodology followed in the empirical

investigation presented in this dissertation. Various modelling techniques

were discussed, including random hyper-parameter search, k-fold cross-

validation and mutual information-based feature ranking.

In Section 4.4 various model evaluation measures were outlined. Each

experiment was evaluated based on these measures. A 10-fold cross-
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validation t-test was outlined in Section 4.5. This statistical test was

used to compare the performance of each model configuration proposed.

These techniques were applied in Chapter 5 in the empirical investigation

presented.

6. Compare the classification accuracy of classifiers used in the existing lit-

erature to the classification accuracy of the proposed ensemble

As stated in Chapter 3, a comparison between the results reported by

two researchers is often of limited value due to differences in the problem

formulation used, the size of the classification problem studied, the file

types considered and the file object under observation. For this reason,

the performance of the standard k-nearest neighbour algorithm was also

tested in Experiment 1 (Chapter 5). The k-nearest neighbour algorithm

was selected due to its popularity in the literature, and because it is a

fair representation of the current “state of the art” in file object type

identification. It is hoped that other researchers will also follow this

approach to make meta-comparisons of research reported possible.

As such the primary objective of this dissertation was achieved: It was shown how MLP

neural networks and LPDCs may be used individually and in an ensemble to solve the

multiple file type file fragment identification problem.

6.2 Research methodology

To achieve the research objectives in this dissertation a knowledge discovery and data mining

(KDDM) process model, repeated in Figure 6.1, was used. This process model consists of a

set of processing steps needed to complete a KDDM project.

Figure 6.1: KDDM process model.
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Chapter 1 contributed to the KDDM process by providing some insight into the data

mining problem and objectives. The application domain was also introduced. The required

prior knowledge was further developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Specifically, Chapter

2 provided a general description of supervised learning but also the machine learning tech-

niques applied in this dissertation. In Chapter 3 a general description of supervised learning

as relevant to the file object type identification problem was given. The data mining activity

was introduced in Chapter 4. The discussion with regard to experimental design addressed

various topics such as the data set used, feature selection techniques applied, model selec-

tion techniques applied, as well as model evaluation and comparison methods chosen. The

results of the knowledge discovery endeavour were given and evaluated in Chapter 5. This

dissertation focussed on evaluating the usefulness of MLP neural networks and LPDCs for

file fragment type identification. The actual implementation of the techniques in practical

scenarios is left as a future research problem.

6.3 Research results

The research hypothesis of this dissertation was as follows: more accurate file fragment type

identification can be achieved by using MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs in an

ensemble instead of using these classifiers individually.

When applied individually, both models seemed to perform well in solving the multiple

class file fragment type identification problem. Both models seem to be a valid alternative to

the k-nearest neighbour algorithm, which is frequently used for file object type identification

in the literature. The composite LPDCs seems to be a valid and promising alternative to

MLP neural networks because it is simple and efficient to solve.

The results of combining MLP neural network classifiers and LPDCs in an ensemble were

not better than those of the single optimized classifiers. Even though the MLP neural net-

work model and LP based discriminant model have different model representations, the file

type predicted by each model was very correlated. It would seem that better improvement

in classification accuracy could be achieved if one combines more diverse classifiers.

The ensemble of classifiers did outperform the best individual classifier included in the

ensemble. The classification accuracy of a single optimized classifier is, however, better.

Ideally, one would like to combine highly accurate and diverse classifiers in order to out-

perform the single optimized classifier. The problem of how to build a set of accurate and

diverse classifiers remains a challenge.

This study introduced the idea of ensemble learning to the domain of file fragment type

identification, and it is hoped that further research in this regard will follow.

6.4 Research limitations

Limitations to this dissertation, as well as this research domain, can be identified:
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The identification of file fragments belonging to container files remains a limiting factor

in the successful implementation of file fragment type identification problems. Further

research is needed as to how this problem should most likely be addressed. The question

that needs to be answered is: Should a file fragment be classified in line with the file type

of its parent container file or in line with its base file type? The answer to this question will

most likely be determined by application area. If the objective is to identify file content of

a specific type, then assigning a file fragment its base file type would seem correct. If the

objective is to apply these techniques in file reconstruction algorithms, then assigning a file

fragment to its parent file type would seem correct.

Only popular file types found in the literature were included in this study. Further

research needs to be done on what type of file fragments are truly of interest to security,

network and digital forensic specialists.

There are various techniques that can be used to introduce diversity into an ensemble.

Only three different approaches were tested in this dissertation, therefore the results may

not be suitable for generalization. However, ensemble learning is a broad and active research

area in machine learning. Testing every technique proposed in the literature was not part

of the scope of this dissertation. Other approaches might provide interesting results.

6.5 Future research

Various opportunities for further research exist:

1. Other approaches for introducing diversity into the ensemble can be

tested. For some techniques, such as bagging and boosting it may be

possible to construct larger ensembles, which might be able to improve

classification accuracy.

2. The use of alternative predictors than the byte frequency histogram em-

ployed here may also be examined. The use of longer n-grams (bi-grams

or tri-grams) might be considered.

3. Longer n-grams analyses, as proposed for file type identification by Harris

(2007), combined in ensembles with other supervised learning techniques

should be examined.

4. Taking the file types of neighbouring file fragments (for example on a

disk image) into consideration before assigning a file type to a file frag-

ment could be explored. This approach might be useful in identifying file

fragments belonging to container files.

5. As shown in this dissertation, different supervised learning techniques

might be well suited for the identification of some file types and not for

others. A divide-and-conquer approach, as proposed for file type identifi-
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cation by Ahmed et al. (2010), combined with ensembles might improve

classification accuracy of some file types.

6. In terms of LP-based discriminant analysis (LPDA) other alternative

model formulations can be investigated. Also, assigning different cost

coefficients in the objective functions of the LPDA models might be a

way to introduce more diversity in the ensemble.

6.6 Chapter summary

This final chapter presented a summary of the initial objectives and how the objectives were

addressed. In conclusion, the problems experienced and possible future research opportuni-

ties were outlined.
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Abstract

The file fragment classification problem is important in data recovery, memory diag-
nostics and network and forensic analysis. Security and forensic specialists need reliable
automated tools to identify the true file type of a file or a file fragment. The design of
efficient and accurate classifiers have become a mayor challenge in digital forensics for
which several approaches have been proposed. This paper investigates the feasibility of
a neural network model and a linear programming based discriminant model to solve a
binary file type classification problem. Labelled byte frequency histograms, computed
from a set of file blocks, are used to construct and test each classifier. The study finds
that both neural networks and linear programming discriminant models are able to pre-
dict the file type of a given file fragment with reasonable accuracy. A two phase linear
programming model seems particularly capable of solving this problem.

Key words: Linear Programming, Discriminant Models, Neural Network, Multi
Layer Perceptrons, File type identification, File fragment classification.

1 Introduction

Computer technology plays an increasingly important role in the processing, storage and
transmission of data. Digital media has become the preferred data and information storage
medium. As the use of computers to store both legal and illegal information grows, so
does the need for specialized tools that can monitor, control and even recover this data [1].
Digital forensic and security specialists require trusted and automated tools to identify the
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true nature of files and file fragments. Not only might such tools help to identify hidden or
misrepresented data, but also aid in the reconstruction of files.

Traditionally files are identified by means of meta-data such as file extensions, file header
signatures or operating system specific meta-data tables [2]. File type classification that
relies on meta-data is not always reliable because the meta-data can be unavailable or could
have been tampered with.

As fragmentation is a natural occurrence in the computer sciences, the need to identify
the file type to which a file fragment belongs is a recurrent task in digital security and
forensics. Fragment type identification is difficult as the fragment might not contain the
meta-data used in traditional file type classification techniques. Data recovery of forensically
important files such as pictures, documents and other end-user centric files is plagued by
high fragmentation [3].

The file fragment classification problem involves identifying the true type of a computer
file fragment [2]. A model has to be developed that is able to determine the file type
of a given file fragment based on the file fragment’s content. This paper evaluates the
performance of a neural network and a linear programming discriminant model in classifying
file fragments. A brief review of related work is offered in Section 2. The methods under
investigation are discussed in Section 3. Empirical results are given in Section 4, a conclusion
is drawn and future work is discussed in the final section.

2 Related work

Several solutions to the file type identification problem have been proposed in literature [2,
4, 5]. In general each proposed method tries to generalize some representative characteristic
for a given file type from a sample of files. New files or file fragments can then be compared
to the representative characteristics to predict their file type.

One characteristic used often is the byte frequency histogram (BFH), which is the
frequency histogram of bytes contained in a file over all the possible byte values from 0 to
255 [2]. A centroid BFH is constructed as the representative characteristic of a file type
and a new file is then compared to different centroids by means of some distance measure.

The use of single centroids [2], multiple centroids [5, 6], and exemplar files [7] have been
proposed to improve distance based file type identification using a k-nearest neighbour
classification algorithm. The byte frequency histogram analysis has also been extended to
byte-pair frequency analysis in the same fashion [8].

Other characteristics utilized include various statistical moments [9, 10]; entropy and
complexity [9]; rate of change histograms [11]; as well as longest common subsequence
analysis [12]. The compression distance between files of a known file type and files of an
unknown file type has also been tested [7].

Support vector machines [13, 14], Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis [9, 12], as well as
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multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural networks [6, 15] have been used to predict file types
with varying success.

The use of feature selection techniques is relevant in training classifiers for file type
prediction due to the high dimensionality of the BFH employed as input pattern. Feature
selection techniques used include filtering based on average feature value [6]; filtering based
on average feature value after taking into account the consistency of this value [8]; as well
as feature compression by means of principal component analysis (PCA) and non-linear
component analysis (NLPCA) [15].

This research paper builds on a well established foundation of research contributions
by other authors. A mutual information measure is used to select the feature set used in
constructing a neural network to predict whether a file fragment belongs to a given file
type. In addition, a linear programming based discriminant model is also used for file type
classification.

3 Preliminaries: Methods used

The file fragment classification problem under investigation is modelled as a general binary
classification problem. Supervised learning techniques are applied to derive a generalized
hypothesis from an exemplar dataset that can be used to make future predictions [16].

Formally, let (~xt, yt) with t = 1 . . . k be a training set of k training patterns where each
feature vector ~xt, of r attributes x1 , x2 , . . . , xr , is associated with a predefined class label
yt ∈ {G0, G1}. The objective of the binary classification problem is to derive a classifier
f → {G0, G1} which minimizes the difference between the given class label yt and the
predicted class label ŷt.

In this section a brief overview of two techniques, neural networks and linear program-
ming discriminant analysis, for deriving a classifier f is given. These techniques are used in
Section 4 to predict whether a file fragment belongs to a certain type of file.

3.1 Neural Networks

Neural networks imitate the cognitive function of the brain to approximate intelligent ma-
chines [17, 18]. The multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network consists of multiple neu-
rons in a highly connected pattern. The neurons are separated into three distinct layers.
The input layer where the predictors are received, the output layer where the predicted
values are found, and a layer of hidden units in-between. All units of the input layer are
connected to all units in the hidden layer while all units of the hidden layer is in turn
connected to all units of the output layer.

The neural network receives an input vector ~xt ∈ Rr+1 representing the r input features
as well as a bias signal x0 set to one [19]. Each value x0, x1, . . . , xr in the input vector enters
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the network at the corresponding input node. Each input node xi passes it’s value to each
hidden neuron zj where i = 0 to r and j = 1 to J .

Each neuron zj in the hidden layer combines the inputs received from each preceding
interconnected input node as a weighted sum of inputs uj =

∑r
i=0wjixi where wji is the

weight of the connection between input node xi and hidden neuron zj . The hidden neu-
ron output zj is computed by resolving an activation function ah(uj) with the computed
weighted sum uj . The activation function ah used in each hidden neuron can be any non-
linear monotonically increasing function that is differentiable in uj , such as the symmetric
sigmoid function. The output of the hidden layer is a vector ~z ∈ RJ+1 with the bias signal
z0 set to one. The vector ~z supplies inputs to the output layer with one neuron in the
case of a binary classification problem. That is the output layer produces a scalar ŷ ∈ R.
The network output ŷ is determined as ao(u) where u =

∑J
j=0wjzj is the weighted sum

of all connections between hidden neurons zj with j = 0 . . . J , and ao another non-linear
monotonically increasing activation function.

The number of input nodes and the number of output neurons depend on the problem
under investigation, however the optimal number of hidden neurons is not as forthcoming.
The number of hidden neurons establish the predictive ability of the network: An MLP,
with enough hidden neurons, can approximate any function from Rr to R with any desired
degree of accuracy [20].

The correct number of hidden neurons depends on the characteristics inherent to a
specific problem such as the noise in the dataset, the number of dimensions, the availability
of training data, and the interdependence of features [18]. An overly simplified network with
too few hidden neurons has little capacity to learn knowledge, while a complex network with
too many hidden neurons will have more weights than can be supported by the available
training data. Such a model will over-fit the training data while under performing on the
test data.

Once the architecture of a neural network is defined, it has to be trained before it can
be used for prediction. An MLP stores knowledge in the set of weights w = {wj , wij}
where each weight represents the importance of a specific incoming signal in computing the
outgoing signal for each neuron in the network. It is through this network of connections
with each connection having a specific weight that a network has its predictive power.

A training algorithm adjusts each weight in the set of weights w in order to make the
computed network output ŷt as close as possible to the desired network output yt for each
training pattern output tuple ((~xt, yt), ŷt) with t = 1 . . . k. The backpropagation algorithm
(BPROP), quick propagation algorithm and the RPROP algorithm are some algorithms
used to train neural networks [21]. A complete description of the backpropgation algorithm
can be found in [19].

A neural network is a practical classifier because it is free of statistical assumptions
regarding the distribution of input data. In addition, a neural network does not require a
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functional form to be specified a priori, as a non-linear functional form is derived implicitly
during network training.

3.2 Linear Programming Based Linear Discriminant

Discriminant analysis (DA) is a popular method used in deriving a classification rule from
a sample of labelled patterns. If M = {(~xt, yt)|~xt ∈ Rr, yt ∈ {G0, G1}} is a training set of k
training patterns where each feature vector ~xt of r attributes x1 , x2 , . . . , xr is associated with
a predefined class label yt ∈ {G0, G1}. Define a linear discriminant function as f(~w, ~xt) =
w0 +

∑r
i=1wixti and a class boundary b such that f(~w, ~xt) ≤ b for all (~xt, yt) where yt ∈ G0

and f(~w, ~xt) ≥ b for all (~xt, yt) where yt ∈ G1. The objective of discriminant analysis is to
find ~w∗ and b∗ that minimize the extent of misclassification. Optimal values of ~w∗ and b∗ are
then used to assign a class label to an unlabelled pattern ~x ′ by calculating a classification
score f(~w, ~x ′), and assigning ~x ′ label G0 if f(~w, ~x ′i ) ≤ b as G1 if f(~w, ~x ′i ) ≥ b.

A linear programming discriminant analysis (LDPA) approach allows for efficient com-
putation of an optimal discriminant function over large sets of sample data without relying
on any assumptions about the data. Empirical studies have shown that LPDA models
outperforms traditional discriminant methods, such as Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis
and Smith’s quadratic discriminant analysis in situations where the normality assumptions
of data do not hold [22]

One model that seems to perform better than the other LPDA models when a sub-
stantial number of outliers are present is the PHASER model which is implemented as a
two step classification approach [22, 23]. Initially a discriminant rule is defined that allows
for a classification gap, or fuzzy set, consisting of patterns for which the rule has not yet
been established. In the first phase those patterns that lie close to the group boundary,
and which is therefore most likely to be misclassified, are excluded in the construction of
the discriminant function. During the second phase, the discriminant function is refined
by focusing on the separation of patterns within the fuzzy area. The first phase can be
modelled as follows [24]:

minimize

k∑

t=1

dt,

subject to w0 +

r∑

i=1

wixti − dt ≤ 0 ∀ ~xt ∈ G0,

w0 +

r∑

i=1

wixti + dt ≥ 1 ∀ ~xt ∈ G1,

with dt ≥ 0 ∀ ~xt ∈ G0 ∪G1,

wi ∈ R for t = 1 . . . r.
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The area between [0, 1] is defined as the fuzzy area and dt denotes the distance of each
pattern t = 1 . . . k from the group boundary which is zero and one for patterns in group G0

and G1 respectively.
Solving the model produce optimal weights ~w∗ that is used to calculate a discriminant

score for each of the training samples. The training sample is then re-labelled such that the
label S0 is assigned to all patterns classified as belonging to G0 by having a discriminant
score of less than zero; the label S1 is assigned to all patterns classified as belonging to G1

by having a discriminant score of more than one; and the label Sf is assigned to all patterns
having a discriminant score lying between zero and one.

The second phase allows for more careful analysis of the subtly distinguishable patterns
in Sf . The discriminant function is refined to minimize the misclassification in the fuzzy
region without sacrificing any correct classifications made in phase one. Denote the correctly
classified patterns of each target group after phase one as G0 ∩S0 and G1 ∩S1 respectively.
The second phase can then be formulated as follows [24].

minimize
∑

~xt∈G0∩(S1∪Sf )

dt +
∑

~xt∈G1∩(S0∪Sf )

dt,

subject to w0 +

r∑

i=1

wixti ≤ 0 ∀ ~xt ∈ G0 ∩ S0,

w0 +

r∑

i=1

wixti ≥ 1 ∀ ~xt ∈ G1 ∩ S1,

w0 +

r∑

i=1

wixti − dt ≤ b ∀ ~xt ∈ G0 ∩ (S1 ∪ Sf ),

w0 +

r∑

i=1

wixti + dt ≥ b ∀ ~xt ∈ G1 ∩ (S0 ∪ Sf ),

with 0 ≤ b ≤ 1,

dt ≥ 0 ∀ ~xt ∈ G0 ∪G1,

and wt ∈ R for t = 1 . . . r.

The optimal weights ~w∗ and optimal group boundary b∗ found in the second phase are
used for classifying new unlabelled patterns.

4 Experimental Methodology and Results

This section presents an overview of the research methodology followed and the results
obtained when applying an MLP and LPDA model to the file fragment classification prob-
lem. The discussion includes a brief overview of the dataset used, the model evaluation
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criteria used, the feature selection technique employed, and the method used to estimate
parameters. Models were implemented using Base SAS, SAS Enterprise Miner software and
SAS/OR software [25]. The standard MLP architecture was used with the backpropagation
learning algorithm.

4.1 Dataset

Files used in this research were taken from the govdocs1 dataset [26]. Only file types gz, gif,
ps, xls, ppt, jpg, doc, txt and html were considered. For each file type under investigation a
binary classification model was built to determine whether a given file fragment belongs to
the this type of file or not. The specific file type for which a model was built to identify is
henceforth called the model’s target file type.

Files were broken down into 4096-byte blocks, for each of which a byte frequency his-
togram (BFH) was computed by counting the number of occurrences of each possible byte
value (from 0 to 255) in the block. Header and trailer blocks were excluded and the byte
frequency histograms were standardized by dividing each byte frequency value by 4096.
The base dataset consisted of more than 730 000 BFHs. Descriptive statistics for the base
dataset are given in Table 1.

From the base dataset a balanced dataset was created for each file type under investi-
gation. Such a balanced dataset consists of 2000 randomly selected BFHs of the specific file
type, as well as 2000 randomly selected BFHs from all remaining file types. The dataset for
each file type was further partitioned into a training and a testing dataset at a ratio of 2:1.

Table 1: Source file descriptive statistics
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4.2 Model Evaluation

The accuracy of each model in classifying the file type in the test set of file fragments is
reported using several measures [14, 6, 8]. First a precision measure is used. Precision (P )
measures a classifier’s ability to identify patterns as part of the target class which is in
fact part of the target class. P is defined as P = tp/(tp + fp) where tp is the percentage
of patterns in the target class classified as belonging to the target class, while fp is the
percentage of patterns classified incorrectly belonging to the target class.

Recall is the second measure used. Recall (R) measures the probability that a target
class pattern is classified correctly. R is defined as R = tp/(tp + fn) where fn is the
percentage of patterns in the target class classified as not belonging to the target class. A
combined measure F is constructed as the harmonic mean between P and R with F =
2RP/(P +R). F represents the model’s ability to predict target class objects correctly and
non target class object correctly.

A general accuracy measure (A) is provided as the percentage of patterns classified
correctly as either part of the target class or not part of the target class, such that A = tp+tn
where tn is the percentage of patterns correctly identified as not belonging to the target
class.

4.3 Mutual information

Feature selection is a critical step in reducing the input dimensionality of a classification
problem by reducing the complexity of the classifier, improving the generalization ability of
a classifier while also improving the efficiency of classifier training [27]. Feature selection is
of particular importance when training neural networks [16].

One technique that has been shown to be effective in selecting features for use with
neural networks is based on Mutual information [28]. Mutual information between the
class-denoting variable Y and the set of features S is defined as the the difference between
the uncertainty in Y and the uncertainty remaining in Y conditioned on the set of features S.
That is MI(Y |S) = H(Y )−H(Y |S) where entropy H(· ) is used to measure the uncertainty
in a variable.

The features are ranked in such a way that the k top ranked features are those k features
that maximizes the mutual information about the category denoting variable Y . A complete
description of the method is given in [28]. Feature ranking for each file type as target class
is given in Table 2. The top k features (byte values) were used as inputs to the neural
network where the optimal k is estimated empirically as outlined in the next section. For
example, the subset of 4 features which provides the most information in distinguishing the
xls file type from other file types consists of the byte values 0, 48, 13 and 80.
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Table 2: Feature ranking for each target file type.
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4.4 Parameter estimation

In the implementation of neural networks, the optimal number of features c and the appro-
priate number of hidden layers h had to be estimated. [29] argues that a random search for
the optimal neural network configuration is able to find models that are as good as those
found in traditional grid search approaches within a small fraction of the computation time.
A random search for near optimal parameters was performed: Values h ∈ {1 . . . 60} and
c ∈ {10 . . . 70} were drawn randomly for which the performance of the neural network was
estimated by means of 10-fold cross validation. For each file type, models were evaluated
for 100 randomly drawn parameters (h, c) pairs. The results reported in the next section
are for the neural networks model found to provide the most accurate results. Where two
or more models specifications had similar results the simpler model was chosen.

4.5 Results

The suitability of neural network and linear programming discriminant analysis for file
fragment type predictions were investigated. For each file type, a neural network was con-
structed to predict whether a given file fragments belongs to this file type or not. Similarity,
for each file type, a discriminant function were derived using a two phase linear programming
model described earlier.

The performance of each file-specific neural network is given in Table 3. Each neural
network was constructed using the c top ranked features as inputs with h hidden layers. The
procedure to determine the values of c and h was described in Section 4.4. For example, the
results for the model classifying a fragment as either belonging to or not belonging to the
doc file type has been constructed using the 59 top-ranked features and 28 hidden layers.
This model is able to identify 74.9 percent of files correctly.

The results from the linear programming discriminant models is given in Table 4. For
each file-specific model the derived discriminant function is used to predict whether a file
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Table 3: Results of neural network with h hidden nodes and c input features
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fragment belongs to this type or not. The LPDA was initially applied using the same number
of features that was used in the corresponding neural networks. The linear classifiers were
not able to achieve similar predictive accuracy as the non-linear classifiers using the reduced
feature sets. While the neural network does not scale well to larger dimensional spaces, the
LPDA is efficient using all 256 features.

Table 4: Results of linear programming model with 256 input features
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Both the neural network and linear programming models provide reasonable accurate
classification results. The average classification accuracy between classifiers are similar,
with the neural network model only slightly outperforming the linear programming based
model. The neural networks are able to accurately identify the target file type with an
accuracy of between 74 percent and 96 percent. The LPDAs are able to accurately identify
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the target file type with an accuracy of between 71 percent and 96 percent.

While the general results of both classifiers are nearly identical, the per file type perfor-
mances varies. At this stage the LPDA model seems to be the more pragmatic solution to
the classification problem because the model can be solved more easily for larger datasets,
while construction and training of the neural networks are tedious and time consuming. Fur-
ther research will investigate the feasibility of using both techniques together for improved
predictive capability.

5 Conclusion

An important task in digital forensics and security is to identify the true type of a file or
file fragment without relying on file typing meta-data. This paper identifies two techniques
which can be used as binary file type classifiers: A multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural
network and Linear Programming Discriminant Analysis (LPDA). Neural networks seemed
promising due to there inept ability to learn difficult non-linear patterns from complex
datasets while LPDA seemed promising because it can be solved efficiently given a large
number of variables.

Both models seemed to preform well in solving the binary file fragment type classifi-
cation problem, however, the use of these techniques needs to be investigated further. In
terms of pre-processing, various feature selection techniques needs to be evaluated before
applying neural networks. The use of alternative predictors more and above the byte fre-
quency histogram employed here should also be examined. In terms of linear programming
discriminant analysis other alternative model formulations can be investigated.
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B
The simplex algorithm: An

example

This appendix shows how to solve a simple linear programming (LP) problem graphically and by

using the simplex algorithm outlined in Section 2.3.2. Similar examples can be found in Griffon

(2012) and Bazaraa et al. (1990).

B.1 The example LP problem

For the purpose of this example, consider the following production problem,

maximize z(x1, x2) = 3x1 + 2x2

subject to x1 ≤ 3

x1 + x2 ≤ 6

2x1 + x2 ≤ 8

x1, x2 ≥ 0 (B.1)

The objective of this LP problem is to find non-negative values for the decision variables x1 and

x2 that maximize the value of the objective function z(x1, x2), within the feasible region defined

by the three constraints.

B.2 Isoprofit graphical solution method

The graphical solution method works only when there are two decision variables. The steps are as

follows (Render et al., 2011):

1. Plot the feasible region defined by the constraints.

2. Plot a contour line of the objective function for any chosen value of z.

3. For a maximization problem, identify the contour line (isoprofit line) with the

largest objective function value z that intersects the feasible region. This contour

line will be parallel to the one drawn in point 2 and will pass through one of the

feasible region’s corner points.

4. For a minimization problems, identify the contour line (isocost line) with the

smallest objective function value z that intersects the feasible region. This

contour line will be parallel to the one drawn in point 2 and will pass through

one of the feasible region’s corner points.

5. The corner point identified will be the optimal basic feasible solution.

The feasible region defined by the constraints in Equation B.1 is shown in Figure B.1 as area

ABCDE. An infinite number of contour lines could have been drawn by selecting any real number

values for z. The contour lines shown are for objective function values z = 9, 12, 13 and 14. Each
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of these contour lines intercepts one of the corner points defined by the feasible region. Point C

lies on the highest possible contour line that intersects the feasible region, therefore point C is the

optimal solution with z = 14, x1 = 2 and x2 = 4.

Figure B.1: The graphical representation of the LP problem defined in
B.1.

B.3 Simplex Algorithm: Algebraic solution

The LP problem defined in Equation B.1 can be solved using the simplex algorithm described in

Algorithm 2.2. The LP problem is converted to standard form by adding slack variables s1, s2 and

s3,

max z(x1, x2) = 3x1 + 2x2

subject to x1 + s1 = 3

x1 + x2 + s2 = 6

2x1 + x2 + s3 = 8

x1, x2, s1, s2, s3 ≥ 0

(B.2)

The LP problem in Equation B.2 defines the matrices,

c =




3

2

0

0

0



x =




x1

x2

s1

s2

s3



A =




1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 1 0

2 1 0 0 1


b =




3

6

8


 (B.3)
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Initial basic feasible solution

Matrix A can be decomposed into matrix B and matrix N by selecting the three unit vectors

corresponding to s1, s2 and s3 as the initial basic solution,

Bs1,s2,s3 =




1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1


Nx1,x2 =




1 0

1 1

2 1


 (B.4)

Therefore,

xB =



s1

s2

s3


 cB =




0

0

0


xN =

[
x1

x2

]
cN =

[
3

2

]
(B.5)

Matrix B is the unit matrix, therefore B = B−1 = I. Set the non-basic variables xN = 0 then

the basic feasible solution is,

xB = B−1b =




3

6

8


 (B.6)

with an objective function value,

z(x) = cTBB
−1b = 0 (B.7)

This basic feasible solution corresponds to point A in Figure B.1.

Determine if this is the optimal solution by calculating the reduced cost for every xi in xN .

With

B−1N =




1 0

1 1

2 1


 (B.8)

the reduced cost vector is,

cTBB
−1N − cTBN = [0, 0]− [3,−2] = [−3,−2] (B.9)

Step 1

Observe the negative reduce cost entries, and derive that,

∂z

∂x1
= −(cTBB

−1A·1 − c1) = 3 (B.10)

∂z

∂x2
= −(cTBB

−1A·2 − c2) = 2 (B.11)

The objective value z can therefore be increased with 3 units for each unit increase in x1 and 2

units for each unit increase in x2. Choose x1 to enter the basic solution. This requires one variable

to exit the basis, that is, one current basic variable’s value is reduced to zero. Investigate how

much increase in x1 each of the non-basic variables allows by performing the minimum ratio test

using each positive element in B−1A·1 and the corresponding element of B−1b. Calculate,

B−1A·1 =




1

1

2


 (B.12)
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and,

∆x1 = min
{

3
1 ,

6
1 ,

8
2

}
(B.13)

In this case 3
1 is the minimum ratio. Therefore x1 enters the basis and variable s1 leaves the basis.

The new basic and non-basic variables are,

xB =



x1

s2

s3


 cB =




3

0

0


xN =

[
s1

x2

]
cN =

[
0

2

]
(B.14)

By simply swapping out the columns of x1 and s1 in the basis matrix B and the non-basis matrix

N ,

Bx1,s2,s3 =




1 0 0

1 1 0

2 0 1


N s1,x2 =




1 0

0 1

0 1


 (B.15)

Derive the inverse of matrix B through elementary row operation such that [B|I] ∼ · · · ∼ [I|B−1].

For the new basic feasible solution solve,

xB = B−1b =




3

3

2


 (B.16)

and for the new objective function value solve,

z(x) = cTBB
−1b = 9 (B.17)

This new basic feasible solution corresponds to the point E in Figure B.1. Check whether this is

the optimal solution by investigating the reduced cost values of the non-basic variables. With

B−1N =




1 0

−1 1

−2 1


 (B.18)

the reduced cost vector is calculated as,

cTBB
−1N − cTN = [3, 0]− [0,−2] = [0,−2] (B.19)

Step 2

From the negative reduced cost entry it follows that,

∂z

∂x2
= −(cTBB

−1A·2 − c2) = 2 (B.20)

Let x2 enter the basic solution. Investigate how much increase in x2 each of the non-basic variables

allows. Perform the minimum ratio test using each positive element B−1A·2 and each correspond-

ing element of B−1b. That is, calculate

B−1A·2 =




0

1

1


 (B.21)
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and

∆x1 = min
{

3
1 ,

2
1

}
(B.22)

In this case 2
1 is the minimum ratio. Therefore x2 enters the basis and variable s3 leaves the basis.

The new basic and non-basic variables are,

xB =



x1

s2

x2


 cB =




3

0

2


xN =

[
s1

s3

]
cN =

[
0

0

]
(B.23)

and,

Bx1,s2,x2 =




1 0 0

1 1 1

2 0 1


N s1,s3 =




1 0

0 0

0 1


 (B.24)

The new basic feasible solution that corresponds to point D in Figure B.1,

xB = B−1b =




3

1

2


 (B.25)

with an objective function value of,

z(x) = cTBB
−1b = 13 (B.26)

Investigate the reduced cost value for each non-negative variable to determine whether the current

feasible solution is optimal,

cTBB
−1N − cTN = [−1, 2]− [0, 0] = [−1, 2] (B.27)

Step 3

From the negative reduced cost entry derive that the z can be increased further by increasing

the value of s1. Let s1 enter the basic solution. The increase allowed in s1 by each of the basic

variables is calculated in the minimum ratio test using each positive element in B−1A·3 and each

corresponding element of B−1b. Calculate,

B−1A·3 =




1

1

−2


 (B.28)

and,

∆s1 = min
{

3
1 ,

1
1

}
(B.29)

It follows that s1 enters the basis and variable s2 leaves the basis. The new basic and non-basic

variables are,

xB =



x1

s1

x2


 cB =




3

0

2


xN =

[
s2

s3

]
cN =

[
0

0

]
(B.30)
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and,

Bx1,s1,x2 =




1 1 0

1 0 1

2 0 1


N s2,s3 =




0 0

1 0

0 1


 (B.31)

The new basic feasible solution that corresponds to point C in Figure B.1 is,

xB = B−1b =




2

1

4


 (B.32)

with an objective function value of,

z(x) = cTBB
−1b = 14 (B.33)

This is an optimal solution because the reduced cost of both non-basic variables is positive,

cTBB
−1N − cTN = [1, 1]− [0, 0] = [1, 1] (B.34)

In these three steps, the simplex algorithm iterated from one extreme point to the next extreme

point until the optimal basic feasible solution was found as shown in Figure B.2.

Figure B.2: The graphical representation of the simplex algorithm as it
cycles through extreme points.
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C
“Greedy” mutual information based

feature ranking: An example

This appendix contains an example of mutual information feature ranking as outlined in Algorithm

4.1. This example was adapted from the one provided by Kwak and Choi (2002).

In this example it is assumed that a fictional data set of 1000 instances was generated. Each

instance consists of four features X1 = a, X2 = a− b, X3 = b2 and X4 = c where the value of a, b

and c are drawn uniformly between [−0.5, 0.5]. The class denoting variable Y is defined as,

Y = f(a, b) =

{
0 if a+ 0.2b < 0

1 if a+ 0.2b ≥ 0

}
(C.1)

For example, consider the random generate number tuple (a, b, c) = (0.45,−0.29,−0.05). From

these values a hypothetical data set instance can be constructed as,

(X1 = a,X2 = a− b,X3 = b2, X4 = c, Y = f(a, b)) = (0.45, 0.74, 0.0841,−0.05, 1).

In order to implement the “greedy” first mutual information-based feature ranking algorithm,

the continuous feature values need to be mapped into discrete feature values. Each feature is

discretized into 10 bins with equal frequency. That is, the top 10 percent of values in the feature

is assigned to value 1, the second 10 percent of values in the feature is assigned value 2, and so

forth, until the bottom 10 percent of values is assigned value 10.

The probabilities p(Y = y), p(Xi = x) and the joint probability p(Y = y,Xi = x) are estimated

by relative frequency count using the discretized data set1. The estimated probabilities are omitted

for brevity. However, they are used to calculate the mutual information of each feature Xi with

the class denoting variable Y , as

I(Xi, Y ) =
∑

x∈Xi

∑

y∈Y
p(x, y) log2(

p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
). (C.2)

for i = 1, . . . , 4. The results are given in Table C.1. For example, the mutual information between

predictor variable X1 and the class denoting variable Y is estimated as 0.829.

Table C.1: The value of I(Xi, Y )

I(Xi, Y )

X1 0.829

X2 0.258

X3 0.010

X4 0.003

1Where y = 0, 1 is the realization the class variable Y and x = 1, . . . , 10 is the realization of feature Xi

for i = 1, . . . , 4.
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The probabilities p(Xi = x), p(Xj = ẋ) and the joint probability p(Xi = x,Xj = ẋ) are

estimated by relative frequency count using the discretized data set2. The estimated probabilities

are omitted. However from these probabilities the mutual information between feature Xi and

feature Xj is calculated as,

I(Xi, Xj) =
∑

x∈Xi

∑

ẋ∈Yj
p(x, ẋ) log2(

p(x, ẋ)

p(x)p(ẋ)
) (C.3)

for all i = 1, . . . , 4 and j = 1, . . . , 4 where i 6= j. The results are given in Table C.2. For example,

the mutual information between predictor variable X1 and predictor variable X2 is 0.593.

Table C.2: The value of I(Xi, Xj)

I(Xi, Xj) X1 X2 X3 X4

X1 0.593 0.054 0.046

X2 0.593 0.155 0.058

X3 0.054 0.155 0.064

X4 0.046 0.058 0.064

Features are selected iteratively for inclusion in the feature ranking R. The feature Xi that

provides the highest mutual information with regard to Y is selected first. From the results in

Table C.1, the feature X1 = a with I(X1, Y ) = 0.829 is ranked first.

During each remaining step, the feature Xi that provides the highest mutual information with

regard to Y adjusted for by information already contained in the ranking R is selected for inclusion

in the ranking R. The adjusted mutual information for feature Xi is calculated as,

I(Y, {R,Xi}) ≈ I(Xi, Y )− β
∑

Xj∈R
I(Xi, Xj), (C.4)

Using a redundancy parameter β = 0.4, the adjusted mutual information for features X2, X3

and X4 is calculated in Table C.3 using the results from Table C.1 and Table C.2. Feature X2 is

selected for inclusion in ranking R because it has the highest value I(Y, {X1, X2}) = 0.021.

Table C.3: Feature ranking: Step 2

I(Xi, Y ) I(Xi, X1) I(Y, {X1, Xi})
X2 0.258 0.593 0.0213

X3 0.010 0.054 -0.011

X4 0.003 0.046 -0.015

The next feature is selected by computing I(Y, {X1, X2, Xi}) for each feature not yet included

in ranking R. This calculation is given in Table C.4.

2Where x = 1, . . . , 10 is the realization of feature Xi and ẋ = 1, . . . , 10 is the realization of feature Xj

for i = 1, . . . , 4 and j = 1, . . . , 4.
3I(Y, {X1, X2}) = 0.258− 0.4× 0.593 = 0.021
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Table C.4: Feature ranking: Step 3

I(Xi, Y ) I(Xi, X1) I(Xi, X2) I(Y, {R,Xi})
X3 0.010 0.054 0.155 -0.0734

X4 0.003 0.046 0.058 -0.039

In this example, feature X4 with I(Y, {X1, X2, X4}) = −0.073 is ranked third as it has the

highest adjusted mutual information value. The last feature X3 is ranked fourth by default.

The feature ranking with β = 0.4 is R = {X1, X2, X4, X3}. Feature X2 = a− b is preferred to

X2 = b2 because Y = f(a, b) is a linear combination of X1 = a and X2 = a− b. Though X3 = b2

contains more information with regard to Y = f(a, b) than X4 = c, it is ranked below X4 because

all the information in X3 is already contained in X2 and X1.

If β = 0 was used, then features would have been ranked as R = {X1, X2, X3, X4} because the

algorithm would only consider mutual information with regard to the output variable. Features

X1 = a, X2 = a − b and X3 = b2 are all more related to the target variable Y = f(a, b) than

X4 = c.

4I(Y, {X1, X2, X3}) = 0.010 + 0.4× 0.054 + 0.4× 0.155 = −0.073
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D
Example byte frequency

histograms

This appendix contains examples of file fragment byte frequency histograms for all file types

included in this study. The vertical axis of each graph shows the relative frequency of a byte value

in a file fragment, whereas, the horizontal axis shows all possible byte values.

The byte frequency histogram, together with the mean byte value, standard deviation in byte

values and a byte stream entropy value forms the set of predictor variables considered in this

dissertation (see Section 4.6.2).

Note: The scale on the vertical axis is not the same across all graphs. The histograms were nor-

malized by dividing each byte value by 4096, the total number of bytes in a file fragment. The file

number in the header of each image corresponds to the file name in the Garfinkel et al. (2009) file

corpus and the position of the 4096-file segment in the original file.

Figure D.1: The BFH of a txt file fragment. The file fragment has a
mean byte value of 87.12, a standard deviation in byte values
of 30.79, and a byte stream entropy value of 1.96 bits
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Figure D.2: The BFH of a html file fragment. The file fragment has a
mean byte value of 43.38, a standard deviation in byte values
of 9.97, and a byte stream entropy value of 2.19 bits.

Figure D.3: The BFH of a gif file fragment. The file fragment has a mean
byte value of 124.30, a standard deviation in byte values of
71.53, and a byte stream entropy value of 5.48 bits.
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Figure D.4: The BFH of a jpeg file fragment. The file fragment has a
mean byte value of 123.02, a standard deviation in byte values
of 72.27, and a byte stream entropy value of 5.46 bits.

Figure D.5: The BFH of a doc file fragment. The file fragment has a
mean byte value of 50.37, a standard deviation in byte values
of 65.39, and a byte stream entropy value of 3.09 bits.
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Figure D.6: The BFH of a xls file fragment. The file fragment has a mean
byte value of 102.44, a standard deviation in byte values of
79.38, a byte stream entropy value of 3.84 bits.

Figure D.7: The BFH of a ppt file fragment. The file fragment has a mean
byte value of 125.151, a standard deviation in byte values of
72.77, a byte stream entropy value of 5.48 bits.
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Figure D.8: The BFH of a gz file fragment. The file fragment has a mean
byte value of 129.84, a standard deviation in byte values of
73.93, a byte stream entropy value of 5.48 bits.

Figure D.9: The BFH of a ps file fragment. The file fragment has a mean
byte value of 53.06, a standard deviation in byte values of
10.32, a byte stream entropy value of 1.56 bits.
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Figure D.10: The BFH of a pdf file fragment. Byte values have a mean of
117.78, a standard deviation in byte values of 72.95, a byte
stream entropy value of 5.39 bits.

Figure D.11: The BFH of a pdf file fragment. The file fragment has a
mean byte value of 95.95 , a standard deviation in byte
values of 75.54, a byte stream entropy value of 4.99 bits.
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Figure D.12: The BFH of a pdf file fragment. The file fragment has a
mean byte value of 73.76, a standard deviation in byte values
of 25.55, a byte stream entropy value of 4.44 bits.
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